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THE CASE OF COMRADE JOHN E 

"For us the party must be a combat organization which leads a deter
mined struggle for power. The Bolshevik party which leads the struggle 
for power needs not only internal democracy. It also requires an imper
ious centralism and an iron discipline in action. It requires a prole
tarian composition conforming to its proletarian program. The Bolshevik 
party cannot be led by dilettantes whose real interests and real lives 
are in another and alien world. It requires an active professional lead
ership, composed of individuals democratically selected and democratical
ly controlled, who devo~their entire lives to the party, and who find 
in the party and in its multiform activities in a proletarian environ
ment, complete personal satisfaction. 

"For the proletarian revolutionist the party is the concentrated ex
pression of his life purpose, and he is bound to it for life and death. 
He preaches and practices party patriotism, because he knows that his 
socialist ideal cannot be realized without the party. In his eyes the 
crime of crimes is disloyalty or irresponsibility toward the party. The 
proletarian revolutionist is proud of his party. He defends it before 
the world on all occasions. The proletarian revolutionist is a disci
plined man, since the party cannot exist as a combat organization with
out discipline. When he finds himself in the minority, he loyally sub
mits to the decision of the party and carries out its decisions, while 
he awaits new events to verify the disputes or new opportunities to dis
cuss them again. 

"The petty-bourgeois attitude toward the party, which Burnham re
presents, is the opposite of all this. The petty-bourgeois character 
of the oppOSition is shown in their attitude toward the party, their 
conception of the party, even in their method of complaining and whining 
about their 'grievances', as unfailingly as in their lightminded attitude 
toward our program, our doctrine and our tradition. 

'~e petty-bourgeois intellectual, who wants to teach and guide the 
labor movement without participating in it, feels only loose ties to the 
party and is always full of 'grievances' against it. The JDOIIent his toes 
are stepped on, or he is rebuffed, he forgets all about the interests of 
the movement and remembers only that his feelings have been hurt; the re
volution .. y be important, but the wounded vanity of a petty-bourgeois 
intellectual is more important. He is all for discipline when he is lay
ing down the law to others, but as soon as he finds himself in a minor
ity, h. begins to deliver ultimatums and threats of split to the party 
_jorlty." 

-- J. P. Cannon, The StruSfle for 
!. Proletarian Party (pp 14- 5) -
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Comrade John E, has been in the organised ostensible Trotskyist move
ment for nearly four years. Splitting from the Socialist Workers League 
with the Communist League he was won to us from the CL via the Revolution
ary Internationalist Tendency. Although on the National Committee of both 
the SWL and the CL, he did not play a key role in either organisation. 
John has posed a number of apparently unconnected and sometimes seemingly 
inexplicable organisational problems to us from the earliest period of our 
association with him. Since his return from overseas the comrade has for 
the first time been expected to integrate himself thoroughly into our day
to-day work, and this has confirmed for us that he has a number of severe 
inadequacies as a Bolshevik. In a subjective response to criticisms of 
his functioning in Europe, his delayed return from Europe, and his func
tioning since his return, the comrade has put up a mass of defensive and 
disloyal evasions, and now, having generalised that performance into some 
sort of a program, has both given us some powerful new insights into it 
and has set out on a dangerous political path. This document is an appeal 
to the comrade to draw back from the consequences of inability to face his 
political record squarely, and from the unprincipled use of factional meth
ods of struggle to which that inability has led him. 

It is no mere coincidence that it is only now we are trying to com
plete his integration that the programmatic consequences of the comrade's 
weaknesses are becoming clear (though they are as yet far from rQunded or 
finished). '.'it., I, tJ~agre...nt with us,' thOughapparentlr sincere 
_pdftciplecl"'w.Qf .. I.ity had·'I.aewhat of an alJUnetimdunteste(! Char-

"i;~t_l'. 

Too Much Trouble? 

If our rank-and-file thinks that we are taking too much trouble over 
an isolated and feeble element who has on a number of occasions laid him
self open for summary expulsion, then let it be remembered that in comrade 
John we see only an extreme and concentrated form of the problems which, 
in less crippling manifestations, beset many members when they first enter 
the organisation. The fight against John's resistance to the authority of 
the party is of course, extremely important, but the fight can have a far 
greater importance if it can also help the whole party understand better 
(because scrutinised in concentrated form) those lesser forms of resistance 
to the authority of the collective which constitute a real impediment to 
the advancement of the organisation. 

aside for a time the background to 
in this particular case, let us comrade's gen-

era argument as it unfolded: first in a discussion with me on 
the evenin~ of Thursday 18 July, then,after pressing for the discussion to 
be delayed for a fortnight, in a discussion held on my initiative in the 
Sydney Local meeting of Sunday 21 July, and finally in a partial form in 
his letter to Susi of 21 July • 
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On 18 July, one night after asking me if and when I could arrange f'Jr 
him to be able to live in Britain with comrade Susi (of the Berlin Commit
tee), John discovered his letters had been reac by me, p~ecip. 
itating first a discussion on the question of the right ofco.mrades· pri
vacy of correspondence" and _.~ethe., w.t OIl'" to argue.t!J&t.,. 
Spartaci.t'~,· geaeratlY"lntOJ;'f.~ too ~much in thep •• cmli·' J1Vtii]Of 
i."t.s" ..... ,., and that he had believed that for a long time. Al though it 
did not come as a very great surprise to us, he had never expressed this 
view before, sc I ca1\,~"AA.~Y ,e.xp;lainec tlJ him how ~ti;;:. " : ; "per-
SQ e~ ·., ... ea~''tho!e 01 the,party"'Ybe ... ~.g~ s.Jeets 
. . " /$P6Z1f, but that in situations in which it is 1e-

sirable that personal needs be subordinated it is far better to rely on 
the consciousness of members than on discipline. Thus we quite frequently 
try to argue a comrade into moving from one city to another, but unless 
he were a member of the Central Conunittee we would not order him to move. 
I explained to him that in view of our conjunctural difficulties we unfor
tunately have to put more pressure on comrades than is usually desira~le, 
and I then asked John what had caused him to develop this criticism of the 
Spartacist League leadership, and to give examples of how we had illegit
imately interfered in the personal lives of other comrades. He answered 
only after fully five minutes of evasions such as "It is what I have ob
served" but finally came out with the same example as he did later, at the 
Local meeting on Sunday July 21, when it was so effectively rebutted by 
Vicky. He said she should not have been forced to give up her baby to 
foster parents • 

The ~ of Bolshevik Consciousness 

Poor John is starting to see himself in a nightmare, terrorised by 
the same Red Ogre who steals little children and gives them away to strang
ers. Presumably the care and attention given the mother by the Ogre, the 
supply of baby clothes we made, and our care for the child -- in some per
iods as much as sixteen hours a day, five days a week -- are merely part
icularly devious touches. Presumably the fact that we did not force the 
comrade to have an abortion suggests not that we rely on the consciousness 

'of comrades but only that we wanted, out of pure vindictiveness to cause 
the maximum possible personal suffering. Likewise the fact that we then 
waited until the child was five months old to "force" the mother to have 
it fostered must be seen as positively diabolic. 

The truth is that our advice to Vicky -- that her contribution to the 
revolutionary movement would be very limited if she kept the child -- start
ed to carry much more weight with her as it became clear in practice that 
she was going to have continuing difficulty coping. It was the realisa
tion of this which led her to find a means of having the child far better 
cared for than were she to keep it and remain a professional revolutionary. 
Comrade John seriously denigrates the consciousness represented by a vary 
difficult decision for which Vicky must take full credit. 
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If the same choice were before him, John would have found it more im
portant to bring up his o~~ child than to make a revolution. As he said to 
Vicky on the night of Saturday 20 July "I'd never allow any child of mine 
to be adopted." The comrade had attempted to make an idealistic distinc
tion between politics and some particular intimate personal sphere in which 
the party has no business whatever. This really reduces to his plaintive 
plea -- there are some areas in which John E i~ sure he could never allow 
politics to prevail. "Please", he is asking, "could the party refrain from 
the struggle over my weaknesses as it would expose them to the light of 
day and be most uncomfortable." That these areas are in fact somewhat 
larger than any intimate personal sphere is shown by his actual function
ing. John has got to learn that the party can cope with all kinds of 
weaknesses in comrades, that it can make all kinds of concessions to com
rades' personal needs. We can certainly even accept comrades having child
ren, despite the difficulties which o~r small size puts us under. Jut, ~e 

, ' , whi~ .. tha.t~~,~.OIItt areas; in the 
"~:~~I~~:"WiV'tdttalhastlt.'~i~ hid."hoJa the or-; I Ol"g4li1IationJllUjt; 'rel-tain troll argu"1lf::for 

Every comrade must be dealt with as having specific needs, and is 
able to give his most to the party under different conditions and with 
different allowances being made for those needs. We must accomodate to 
the personal needs of every comrade but to say that many personal needs 
of members must be accomodated to by the party is not to justify those 
needs or render them immune to the influence of the party. Once last year 
after a long argument over his functioning the comrade came to me and in 
a remark of rare self-perception confessed: "There is something you should 
know about me. I always find it difficult to admit I was wrong." I told 
him, rather gently, that most people did find it a bit difficult, but that 
he, like everybody else, would be wrong very often, and if he were going 
to contribute fully to useful debate we would have t~ push him a bit to 
help him learn to admit when he was wrong. The comrade'S reply at the 
time was astounding. We would have to accept the comrade as he was --
we could not expect any change. Now although John has a high opinion of 
his political development, he doubtless believes that he will continue 
to develop politically. But the horror of also being pushed to develop 
by growing out of such intimate and personal attitudes as self-pride is 
just too much. For John E that has just got to be put beyond the sphere 
of the party. Of course he would find this more difficult to argue open
ly than an absolute principle of keeping his personal relationships out 
of the sphere of the party but nevertheless he has in fact argued for 
it. 

Anything the comrade says about agreeing that "everything personal 
which affects the functioning of a comrade is political" is contradict
ed by the above example in practice, by the example of the child which 
he used both in discussion with me and later at the Local meeting, and 
also by a whole range of examples, including his maintenance of an ab
solute right of privacy in his relationship with Susi while at the same 
time using that relationship as an argument that he should be trans
ferred to Britain. 
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While of course the Spartacist League normally has no interests in, 
for example, the sexual attitudes or habits of its members, even these 
cannot be given absolute immunity from scrutiny of the party. In extra
ordinary cases the party must intervene. It is not for nothing that we 
have our lifestyle rule: "Members will not in their personal appearance, 
habits, conduct or lifestyle be either a serious or chronic detriment to 
the SLANZ." 

Some extremes require rules and discipline, but it is not only in 
extremes that the party is interested in overcoming those traits which 
come into conflict with the needs of the party. The whole task of build
ing a revolutionary party is a task of putting together and training 
cadre. At every stage the building of the party requires massive "per
sonal sacrifices" on the part of every member; there is no political task 
whatever devoid of a personal content. A Bolshevik struggles for an in
tegration of his personal and political life, and his party struggles to 
help him in that development. 

It is to be noted that the party was kept in ignorance of comrade 
John's belief that there are some personal things beyond its province 
for a long time -- probably a year (if it developed about the time the 
child was born) but at least seven months (when it was fostered). While 
there is a consistency in keeping his position from the party, it is the 
consistency of one who takes politics and the party unseriously, who 
doesn't think it really matters that the party has a deeply flawed con
ception of itself. The corollary of comrade John's view that the party 
should not touch his own most personal concerns is that his concern for 
the party is not very deeply personal. 

The Local Meeting -- On the Blurring of Factions 

At the Sydney Local meeting of 21 July comrade John's views on the 
right to privacy were developed considerably beyond what was presented to 
me the previous Thursday night. After presenting his views on the inviol
ability of intimate personal affairs including personal correspondence, 
he went on to merge these views with a conception of the rights to secrecy 
of non-factional political correspondence. His argument was that while 
this right was unnecessary in a healthy organisation "such as ours", it 
had to be maintained in case our organisation degenerated when the ab
sence of such a right could lead to the smashing of a revolutionary min
ority. Although in fact such a minority would be, surely, a faction, the 
idea that a decisively degenerated party will maintain for Bolsheviks any 
rights of political struggle -- factional or non-factional -- is of 
course sheer utopian-liberal nonsense. The more interesting implication 
of the view that we need speCial rights in case we degenerate is, however, 
as comrades Dave S and others pointed out at the meeting, that there is 
no qualitative difference between a healthy organisation "such as ours" 
and a degenerated organisation such as (to use the comrade.'s examples) 
the CPs in the late 1920s and the SWP in the early 19605. Comrades noted 
that John was equating me with Stalin. 
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In a bureaucratically deformed centrist or reformist party revolution
aries must often deceive the apparatus by carrying on secret correspondence, 
but it would be ridiculous and anti-Leninist to base the norms of a revo
lutionary org~lisation on such conditions. As I said at the Local meeting, 
degeneration will not be prevented by any organisational rules, but only 
by the consciousness of the membership developed through open political 
struggle. While it is necessary to preserve the right of factional secrecy, 
the . 

John further argued that "pre-factional" material should be privil
eged, and implied that the party should be able to do nothing to inter
sect the development of factions -- that they were good things. In fact 
factions are useful only in that they reveal something wrong in the party 
something wrong in either the leadership or the minority. The leadership 
of the party has the responsibility -- and must have the means -- to pre
vent the disruption to the party that factional warfare precipitates by 
wherever possible correcting the wrong before it develops to a factional 
stage. 

A blurring of the distinction between factional and non-factional 
situations can only lead to the worst kind of manoeuvering, unprincipled 
hiding of differences, and playing of one group of comrades off against 
another. Secret non-factional political correspondence, like other prac
tices blurring this distinction (all associated in our movement with the 
development of Pabloism) cannot preserve the party from degeneration, as 

. Jo4m would have it, but can only weaken the party and lay the !!!L ~ 
ditions which pre~are it for degeneration. Comrade John's attempt to 
break down that d1stinction can of course by no means be accorded the status 
of a conscious attempt to prepare the party for degeneration, but it does 
reflect his primary concern for the establishment of rules in whiCh he-as
an individual can operate, when he feels it is necessary, against the p~rty, 
rather than for rules in which the party can as a collective best operate 
against the bourgeoisie. This, like his campaign for an absolute rule of 
privacy, reflects his distorted scale of values: John E before the party! 

It is an ... e •• 11~~rt~eipl. that if a comrade wants to cor
re. spoe~ s.!,~r~~~JIlUStll~1!·'Win.·' hts. ·.·&the..,....t to .f.etionon the 
~~f . 1. fol';.,pi,fl~.~e40poslti.oJ" You can't have the "ad-
vantaaes" of factional rights without the "disadvantages". As was noted at 
the Local meeting, the comrade simply does not understand the party and 
furthermore is not particularly interested in it. He said he had not even 
read the Cunningham-Maore-Stuart documents, and since then he has also con
fessed to not having read the.Ellens-Turner documents. 
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The Letter to Susi 

During the Local discussion comrade Joel Salinger handed me a note re
marking with extraordinary presci~nce that J~hn was really asking how he 
could gain the advantages a faction has in bein~ allowed secret correspond
ence. We were later to learn that in fact the Local meeting had interrupt
ed the writing of his 21 July letter to Susi, which was to be -- for as 
long as possible -- a secret, ostensibly non-factional document designed 
to line up the Berlin Committee against the leadership of the SLANZ. 

This letter defines a narrower area of privacy rights, confinine it
self to the question of correspondence, and is more careful than his verbal 
formulations. He tries somewhat inadequately to identify Lenin in 1903 
with his own view r'that personal correspondence of an intimate nature has 
a right to privacy". Now any organisation would be stark crazy to want to 
make a habit of looking at its members' more intimate correspondence. It 
is something which must be reserved for extraordinary situatbns. But 
there are such situations -- situations for example in which either the:,·· 
intimate takes on a political importance or it is believed possible that 
what is held to be intimate is not in fact so intimate. 

It is simply not possible to draw an absolute line between the per
sonal and the political. This is the real lesson John should draw from 
1903, when Lenin split the editurial board of Iskra primarily because the 
personal habits and lifestyles of Za~ulitsch ~ Axelrod had become ~ pol
itical obstacle (see Trotsky's cowm~t in ~ L1fe, pp 161-163). 

With his letter to Susi of 21 July he sent also Sharpe's letter of 
30 ~1ay 1974 and his own reply to the letters of Sharpe and Brosius dated 
6 July, which had at that point not even been sent to Sharpe and Brosius. 
He had given an untyped copy to the organisation and it was in the process 
of being stencilled for circul~tion. Although he had not previously com
plained of the delay (occasioneu by the need to fit the stencilling into 
our press typing schedule) he later claimed that he was entitled to go out
side the proper channels for the distribution of such a document because 
the organisation had failed in its duty to type his letter earlier. Chal
lenged as to· whether he held we had "sabotaged" his document he said "I~ 
will have to think about that. I; He gave 1i ttle heed to the party's need to 
decide on the priorities for its few competent typists. 

While previously we could extrapolate something of our comrade'S view 
of the party, his now expressed political positions and his method of 
fighting for them allow us a far higher understanding than we previously 
had of the inadequacies of his day-to-day functioning. No doubt some of 
these views only became fully conscious as we struggled against that low 
level of functioning, but they nevertheless encapsulate in generalised form 
the political thrust responsible for it. Let us look at the record. 
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comrade first learnt (through "passing remarks") that comrade Brosius thought 
it would be all right for him to go to Vienna, and that he later approa.ched 
her saying something like "Comrade Robertson doesn't think it's a good idea 
for me to go to Vienna -- What do you think?lI It is equally clear that 
comrade John did not tell comrade Brosius that he had agreed with comrade 
Robertson's "advice" or that both comrades Sharpe and Hannah had given him 
quite explicit instructions not to go to Vienna. 

Although at one stage he was certain he had mentioned comrade Sharpe's 
views and at another he thought he had told Brosius that he had agreed with 
comrade Robertson, he has since that time acquiesced to this resume at least 
three times, and on the last occasion said "Yes, but that is not bad. You 
sometimes don't tell comrades everything either." (!) 

(Incredibly -- comrade Brosius' instruction for him to keep his mouth shut 
notwithstanding -- when the comrade returned he was boasting of the good work 
"we" did in Austria, explaining to the benighted Austrians the proper organ
isational norms!) 

Of course he says he is sorry he was not more honest with comrade Brosius, 
but he still tries to mitigate his mistakes by saying 
(a) Brosius was very busy so he didn't have time to tell her what he should 

have. He didn't have the gall to put this in writing. 
(b) He claims to be the victim of the indisciplined norms of the organisations 

he has previously been in. It is simply untrue that the SWL is undisci
plined. And 

(c) He didn't know that the SLUS used democratic centralist norms in its 
European work. 

Thus he can claim "I did not 'play one comrade off against the other' or told 
'half-truths' or use 'deception'." The comrade evidently prefers to be be
lieved stupid. 

The comrade'S views as he has expressed them do not go so far as to argue 
for a general right to indiscipline however they are perfectly consistent with 
the comrade's actual exercise of such a "right" to indiscipline and both the 
views and the functioning stem from an impulse which puts the individual bafore 
the party. 

The late Return to Australia 

The comrade had explicit instructions to return to Australia as quickly 
as possible and a letter from Adaire of 5 ~my 1974 told him to try to find a 
means of cutting his stay off before expiry of the 4S-day minimum period in 
Europe allowed by his air ticket, that is before 4 June. While it was not 
possible for him to return before 4 June, he failed to arrive in Sydney until 
24 June (thereby missing an important national gathering at which we had 
hoped for a report from him on the European situation). The contempt in which 
he held his instructions was best expressed in the excuses he gave rather 
than the lateness itself. 
(a) He had to stay in England a few extra days because he wanted to see some 
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more contacts. That the organisation saw it as more important for him to 
get home was of no consequence; that he would have had plenty of time 
had he kept to the itinerary given him rather than going to Austria was 
forgotten. . 

(b) The comrade, by way of exception, honestly admitted that his personal affaIr 
in Berlin was responsible for part of the delay, but only the part between 
7 and 14 June. (No doubt he could have secured permission for the much 
longer delay he actually took had he tried to do so on this ground alone -
despite the disruption it would have caused to the work of the S~~Z, and 
no doubt also the Berlin Committee. At one stage the comrade argued that 
as telephone was the only way this could have been done it would be too 
expensive, though there seems to be no lack of telephone calls between 
Sydney and Berlin these days.) 

(c) Great play was made of the ticket difficulties. They in fact account at 
most for only the days from 14 to 19 June, and one wonders if pressure 
on the airlines office in Berlin could not have produced a speedier result 
by telex. 

It does appear that the comrade tried at least to announce to the SLANZ 
some of his delays by telegrams which failed to arrive owing to strikes. For 
a time, of course, he pretended this exonerated him. 

In the delayed return of comrade John we see quite clearly the real 
meaning of his position that the party should not look into the personal lives 
of its members. Let us be clear on this: ~ will ~ have such indiscipline 
again, but if !. comrade honestly discusses ~ with !!!!. party what he wants 
~ will be pretty generous in making allowances for personal needs. 

Functioning in Australia 

The questions of the comrade'S .functioning in Europe and his delayed 
return would be matters which would be considered closed if they did not form 
part of a pattern which has continued unabated since. But while his failures 
overseas are in substantial matters, the same mode of functioning has since 
been expressed in a myriad of petty incidents, most of which taken separately, 
would hardly be cause for comment. Together, however they have constituted a 
totally unacceptable pattern, resistance to which has put the comrade under 
some considerable pressure. His response has been subjective rather than 
coming to account with his general mode of functioning. 

The point must be made that the triviality of the incidents in which the 
comrade has, since his return to Australia, erred, in no way suggests that his 
problem is trivial. We have not assigned him areas of work in which his prob
lem could find its fullest expression but he has been invested with a real 
authority as "colEissar" responsible for the supervision of domestic tasks and 
general tidiness in the larger of our organisational communes. John's per
formance in this role has not been too bad, although I know that the comrades 
have to consciously suppress a subjective reaction to his methods of leader
ship there. John should take their example and restrain his constant com
plaints about the supposed arrogance of his comrades (including John Sheridanl), 
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about their "to:le" (Dave R~ynoldsl) and "attitude" (at different times all but 
the most junior comrades). His own criticisms 'Jf the SLANZ must start from 
what it does~ its programme, moving to personal criticisms only when he can 
show that they are essentially linked to programmatic errors. 

Comrade John has not yet chosen to link his personal and political 
criticisms of the leadership a.'1d he is probably not yet c:.mscious of the links 
but the strength of his feelings about the personal styles of the leading 
comrades has a programmatic thrust -- the progro.!llJnatic thrust of failure to 
recognise the primacy of programme and the organised fight for it. This is 
in perfect consonance with his belief that the political needs of the party 
must be subordinated to the personal preferences of individual members -
whether it be to a personal desire to live in Britain or a personal distaste 
for the attitude of leading comrades. 

Trade-union work -- A Question of Discipline 

The comrade~s trade-union work is most notable for simple disobedience. 
Right from the day he applied for the job (when it was explained to him why 
he must get out to the factory by 9 am and was fo~d still in bed at 10.30) 
he has simply failed to see the importance of the work and his instructions. 
Thus when a problem arose over men on the plant seeing hims as an outsider 
(and expressed this in rather rude and unambiguous terms), comrade Sheridan 
as trade~union director, gave him a whole series of exPlicit instructions. 
One of these was to read at the factory the trashy Daily Telegraph, a news
paper directed at the working class. It was explicitly and clearly explained 
that no other paper should be read. 

The next day the comrade did in fact buy a Telegraph and read it on the 
train going to work, but he also bought an Australian, a paper directed at a 
rather better class of readers, and it was the Australian he read at work. 

The comrade's indiscipline has been shown on many other occasions, most 
seriously in respect of his instructions -- necessary at this stage -- to 
refrain from talking politics. At one point he asked a worker from a deformed 
workers state if he had escaped from his homeland. (According t,) John's 
account the worker responded that he asked too many questions.) 

The Press u A Question of Care 

In many cases such subordination of the needs of the party to his own 
needs becomes an outright attack on our functioning. This is seen most 
markedly in slip-shod work for our press. The comrade has two jobs in this 
area: 
(i) looking after press clippings (which, as be has been explained, should 

if performed conscientiously expand to doing research 'jobs) and 
(ii) finding suitable photographs for publication. 

On the clippings, supposed to take an hour a night, John now does the job 
in half that time, but the clippings are often rendered unreadable through 
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sheer thoughtless stupidity. So far he has only been on the job long enough 
to do the photographs for one issue of ASp. The comrade was told three weeks 
in advance what kinds of photographs were needed, then he was prodded by the 
editor a week before the deadline to set aside time, which he claimed was un
necessary. He then promised to spend the afternoon of the deadline date on 
the job, but failed to do so, trying to finish the job in ten minutes late at 
night. He failed to look adequately at even the sources directly suggested 
to him by the editor, made no attempt to select the best of what he found, 
and gave the whole operation so thought whatever. It would seem that the 
comrade simply does not care what the party's press looks like. 

Eagerness to Please -- Enemy of Truth 

His habit of saying what he thinks his comrades want to hear gets him 
into constant trouble. Possibly the most startling instance of this occurred 
at the Political Bureau meeting of 26 June 1974 immediately following his re
turn when I asked him how he thought the leadership of the SLANZ compared with 
that of the SLUS. He replied that they were on the same level, to which I 
guffawed, so he hastily modified with a string of qualifications about our 
need for experience, etc. A related habit is his excessively wishful think
ing. A typical example occurred when a close sympathiser reported that 
members of the Communist League accused John E of failure to pay his dues 
while in that organisation. Leading comrades could not remember the facts 
for a time, and questioning the comrade it was first posed that he had, of 
course, paid by cheque. He agreed, and it was therefore suggested that he 
should request (in Australia one must make a specific request) the bank to re
turn the cancelled cheque. He immediately became absolutely certain that he 
paid in cash. Looking. at the correspondence between the comrade and his for
mer organisation, however, it is quite clear that he never paid it at all, 
having agreed only to pay when he was shown a proper accounting of his debts, 
which he had not been shown at the time he was er;elled from the Communist 
League. 

It is one of the comrade's good qualities that he wants desperately to 
do well, but this usually takes the form of trying simply to impress. In de
bates it is often a matter of scoring points with dates and definitions rather 
than serious political argument. He always claims to understand an argument 
or instruction for work long before he does. This habit gets him into troub
le when he is shown not to understand his instructions. The editor tells that 
at least twice on his press tasks he has first claimed to understand his in
structions perfectly, he has then failed to do the job properly, and blamed 
this consecutively on not remembering that the instructions had been given 
(implying that they had not been given at all) and then after an argument, on 
not understanding them (implying that they were not clear -- but presumably 
also that he had not bothered to clarify them). Exactly the same kind of 
pattern is reported by the head of the trade union fraction. 

A further problem with the comrade is that when one is talking to him and 
he becomes worried by a point he stops listening. The most recent example was 
when I read to him slowly and explained -- with painstaking care -- a PB mo
tion which both recognised him as a candidate member and set up a Control Com-
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mission to look into allegations of his dishonesty. The Control Commissicn 
was worrying to him, so five days later he telephoned me to ask for his mem
bership status to be clarified. He thought he would not be a candidate mem
ber until the Control Commission had reported I 

How Wilful are his Deceits? -- And how MUch does it Matter? -- -- --------
Defensiveness, evasions and factual inaccuracies are so much part of the 

comrade's pattern of functioning that John may actually be viewed with sym
pathy by comrades who have seen his petty and often simply stupid departures 
from the truth so incr~dibly frequently that they are inclined, and comrades 
have expressed this to me quite sincerely, to wonder if he is really capable 
of distinguishing truth from falsehood. 

In fact comrade John's desire to please, his general defensiveness and 
his inattentiveness -- and the examples above are but the smallest fragments 
-- make it very difficult to distinguish wilful deceit from a mire of low con
sciousness and unconsciousness, but whatever the psychological motivation, 
when his words are in contradiction to the truth, as when his actions are in 
contradiction to his instructions, it is clear that this stems ultimately 
from a failure to recognise the authority of the party. Whether in a part
icular case the comrade was motivated by a desire to please so strong that 
his judgement of the ~th was warped, or by some more wilful process mat
ters little; likewise it matters little if an instance of his frequent fail
ure to carry out instructions is a result of deliberate disobedience, lack 
of sufficient attention, or simply failure to have bad instructions clarified. 
In any case the comrade does not care sufficiently that the party is told 
that which it must know in order to operate, and he does not care suffic
iently that the operations it decides necessary are properly carried out. 

One of the most politically destructive forms of what I shall call the 
comrade's objective deceitfulness (in order to avoid the question of wilful
ness) consists in his attempts to play leading comrades off against one an
other in order to achieve decisions satisfactory to himself. 

Possibly the clearest case occurred when he came to me -- I am generally 
believed to be very soft in such matters -- late one Saturday night to say 
that a task he was to have completed under Adaire's eye was still unfinished 
and he wa~very tired. Could he go to bed and finish it in the morning? I 
simply said that he should ask Adaire as she was familiar with his and the 
Local's tasks for the next day. He then repeated his request, saying he was 
sure there would be time for everything the next day. I again said he would 
have to speak to Adaire. He left me and went right on with the job, care
fully avoiding Adaire, and not going to bed for possibly three more hours. 

As with other forms of objective deceit, some instances of playing lead
ing comrades off against each other are apparently more wi1ful(like the one 
above) than less blatant ones, which are simply petty and time-wasting. For 
example, the comrade fails to explain his responsibilities in one area of 
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work which conflict with needs in another area; he can always blame the 
trade-union fraction when he is late to work on the press; or the press for 
keeping him from his household tasks. But he has never tried to avoid the 
situation, he never tries to discuss out the levels of priority of his diff
erent tasks or their inter-relationships, despite all encouragement. If a 
comrade were expected to be at a meeting from 5.00 until 6.30 and also to 
start a press job twenty minutes walk away at 6.l0, he sllou1d discuss it urgently. 

That apparently unconscious sliding into a situation in which differing 
responsibilities come into conflict with one another -- and if it were not 
for an understanding of the problem the leading comrades in charge of these 
differing resp~nsibilities would also come into conflict -- amounts to a 
failure on the part of the comrade to take a proper part in collective decis
ion-making. This can only result from an attitude of unconcern as to whether 
correct, efficient organisational decisions in harmony with the broadest needs 
of the organisation are reached. It would be impossible to hold any organis
ation together unless most of its members struggle to urganise it. I think 
it is our common perception that comrade John is not a comrade who struggles 
to organise the'party, or even his own activity in the party, and so, although 
I am sure his workload seems very heavy to him, and I am sure he is kept 
quite busy, he has been entrusted with a workload which is, I would think, 
somewhat smaller than that of any other comrade in Sydney. 

On Supplying Necessary Political Information to the Organisation 

In his 21 June letter John tries to argue that he was not given suf
ficient opportunity to supply me with the political material from his corres
pondence, either through not being made sufficiently aware of it or through 
not having sufficient time. First, it should be noted that it is quite clear 
he knew of our norm, which he explains accurately to Mary-Ann in a letter of 
6 May 1974, a copy of which he sent to our Central Office in the correct way. 
Second, not only did Adaire speak to him "about two weeks" before his letter 
of 21 July, I also spoke to him on 25 June, saying that I would be very in
terested if he could type up the political sections as soon as possible, at 
which t~e he promised to do so in the next couple of days. On Saturday 
6 July I reminded him, saying that if time were a real problem, although 
naturally I would prefer typed copies, if they xeroxed reasonably well that 
would do and that he could mask anything personal. Again he said that it 
could be done in the next few days. I reminded him again on Monday 15 July. 
The Local Organiser reminded him on, I believe, at least two occasions (on 
one of which the comrade said he did not see why he should copy out the 
political sections of his letters.) And as for time, well the comrade has 
found things pretty busy, andhe certainly would have found it difficult to 
type extracts from the letters in the first week of July during which we had 
a crisis in our trade-union work, but since that time he should, for example, 
have been free by 7.30 pm or 8 every weeknight except when there have been 
meetings to go to. Thus by 17 July I could no longer believe that he intended 
to give them to me. 
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The Problem Worsens 

The events which led directly to comrade John's letter of 21 June, 
and thence to this document mustbe seen in the light of our experience 
of the comrade's extraordinary functioning and objective deceitfulness 
on the onc hand and our inability to find a way to deal with them on the 
other. 

The comrade was naturally under a great deal of pressure to perform 
better but was reacting more and more defensively and getting decidedly 
worse, and while my own view of the comrade was rather soft (for which I 
was harshly berated more than once), there were distinct rumblings in 
the ranks -- and not only in the ranks -- to the effect that we would be 
better off without the comrade. In short he posed a massive personnel 
problem which was coming rapidly to a head. 

When in this situation on Wednesday 17 July the comrade tolJ me that 
he wanted to live in Britain so that he could liv~ with Susi we were 
more than somewhat worried. 11hen asked why not the United States or 
Australia his only answer was that Susi would not want to live too far from 
Germany. I felt I could not ask "And why not Germany?" for fear of a "Yes 
please" answer, handing our problem right over to the Berlin Conunittee. 
At the time I simply told the comrade that Britain was a long way off, 
that international transfers involving members from the smaller groups 
could be made only with the most careful consideration, that any decision 
would have to be made in thehternational centre, and that if the relation
ship proved stable over a long period of time, then something could doubt
less be done to enable him to live with Susi. Before our short discus,sion 
ended I again asked him about the sections of his correspondence with:' poli
tical implications, and said that in view of his request it might be a good 
idea to let me look at the whole of the correspondence. As usual he sai1 
he would'get the political parts typed up in the next few days. In view of 
the comrade's record his request did not look like one which could be taken 
at face value. The tendency certainly could not allow this comrade to live 
in Britain, at least until an extremely stable and solid organisation is 
built there (or the comrade himself is utterly transformed), but the matter 
did not end there as the choice of Britain obviously had some relationship 
to the dynamic of the comrade's demoralisation. While on the one hand it 
was quite apparent that Susi and John wanted to live together -/- though,no
b<:x1y could, i~?~ how much -- on theot!a~~,~;~kedvrty 1blteb as il'ithe 
=:gl!::~::m:,:; f:o~:any , .' ;t. ' in~o 

It was in this context that I decided to look at the comrade's cor
respondence without his consent. Now while that decision cannot in any 

, way be condemned in princ~le it must be judged in the light of an important 
general policy ag8!nst su Invasions of privacy, the violation of which 
can lead to serious breakdowns in the relations of trust necessary for the 
functioning of the organisation. These consideration~ seemed to be out
weighed by the need to find some way to turn him from the absolutely hope-
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less path he was on. Factors t:) be remembered are the comrade's gross 
indiscipline in Europe, his egregious political functioning here, his 
contempt for the authority of the party, the barrage of communication 
with Susi in Europe (something almost every second day, of \~hich we 
heard nothing), his expressed desire to move to Britain (which has 
serious consequences for the tendency), and the need to intersect the 
situation before it got completely out of control. My hope was that we 
could, without completely smashing any remnants of confidence he had in 
the organisation, discover some of the things he was obviously hiding, and 
thereby help him to start playing a useful role in the organisation. 

As a plan this broke down when the arrangements made t,) detain the 
comrade elsewhere broke down. Furthermore I could find no carbons of his 
own letters. (It is clear that he never had any intention of giving me 
political extracts from his own letters.) 

In fact we learnt what was motivating John from the subsequent 
events: most immediately from my discussion with him that night. 

What followed can be dealt with briefly. 

The minutes of the Political Bureau meetings of Saturday 20 and its 
decisions (which I read to him on the morning of Sunday 21) and of Monday 
22 July (the changed decisions of which I read to him on Tuesday 23) are 
clear enough. The Local meeting of 21 July has been described. The next 
relevant event occurred on Friday 26 July when the comrade for the first 
and only time actually volunteered a copy of a portion of a letter, his 
letter to Susi of 21 July. On reading it I iDlllediately discussed it with 
the available leading comrades and called a Political Bureau meeting, the 
minutes of which explain some of our considerations in controlling the 
discussion which John had started, whether he was fully conscious of it 
or-not, in an unprincipled factional way. 

At a later point of time John tried to prove that he had all along 
intended to give the carbon to me, but the fact is he did not do so until 
the night after forming the impression, as a result of a telephone conver
sation with Susi, that his letter had already caused the Berlin Committee 
to write a document in his defence. Only when he came to the belief that 
he had established a bloc in his defence did he dare to give us the letter, 
and of course at that time he had to, as we would learn about it anyway. 
However, as evidence of good faith', John later claimed that although it 
was not on the carbon as given to me, it was noted on the original that a 
copy was to be given to me. The Berlin Committee was thus given the im
pression that he was acting in an entirely principled way, and they must 
still be wondering why the hell they never received from us a note saying 
'~e situation is more complicated than John's letter would indicate; please 
wait until we have time to tell you what has been going on." 

Bill Logan 
4 August 1974 
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POLITICAL BUREAU MINUTES (NO 7) ........................ 20 July 1974 

Present: PB: 
alt CC: 
other: 

Bill, Adaire, Joel 
John, Dave R, Dave 5, lvi.lrie 
Keith (Sydnl3Y Local Organiser) 

~eeting convened: 8.00 p.m. 

Agenda: 1. Melbourne 
2. Trade Union 
3. Personnel 
4. Finances 

1. Melbourne: Report by Bill 

Discussion: Adaire, Bill .. 

2. Trade Union: 

Discussion: 

Motion: ,-

3. Personnel: 

Discussion: 

Bill, Keith, John, Adaire, Dave S, Adaire, Dave 5, 
Bill, Adaire, Bill. 

To table the motion from the previous PB on the 
control by the Sydney Local of the trade uaion 
fraction. 

passed unanimously 

Bill, Adaire, John, Dave S, Marie, Joel, Dave R, 
Keith, (4 rounds), 

Break 10.10 to 10.30 

Motion· (Adaire): 

Motion (Dave R): 

Motion (Joel & 
Adaire): 

That the PB will not accept John E as a candidate 
member. 

tabled 

That the PB notes that there is a serious question 
as to whether comrade John E is qualified to be a 
candidate member and that the Sydney Local be ad
vised accordingly. 

[put in counterposition to a l~ter motion] 

That the PB suggest to comrade John E that he seek 
clarification of his status by applying for member
ship in the SLANZ, and that comrade John E's ap
plication be decided upon by the P~ 
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POLITICAL BUREAU MINUTES (NO 7) ............................. 20 .July 1974 

Motion: 

Motion (Dave R): 

Motion (Joel & 
Adaire 

as divided): 

Motion (Joel & 
Adaire 

as divided): 

4. Finances: 

Discussion: 

Meeting closed: 

(page 2) 

To divide the Joel/Ad~ire motion, first counterposing 
the second part to Dave R!s. 

~scd unanimously 

For: full PB: Bill 
alt CC: Johu S, Dave R, Dave S, Marie. 

failed 

That comrad~ John Eis application be d~cided upon 
by the PB. 

For: full ~~: Adaire, Joel. 
other: Keith •. 

Tnat the PB suggest to John E that he seek 
clarification of his status by applying for 
membership in the S~~Z. 

passed unanimously 

The organisation is in a serious financial squeeze, 
finding it necessary to cut back in expenditure 

Joel, Bill, Dave R, Adaire, l-farie, John, Dave S. 
(2 rounds) 

12.00 p.m. 
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FROM THE MINUTES OF POLITICAL BUREAU/SLANZ 16 DECEMBER 1973 

4. International Information: 

(b) Personal international communication within the Spartacist Tend
ency: As the International Tendency develops we must be conscious 
of the possibility of the development of Pab1oitc-type c1iquist 
international manoeuvering through secret correspondence, whilst on 
the other hand we must preserve the right of confidentiality of in
ternal factional communication internationally. 

' ... / i._~>~a:Qhsec-
,~ orr'$$£a.r:~$ posaible. except when this would directly violate the 
c:onf'iaeJltialitl,~ff.CUOftal,C~~fJ1'j1;."""ti4Tld other rna .. 
~erial cOIlUnunicated internationally s ou dg ..... a.lly be available to 
$te leadership of the ion .\. . they come, par~icularly"'hen 
they are , .' .. ~.j.i~, COIal'ados", in ord!r to 
allow . .. '. at'emettt!5 due to low or parUlal 

" ct.ll!llJ.~sness . andJn o1;det' to prOvide sect.ion leade:rshiEs with ,in ad
:J8If"tmlll ~o, the poli tical views anG attitudes of members. 

The history of our tendency has repeatedly emphasised the dangers and 
general undesirability of international communication kept from sec
tion leaderships (N.B. Ellens, Gager, Moore). Ken M.'s cop-out shows 
another possible variant. With the likelihood of a rapidly increas
ing number of personal links crossing section boundaries (in itself 
extremely desirablo) we must establish clear guidelines. 

Although where possible personal relationships must be accorded some 
privacy this is secondary to the demands of the developm~nt of the 
international tendency. 

Moved: of access to 
is ilJlPQr;.t 

to the 
that the t .' . . ' s of both 

se,tions be .. , .... ' ..... , 'eo~ies mellibm ' 
Ofi~two dif(,efent sections". including 0 ional infor-
talional dlLpersORRel ~etral. The copies should omit only 

_peoifperleiadlt:l-l!c~ Gt"'y":~c' a' :-, :;iI~. ~'ll_.1 to the 
on:, ;tC:~P9.a rule, but 

is an expectation which must be given veryhl~~:1ut~ority. 
The ex~a.tj.QIl .to,tbis e*!Jeeta.t_::,flJ.:loWs the'eonnefMttial'itl¥ 
of"'int~al fa~tional communication. 

passed unanimously 
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LEITER INTRODUCING JOHN E 

Sydney, Australia. 

4 January, 1974. 

To members of the CC, 
Bay Area, Chicago, and New York. 

Dear comrades, 

John E is a member of the RIT who works in solidarity and close 
co-operation with the Spartacist League .•.• 

Widely read, cosmopolitan ~ld capable of learning to write, John 
is Polish (with Australian citizenship) and identifies strongly with 
the tradition of Polish communism, having, among other things, an af
fection for Isaac Deutscher. He has held on his own merit positions on 
the National Committees of the Socialist Workers League and Communist 
League in the past, but unfortunately this reflects only on the low 
level of those organisations and the Australian left as a whole. He 
has some in~~equacies in fully sharing in the organisational division 
of labour, lacks consciousness on the question of security, is defen
sive, and protects over-much his self-pride. 

It was resolved by the PB SLANZ "That we recommend that [he] spend 
approximately two weeks on the West Coast, the bulk of his. stay in the 
US in one of the larger and better-functioning locals outside New York, 
such as Chicago, and that he spend a few weeks in New York." It is 
particularly important that he spend at least two months in a single 
situation to gain experience in a tight organisational framework and 
a thorough understanding of local functioning. 

John's round the world concession ticket expires on July 4 and he 
would like to spend as much time as possible overseas although the or
ganisation here would prefer he were back a month before this. His ten
tative itinerary: arrive San Francisco 4 January; to Chicago 19 January; 
to New York 1 April; to London 18 April; to Paris 30 April. We would 
look upon it with the utmost disfavour if, beyond this, he were not to 
either return, be on assignment from the International Commission, or be 
granted leave of absence by the SLUS. He would like to look around 
Europe. 

There are two things regarding his plans after leaving the US which 
require the special attentioft of the SLUS leadership: (i.) he wishes to 
visit Tamara Deutscher in London; and (ii.) he would like to spend some 
time in Poland. These things may be allowed only with the approval of 
the SLUS and under its guidance. 
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John is extremely important in that if he thoroughly aSS1m1-
lates Spartacism he can give the SLANZ a dimension it wO\lld otherwise 
lack 

Comradely, 

Bill Logan. 
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Steve G. 
Chicago 

Dear Steve, 

REYNOLDS' LETTER TO CHICAGO 

Sydney 
January 8, 1974 

Things are about to b~come somewhat hectic here very shortly, 
so this may be the only letter you'll get from me for a while. The 
organization here is in pretty good shape but a. lot of demands are 
being made on it. To wit: an organization of~~ -- very 
dedicated but with little political development in mal1Y cases, and a 
certain lack of technical/organizational skills -- are going to produce 
an 8-page monthly paper, build a.n industrial fraction, dD systematic 
campus work (in Melbourne), and carry a heavy load of public work. On 
the positive side: a pretty solid leadership, a high degree of per
sonal commitment, basic political clarity, a lot of potential and a lot 
of opportunities. 

All comrades here must tolerate -- out of political and econ
omic necessity - - personal impo.si tions much greater than are made of 
rank & file members in the U.S. The party barracks (commune) in Sydney 
consists of about 9 people in 2 houses with a common budget, etc. The 
houses are very like the B. St. house in Detroit, only more primitive. 
O~~"tU~.L,"'t ~iq';'JaOt,.~ .. an4 an outhouse. (although the othet has 
~,~~fl~ter'and i:~(toi1etl.; Most comrades are being systemati
cally taught how to type by the cr~anization (1-2 hours practice on a 
regular schedule). The cost of living is not substantially cheaper 
here than in the U.S. -- in certain respects, and relative to the in
come of comrades, it is higher. Consequently, the pledge schedule is 
substantially steeper here in real terms. (E.g., minimum dues= A $2 
per week = .A$8 per month = US$12 per month at a roughly equal real 
value). (All this ammunition if people start bitching.) 

A.s for me, I am managing editor (I) of the paper to appear in 
March (I) (under Bill's supervision) and for the time being also the 
following: (1) on Sydney local exec; (2) Sydney local secretary; (3) 
interim House treasurer; (4) must be used for interventions anu con
tacting; (5) have to perform the functions of cd board rep; (6) will 
be used for internal educational. All leading comrades have similar 
kinds of loads. Dave S. will be Sydney local organizer but must at 
the same time work full time as a part of the projected industrial 
fraction in its initial stages. Added to this is the short-term necess
ity of finding new living quarters for expansion in Sydney and the 
long-term (year or two) necessity of colonizing London. (Not to men
tion the world-wide paper shortagel) 
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The experience of working in an organization of this size, 
but a national ':Jrganization is completely 1ifferent from that of work
ing in a local, which is part of a national ore., has a delimited 
range of worries, etc. JR has referred to us as the Sydney l~cal, 
which is in a sense true -- but the problems are entirely different 
and require the development of a feeling for the situation which can
not be fully gained in NY. Superficially, Australia is highly 
Americanized. But it is a distinct culture, with different traditions, 
wholly different class traJitions and labor movement, a different con
figuration of class forces, etc. General social attitudes parallel 
those in the U.S. but are closer to Britain anu slightly askew from 
both, sometimes in subtle ways. Despite superficial similarities, at 
bottom the left is entirely different here. The influence ?f the 
Labor Party is an extremely import~lt factor in this. Outside of us 
and the Healyites, the entire left wallows in a mushy "family of the 
left" conception. 

This is all really background for the main purpose of this 
letter, which is to inform you about the comrade who will be coming 
to Chicago from Australia via S.F. on about Jan. 19 -- John E, a mem
ber of the RIT working in solidarity with the SL. You shoulG be re
ceiving a copy of the letter of introduction Sill wrote for him (which 
he has read) and which will give you an idea of what he is like. John 
will be a certain problem. He has been on the NC of both the SWL (SWP
ites) and CL (Mandelites) before being won to the RIT. He is basically 
pretty committed to us; but his wide reading of Marxist literature is 
not a measure of his political understanding, which is much less ex
tensive. He is organizationally sometimes atrocious, while capable 
of a minimum of organization if badgered. He really has no idea of 
what Bolshevik functioning is. He has been very careless about se
curity in connection with the RIT. It is still doubtful that he under
stands security, although he has had to be fought on this several 
times by the other comrades here. He exhibits a strange combination 
of complacency and self-satisfaction with defensiveness and sensitiv
ity. He tends to think that correct ideas are sufficient, a~d not to 
take a serious attitude toward the work of building the party. For 
example, when on the Sydney local exec he played entirely a passive 
role. This ties in with his irresponsible attitude toward security 
and assignments (which is not the result of bad faith or disloyalty). 
Politically, this is manifested in a tendency toward objectivism 
which is also in part a hangover from Pabloism. Although he can rec
ognize intellectually what is wrong with this, it persists on a less 
conscious level. Because of his past (he emigrated from P0land in 
his early teens -- his father was a functionary in the Stalinist 
bureaucracy) he identifies with the traditions of Polish Communism 
and retains an affection for Isaac Deutscher; he will defend Deutscher 
by trying to deny Deutscher's revisionism and also by excusing 
Deutscher'S political abstenti~nism in the post-war period. He does 
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not ,however, defend any of Deutscher's programmatic conclusions (e.g., 
admits he was wrong in 1938) when pressed. He is also a little soft 
on. Luxemburgism (as distinct from Luxemburg). He has little self
discipline, letting things go to the last moment. He can be very de
fensive about criticism, although he has improved seme in this repect. 

It is important to keep in mind that John's prior political ex
perience has been with the rotten unprincipled cliquist scoundrels who 
wallow around in the almost apolitical Australian left. Political groups 
rarely 'split' or 'fuse' here -- they sort of ooze together and ooze 
apart. For example: when the CL split from the SWL, there were no fac-" 
tions in existence -- just a couple of minor organizational atrocities by 
the leading SWL clique, after which the 'minority' -- which had aever been 
an organized faction and consisted mostly of a group of people personally 
loyal to John McCarthy, who w~r~ in his organization prior to its fusion 
with another to form the original SWL -- just walked out, with0ut even re
signing, and later started a publication without bothering either to hold 
a conference or to explain why they splitl There is nothing remotely like 
the SWP here. Such an atmosphere scarcely promotes political clarity. 
Furthermore, John was apparently to a certain extent an unwitting toel in 
the cliquist maneuvers of the SWP-ite Percys and the McCarthys, so that 
his leading positions reflected primarily his superficial erudition, self 
esteem, good public speaking, and naivete rather than a real leading pol
itical role or organizational competence. Accordingly, his vices were 
encouraged and his virtues undeveloped. 

We wanted John sent to a local like Chicago so that he could have 
the experience vf hard work in a real, active political organization 
among political equals and betters, to get some discipline, org~~
izational competence, perspective and humility. We do not expect a qual
itative personal transformation; but if he can improve sufficiently 
quantitativell he will be a very useful comrade here. 

The best thing would be for him to become the servant of the local. 
He should be available full time. He will undoubtedly want some time to 
look around Chicago, etc., which would be worthwhile, but he should not 
be given a free rein. You should not hesitate to use him and to limit his 
activity in this area if it conflicts with his political activity, or with 
the needs of the local. He should be given some responsibility which is 
not too important, and which he will probably £-~ up at some point. When 
the first f--k-up occurs you should be very hard on him (privately). 
(Possibly this will sink in over there where past scoldings here have not 
not). There is a certain danger that comrades will go easy on him because 
he is a foreigner. This would be bad; better for him to be smashed (in 
a comradely and friendly way) in some political argument. In general he 
should be integrated as much as possible into the work of the local and 
encouraged to play an active and leading part wherever he can. It might 
be a good idea to assign him to lead an external class. He is gvod 
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enough that with some prodding it will be at worst only mediocre and dull. He 
tends to forget about preparing for educationa!s and then tries to bull!--t his 
way through. If you don't like this idea it would be good to give him some re
sponsibility in an area like this where he can't do much harm; it will-nefp in 
his development. If he responds well you might find him quite ~seful. In giv
ing assignments you will have to be absolutely clear about what is expected of 
him or (a) it won't get done and (b) he will attribute his own irr~sponsibility 
to misunderstanding and thus learn nothing from it. 

I would strongly suggest that John not stay with cdes. F and C (particular
ly in combination). John needs to live in a situation where he is in an organ
ized framework and is not permitted to be too sloppy, and where he can be 
watched over. There is room for the development of political deviations in 
John which either F or C might unwittingly fuel and which would tend tv feed 
into and exacerbate the other problems. He must not be encouraged either to 
spend all his time reading and talking or to be disorganized personally. The 
ideal would be to put him up at Win .• where B and M.F. in particular could 
have a good effact (partly just by example) -- M.F. being very good with 
people generally and highly organized. and B being hard and aggressive in pol
itical argument -- tending toward left rather than right -- without being un
friendly or insensitive to easily bruised egos -- and where you and Susan 
could easily keep an eye on him. 

John should be encouraged to attend all meetings he can -- all RCY meet
ings, at least some TU Fraction meetings (ideally all. which will help give 
him a sense of security. at least) and definitely one or two exec meetings so 
that he can get a feel for the organization and how it works. in addition to 
Local meetings. (You ought to take him aside and explain to him early on 
that TU security is a life-and-death questionl It is hard for anyone to dev
elop a security sense in Australia.) 

This letter has necessarily dwelt on the negative side of John. Among 
his most redeeming qualities are a basically political outlook. and clear 
desire, if somewhat abstract. to make a revolution; and a genuine. strong en
thusiasm about his trip to the U.S. He can be a good public speaker (when he 
isn't mainly trying to impress). He has the ability to write, but at such a 
painfully slow pace at present that he is not yet useful. He is also not 
very perceptive about politics. He is articulate and literate, though. and 
has a good basic grasp of Marxism; and an important political history. It is 
not accidental that he has come to) us. He must not be underrated. We need 
this comrade I 

your comrade and friend 

Dave Reynolds 
cc: SLUS-CO, SLANZ-OO, files. 



SHARPE ON CORRESPONDENCE 

New York 
29 March 1974 

OBL 
Berlin group 

Dear Comrades, 

In the matter of correspondance, we discussed our prior 
experience, both within the SL/US and internationally over a period 
of several years with the SL/~~Z. Within the SL/US, every comrade I 
has the right to written political communication with any other comrade. 
This is an essential part of the political discussion which can eve~ntu-
ally lead to forming factions: any limitation on this right would pose • 
a threat to the ability to carryon a political discussion and eventu-
ally t.o form a faction. Naturally, particularly where sensitive ques-
tions are concerned. comrades who are not in a factional situation 
should communicate to their local leadership the essential political 
content of their letters. We have occasionally had the experience of 
sensitive information being spread further than was wise. In addition, 
comrades sometimes make errors of fact or in interpretation which it is 
then the responsability of the leadership to correct so that incorrect 
information is not spread through the organization. 

Although the problem of correspondance is more complicated on 
an international level, it is not fundamentally different. As you no 
doubt know, several comrades from the US have gone to Australia. They 
naturally write back to their old friends, in addition to the reports 
from the Australian leadership which come to the center in New York. 
This has in the past sometimes led to a situation in which SL members 
in the field possess more information about events in Australia than J ~r/ 
does the center. The Australian comrades therefore passed a resolution ~-' 
recommending that all comrades who are not part of a factional forma- • tion give copies of the political part of their personal letters to the 
leadership. While it would be totally improper to restrict the right 
to personal correspondance, this enables the leadership to pass on in
formation to the center as well as to correct any misinformation or 
errors which comrades may write. It goes without saying that ina 
factional situation, a minority faction has the right to private cor
respondance among its members which is not shown or communicated to 
the majority leadership. 

It was with this history in mind that the international group 
voted to bring to the attention of the Political Bureau of the SL/US 
the following motion: 

The international group notes that violation of the right 
of comrades in a common international tendency to com-
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municate privately is a breach of international discipline; 
that for comrades not part of a common faction internationally 
to undertake a secret correspondance behind the backs of local 
or section leadership is a violation of procedure which, if 
persisted in, is suggestive of cliquism rather than inexperi
ence. Comrades who du show such correspondance to their local 
committee are under no further obligation to their local or 
section. If the local committee disagrees in fact or inter
pretation with such correspondance, it has the full right to 
circulate within the international movement contrary opinions 
and assertions. 

I should perhaps clarify our conception of the difference b.e
tween a violation of discipline, and a violation of procedure. A viola
tion of discipline takes place essentially toward the outside and is 
counterposed either to political positions of the organization or to 
clear organizational directives or rules. This is relatively clear. A 
violation of procedure, on the other hand, is qualitatively different. 
It represents a departure from the norms of the organization, but is 
not necessarily in direct contravention of an actual rule. Thus, for 
example, it is an organizational norm for comrades to consult with 
other comrades before taking an important step: not to do so would be 
a breach of procedure but not necessarily of discipline. Similarly, 
to fail to inform leading comrades of important correspondance would be 
a violation of procedure but not of discipline. Again, organizational 
information normally is passed from one local to another via the rcspon
sable comrade (e.g., local organizer). Other circumstances being equal, 
not to do so would be a violation only of procedure. 

A violation of ~rocedure is normally subject to warning, crJ 
even, in tHe case of rep liliOii, Of censure, but not of expulsion, 
whereas a yiglAtign 9f discipline may result in expulsion, even on the 
first occasion if it is suff1cientiy serious. 

We believe that our position, in addition to being derived 
from our own experience, is in accordance with the experience of the 
communist movement as evolved by the Communist International of Lenin's 
time and by the later experience of Trotsky and the Fourth Internation
al. The question of correspondance, as was pointed out in our discus
sion, was a major point at issue between the SWP and the British RCP 
in the post-war period, in particularly in the major fight of 1946. 

Comradely greetings, 

Sharpe 
International Department 
SL/US 
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SLANZ 
(Personnel) 

Dear Comrades, 

LETTER FROM SHARPE 

New York 
30 May 1974 

Certain problems arose concerning comrade John E during his 
stay here and his trip through Europe about which we wanted to inform 
you. These revolved around a number of specific incidents, each of 
which is difficult to assess clearly when taken in isolation, but which 
taken together form a pattern. 

The first problem arose when John arrived in New York after 
his stay in Chicago (during which time he apparently did very well) in. 
relation to his desire to visit Eastern Europe. In an international 
group meeting, comrades raised the arguments against his going very 
strongly. Although John immediately stated his agreement with the 
arguments, we had a sense that he capitulated to us rather than actually 
agreeing with the basic political positions. At that time, it was more 
feeling than anything concrete. 

On several occasions I attempted to discuss with John his 
opinions of the prospects for ANZ, colonization of England, his opinion !IV 
of the leadership, etc. He was extreme 1 r tant to ex res f 
reinion whatsoeveJ on any 0 tea ove su Jects, an 1 was only after 

lnslsted on tiie need to "get different viewpoints" and even insinuated 
that various members of ANZ might unconsciously be subject to the pull 
of self-interest concerning England that he ventured even timid opinions. 
My whole impression was that of uneasiness, manoeuvering and lack of 
forthrightness. He seemed to react out of a combination of cal'eerist 
ambition and a fear of "~i~l~."i:,~~,~.·dti"'f. ·:' .... ~,·.,er-
_.:;~"f.IS··· "'.' " "" '~" _ ~vedto"~;_l: 
_~~~~!i > .... ~ ." .. "." ,,, 

The other major series of incidents surrounded his return to 
Australia. The first concerned the baggage question. We attempted to 
ship lOS lbs. of literature to Europe for the big Chile conference (24-
27 April). I explicitly told John to make sure that it would go with 
him on the plane on the Monday prior to his Thursday departure. When 
he came back to the office on Monday, he said the clerk told him there 
would be no problem, and I failed to push him about it. However, when 
I called the airlines on Thursday morning, the baggage department said 
it was impossible, that they were all booked up for three days, etc. 
When John and Cory went to the airport, they found a "cheaper" rate 
for magazines, and shipped it that way. However, instead of going on 
the plane, it went the next day and not to Paris, but to Frankfurt (al-

2/ ... 
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though clearly marked "Paris"). How many of these difficulties could 
have been overcome -- by insisting, going to the airport on Monday in
stead of Thursday, giving the baggage man $10 -- is of course hard to 
say. 

In any case, the literature did not finally arrive in Paris 
until the following Thursday. In the meantime, John had left for 
Frankfurt, which was a mistake (mainly on the part of the'Paris leader
ship), since it was shipped in his name. He should have stayed to get 
it. There was then trouble with the customs/pOlice, and the litera
ture was shipped to Brussels. 

I had told John to go back to Paris after Frankfurt to help 
sell at the OCI meeting on 3 May (at which our comrades did in fact 
have some trouble). Instead, however, he went to Berlin, and on his 
way back to Paris through Brussels he did Inanage to get the literature. 

I had also discussed with John the question of going to 
Vienna. Adaire I believe told him that it wasn't a good idea to go; 
Jim told him the same thing, and he apparently agreed that he should 
not go to Vienna. I told him explicitly not to go to Vienna since he 
would be in the middle of a very difficult situation, the dynamics of 
which he was not familiar with. He agreed that that was correct. How
ever, in Paris he asked Helene, who said she didn't have anything a
gainst it. So off he went to Vienna, having successfully played one 
comrade off against others. 

I am not at this point interested in whether it was in fact 
correct to go to Vienna or not. The point is that his behavior through
out has been extremely individualistic and highly irresponsible. He 
has consistently told (or assured) comrades one thing and then proceeded 
to do the opposite. Thus it is only good luck and presumably extra work 
on the part of other comrades that the series of addresses for England 
got to him, since they were sent to Paris (where he said he would be) 
and not Vienna (where he said he would not be). 

Lastly, the tone of his letters concerning his efforts to get 
around the ticket provisions leads, I believe, to the conclusion that he 
either did not try very hard or, in any case, was very happy with the re
sult. 

As I said, any specific incident would by itself be somewhat 
unclear: taken as a whole there is a pattern. A pattern of disregard 
for disciplined functioning in favor of "free-lancing", together with 
an unwillingness to be frank and open with his comrades, and in par
ticular with leading comrades. Under such circumstances, while I don't 
believe that there is specific basis f~r taking any measures against 
comrade John, I would be very hesitant to put him in a position of 
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leadership without a lengthy period of testing and the accumulation of 
evidence contrary to the above; that is, until he shows that he can 
work responsibly and in a disciplined fashion as part of a collective. 

Comradely 

Sharpe 
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SLANZ 
Sydney 

Dear Comrades, 

LETTER FROM BROSIUS 

23 June 1974 
Paris 

A few cOlIIDents on cde. John E. who.has just returned to SLANZ after a 
lengthy stay in Europe. John did some competent political work while 
he was here. At the Frankfurt Chile demonstration he was very effective 
in the sales work and found the most promising contact that we made at 
that event. In Paris he took a lot of the responsibility for chasing 
around to find the S2 kgs. of Chile and Cuba bulletins he was supposed 
to have brought with him from New York. Later he made a special trip to 
Brussels to pick them up, made the proper arrangement with the Custom's 
officer to get the material and lugged them singleh~dly back to Paris. 
Of course, had the boxes gone as originally intended as part of his per
sonal baggage, this whole mess may have been avoided. John came up to 
England for the Chartist conference which was useful, considering our 
perspectives, and he was a help at the conference. Later, in England he 
seems to have done an outstanding job of following up our contacts there 
including bringing Nick to many of the sessions, helping to integrate 
Nick into the tendency. In the main, it seems that he has improved a 
great deal through his work both here and in the US. 

John left Paris on 7 June for Berlin, making this trip for primarily 
personal reasons. At the time of his departure he said that he intended 
to be in Australia no later than 10 June because he was aware of the 
fact that he was badly needed in SLANZ. You can imagine my surprise 
when, arriving in Berlin two weeks later, I discovered that John had 
not yet left for Australia! The first question I asked him when I saw 
him was "Does your central committee know you're here?" He assured me 
that it was all approved by responsible persons in SLANZ. Furthermore 
he explained to me that this prolonged stay in Berlin was necessitated 
by difficulties with his ticket. 

Since my return to Paris, and discussions with Sharpe, it has become 
clear that John used a tactic of half-truths and (unconscious or not) 
deception vis-a-vis the leadership of the SLUS as represented by Sharpe, 
on the one hand, in New York and myself as representative in Europe. 
The clearest example of this was regarding his proposed trip to Vienna. 
He had rellived explicit instructions from Sharpe not to go to Vienna. 
None-th~s, he approached me and asked my opinion on the subject with
out mentiGain. Sharpe's instructions. I told him, having just come back 
fro. there, I thought it would be all right for him to go, as long as he 
kept his .,uth shut. As far as I know he did that. The other example 
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is, of course, his failure to follow Adaire's instructions to return to 
Australia as soon as possible. 

The comrade seems to have very little conception of what discipline 
lneans in these cases. For him it seems to be getting some person in 
authority to tell him what h~ wants to hear. While he certainly has the 
possibility of becoming a fine bolshevik, a profound gap in conscious
ness now separates him from that. 

Communist Greetings, 

Brosius 

cc: Paris, NY 
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REPLY BY JOHN E 

Sydney, 
6 July 1974. 

Dear Comrades, 

The following letter is in reply to cde. John Sharpe's letter of 
30 May 1974 to SLANZ and to cde. H. Brosius's letter of 23 June 1974. 

Whilst agreeing anddsagreeing with various points expressed in 
the letters, and after a discussion of the matter at a SLANZ PB meeting I 
have come to the conclusion that my functioning in Europe has not been 
disciplined in the way it should have been. It is a thing which I shall 
strive to overcome: not simply by assurances, but by deods. 

Before beginning, a word of apology for going through the letters 
point by point but unfortunately, this is the only way I feel the ques
tions will be clarified. 

First to deal with the various questions arising in John S's 
letter. 

(1) The second paragraph dealing with the question of going to 
Eastern Europe and the discussion of this matter at an international group 
meeting. 

The circumstances of the meeting should be pointed out. Early 
that day, April 27, I had arrived after a night's ride by train from 
Chicago. Sometime after my arrival at the office I hac& aSked"c!'e". Maire 
that I would prefer the meeting postponed, or if I cou!d possibly attend 
at another time. At the time I was feeling groggy and not very capable 
of arguing or thinking too clearly. 

Moreover, the question of the trip had been discussed between 
cde. Bill and myself and cde. Adaire, and in his letter of introduction 
cde. 'Bill L. stated as he stated to me - that he would leave it up to the 
SLUS PB to make the final decision. Furthermore, I had also discussed 
this question with cde. Adaire at the C.C. plenum and very briefly with 
cde. John Sharpe also at the plenua. After getting back to Chicago I was 
weighing the various arguments: ie. that it would be foolish and reckless 
for me to'p to Poland at this time versus a desire, basically subjective 
and e.o~. of wanting to go there; a desire which I know ignored poli
tical r ..... y and was trying to assure me that I would be safe. 

,:!;·~r 

Subjectively I suppose I was still hoping to go; but on the 
other hand, rationally I realized that that would be dangerous and reck
less. Therefore my argument on the first round only, at the internation-' 
al department meeting. I was very tired, otherwise I would have put for
ward further arguments to make sure that I was absolutely convinced. How
ever, I did feel that my wanting to go was basically a desire rather than 
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a well thought·out decision. Consequently, it was not a "capitulation to 
basic political positions" but rather the conviction that I really had no 
rational arguments to offer for me going. 

(2) The third paragraph dealing with the question of the discussion 
of leadership in Australia and ~uloni~atiun of Bn~lan.l. AI·,tar as I caII're· 
call we discussed these questions at cde. John Sharpe's place on two oc
cassions over breakfast. 

Concerning the colonization of England, I said during the first 
discqssion that I thought that it would be possible for a number of com
rades to go to England, provided however, that we developed a secondary 
leadership. Also, I mentioned that the whole question would have to be 
considered and reviewed towards the end of the year. During the second 
disc~ssion I asked whether he thought that cde. Adaire had been too opti
mistic about colonizing England. To that cde. John Sharpe replied that 
SLANZ leadership may have been subject to the-pull of self-interest and 
I replied that possibly that was true, but that it was an important pri
ority to colonize England. Again I pointed out that the whole question 
would have to be reviewed towards the end of the year, to determine 
whether we had developed a secondary Aust. leadership capable of leading 
the organization if cde. Bill & Adaire dep~rted. We then had a brief 
discussion about various comrades in the SLANZ. 

This is what my memory tells me and I have tried to recall it 
as frankly and honestly as I possibly can. First I should state that at 
the time I was unsure of the question of discipline and exact relation
ship between SLUS & SLANZ __ ie. of comrades of the SLANZ or SLUS in U.S. 
& Aust • respectively, regarding discussion of political questions &. ,. 
personnel matter. I had been made unsure regarding some comments of cde. 
Tweet about the Russian question --.~. she said that cde. Bill L. had not 
stated whether he has agreed or disagreed with the arguments against his 
position. Thus primarily, I felt that my discipline laid with SLANZ and 
thus the cause of my reticence. Still. it was my fault that I did not 
consult cde. Sharpe and cde. Adaire to discuss .this question with them. 

Further on this point to deal with the question of "careerist 
aabition", although I think the above largely explains it. 

First of all I shall state that I am ambitious. It is a 
quality t~ .oat professional revolutionaries have in common. Above all 
it is not .. Ulbition which is careerist. My ambition is to make a 
Socialist ftVOlution and to act in the process which will begin the .. estab
lishment of proletarian dictatorship, thus enabling mankind to progress 
further to the eventual establishment of communism. Consequently I want 
to contribute as much as I possibly can towards the achievement of this 
goal; being at the same time aware of my potentialities and limitations 
and having thea judged by other conades. 
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Secondly, I shall state that ambition which is not firmly tied 
to the wheel of the revolution is brittle and useless; it is an ambition 
which will end up in academic or parliamentary halls buttressing bour
geois society. Indeed when I did decide to become a profession revolu
tionary, to dedicate my life to communism, 1 did not do so lightly but 
after a careful, thoughtful and weighed consideration. Had I been simply 
after a career I would have found it with the confines of bourgeois in
stitutions. 

(3) The fourth paragraph dealing with the question of baggage. 

The alarm I heard was sounded by John Sharpe on Thursday morn
ing, 18 April. He said that he rang the a1rlines that morning ~ld that 
he had been told that the planes were booked up for the next three days 
or more. Immediately I rang the shipping office number at the airport 
of TWA and was told that they had room aboard the plane on my plane. 
Moreover, I related the conversation to them of John Sharpe with the 
other airline officials and was given the answer that the other airline 
officials were wrong. 

Before explaining what happened at the airport, I should clari
fy that I rang TWA office on Monday, as instructed by cde. John Sharpe 
and was told that I should bring the baggage to the airport at least one 
hour before departure. Furthermore, I went to the TWA city office on 
Monday just to make sure, and asked them about shipping the boxes on the 
same flight. Again, they checked for me and gave me the same answer as 
the people at the airport. 

The rate for magazines was cheaper than for other baggage and 
that is why it cost less. I asked the baggage man at least three times 
in the presence of cde. Corey whether they were going on the same flight 
as the one I was taking. He assured me most decisively that this would 
be the case. 

The other question in relation to this concerns the picking of 
literature by cdes. J-- • J---. 

I had to go to FranJr.curt to be there for Thursday morning. The 
conference was to start then and I was instructed to go there and meet 
cde. Eric tro. Berlin. Before leaving for Frankfurt I wrote a letter (for 
TWA official.) authorizing cdes. J ... -.• J~~~ to collect the baggage and 
giving as proof ay International Driving Licence. The problem arose with 
the police and J-- decided to ship it to Brussels immediately. I wrote a 
number of letters to cde. John Sharpe asking hia to be more cautious in the 
future in sending so IlUch literature aboard a plane and suggested a num
ber of alternatives. 

(4) This point will deal with para. 5 in the letter. I do not re-
call cde. John Sharpe telling _ to sell at the OCI meeting on May 3. 
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Had I been instructed to do so, I would have straight away noted it down 
in my diary, as I did the OCI's election meeting of April 20 and the 
Frank conference of April 24-26. The first time I heard about it was 
when I was told of a telephone conversation that cde. Eric had with cde. 
Sharpe, in which cde. Sharpe asked cde. Eric whether I had attended the 
OCI meeting of May 3. 

(5) The question of Vienna in para. 5. 

First I did break discipline, however, it is something which 
still stems from my experience in centrist organisations -- i.e. I was not 
fully aware of the gravity of the conversations I had with cdes. Adaire, 
Sharpe, & Jim R. 

In Frankfurt and Paris comrades in passing remarks, encouraged 
me to visit Vienna. I had asked Helene on Saturday May 11 after the 
OCI intervention at home, whether it would be advisable for me to go to 
Vienna. I said that cde. Jim R. and other leading comrades in the C.O. 
have said that it.would not be advisable for me to go at this time. Per
haps I did not stress it sufficiently and this was, of course, my fault. 
However, I did not "play on~ comrade off against the other", or told 
''half-truths'' or used "deception". 

The fact is that I was not aware of the relationship of auth
ority between cde. Helene B., John 5., & Jim R., and this again is my 
fault because I should have found out. (I knew that cde. Helene was 
the PB rep. in Europe and that is why I told her about the advice of the 
leading cdes of SLUS). 

Moreover, I realize that it is up to me to overcome such de
viations as soon as possible and to realize and be highly aware of such 
questions. 

(6) The question of addresses which were sent to Paris in para. S. 

I had asked cde. John S. in New York explicitly to give me all 
addresses which I would need when in Europe, I had been given the French 
and Nick's in England only, I was not told that any addresses would be 
sent to Paris. It was also known that I would most probably go to Berlin, 
and then definitely again to Paris before my departure for England. 

Lastly, in conclusion to John Sharpe's letter I shall say that 
while dis ..... ing most eaphatically with his characterisation of 
''manoeun..- IDd "careerist ambition", I do agree that there is quite 
a lot of .... ~ for improvement in disciplined functioning and openness to
ward3 c~ in political and organisational matters generally. 

The problem for me has been that I kept many questions within 
myself, instead of bringing them into the open, with the exception of 
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what I consider major political questions. To be sure, this is a trait 
which stems from my past experience in Pabloist organisations, where per
sonnel questions and changes of political line were never discussed in the 
open, but rather behind people's backs -- something which has always re
pelled me and has, I feel, been the cause of my lack of openness. 

It is a trait which I must overcome in order to become a func
tioning Bolshevik. 

Just a brief note arising from cde. Brosius'S letter dealing 
mainly with the question of departure from Berlin. 

At the time of my departure from Paris on the night of June 7 
I told cde. Helene that I wanted to be in Australia on the tenth, or a few 
days later. This I also wrote in a letter to cde. Bill L. of May 31. In 
Berlin I decided to depart for Aust. on the 14th, wanting to stay four more 
days because of personal reasons. I booked my ticket but when I went to 
confirm it at British Airways they claimed that it would cost 165 M extra. 
In short what happened was that the ticket had to be sent to the Frankfurt 
Qantas office to be confirmed without me having to pay extra money, as there 
is no Qantas office in Berlin. This took five full days till Wednesday 
June 19 and then I decided to prolong my stay two more days to attend cde. 
Brosius's talk on the transitional program and trade union. This was a 
break of discipline and I do not seek to excuse myself. 

The other question which arises from the letter is the conversa
tion we had in Berlin upon Helene's arrival on Friday 22 June. Cde. Hel
ene B.has said what she has written in her letter. I replied yes and walk
ed off to the next room at Susi's and Albert's place as we were busily pre
paring for the intervention. By her question I understood that she had been 
asking me whether I had informed the SLANZ leadership of my whereabouts and 
the reasons for my late arrival. I sa not sure whether I told Helene that 
I had sent telegraas informing SLANZ that I had difficulties with my ticket. 
and that I would be arriving as soon as possible. As far as I am aware I 
did not assure cde. Helene B. "that it was all approved by responsible per
sons in SLANZ". This would have been impossible on ray part because it was 
not the case. All I did was sillply to send one-way telegrau. 11lere were 
other Berlin cdes. in the room and they should recall what happened. Having 
had a conversation with cde. Bill L. on this matter ie. of cde. Helene's 
question and WI answer, I can see that ay answer could possibly imply that 
it was approved by "responsible people in SLANZ". 

This, however, again points to more openness and discussion of 
questions on ay part. 

With Communist Greetings, 

John E 
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Sydney, July 15, 1974 
22.00 pDt 

My deart~st Jeare$t Krysia, 

Have j Ilst recei veJ your letter of June 2M. BUl r.ave it to hie t(llli~ht. 
I was very sllppriseJ that it took so long to t!~t hcn~. I sll:lll t:-r to t:lHlui re 
Ivhat h ... ..; happeneJ. Also, tonight ! ~ot your pustcard dated .ltllr itL 

Yesterday, I s.ent off an aerograJwue to you. :·!orrLlver I 1\'3S inL:uJing 
to write finally th;tt_, long letter, but again I ilad to prep;lre at. u. rei1ort. 
clean the house. anJprepare for an educational at ni~ht. fhis letter will 
hopefully cover many things. 

I sent a letter during my fligh.t -- ie. I gave it to the airhostess at. 
Bombay. It seems that you ha'Ve it because you said over the phon::! that l():I 

have got one bearing a postage mark of Singapore then, upon ~y arrival, the 
neAt mornin~ I think, I sent one from Sydney, tllis letter was partially 
written on tile plalle and partly ill Sydney. After th:.1t timo I sent another one 
from SyJney dated. I tllink 3U June and after that a few more. 1 l) romb;e every 
loinute that I shall find I will write -- if only a few \'lord" Oil a po~;t~ard. 
une of my greatest wished is for you to develop into an outstanding 
revolutionary and anything that upsets you upsets Ul8 also. 

Krysia, I do see a perspective for our mutual future. I shall apply 
for 'work' in England. this w.ill be probably at this time next year; and 
how will I be able to tolerate this span of time witllO(it you, I just do not 
know. the only small consolation perhaps will oe fre4.uent corresponlltmcu. 
If work in England is not possible 1 shall go/collie to Her lin. 011 W~tl. .. 
night 1 am having a discussion with 8ill and shall Jiscuss this 'luestiou at 
len6th with him. 

I am awaitlng for more of your letters \1i.1\ great impatience. the one 
dated June 28 is the latest I have plus the postcard oflO July. In your 
replyin~ letter list down what you have sent, so that I can make sure that 
I have everything. I shall do the same from now on. 

The work in the local has been consuming all of my time. I would 
have written more frequently, and moee extensively if I have had just a little 
spare time. But this has not been the case until now, still, no matter what 
happens I shall find time to write to you as much as I possibly can. 

., 
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••• The pace of life here at present is such th't there isn't even time to 
masturbate. 

Jehu 

ps th·' reason why II)" fir!4t letters from Sydney 'lrrivt.'11 late \\'a5 proba.uly 
bl,}caus~ of the Illail strike which ended around 1 or 2 Jul),. 
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24-25 July 1974] 

The letter which I wrote to you last Sunday and sent it late Monday after
noon (yours) as ydt I haven't given to Bill the reason for this has been that 
in this letter 1 wanted to use the 21.1.74 letter to elaborate on the things 
that I stated there. The reason also was for the delay of this 24.7 & 25.7 
letter has been due to (1) M~nday night t.u. fraction meeting (2) On Tuesday 
after having finished clippings and talking with Bill, I went to bed at 22.00 
because 1 was totally wi}ed out -- physically and lack of sleep. (3) Wed. I 
managed to writea~art of it. Tomorrow, I shall give Bill a copy of the 21 July 
let~er and relevant parts of todays. 

On \vddnesday 17.7.14 1 had n "di5cussion" schcduloo with Bill. Thu 
"Jiscussion" was arranged a wdek perhaps flv", ,iays bt'ft,lrt'h;llhl" It \,"as part of 
th~ discu!Osions that lUll hn~l with all lndiviliu:ll ~oll\ra,ll's ill tIll' ~'r~anls:lt\on; 
The questions that 1 wus 'asked and other COll\r:l""'~ ;11:;n \\'as hl'Ho! \~t' ft~lt the or~. 
was going and how 1 felt other comrades have been iUl1ct ioninH an,l dcvdopinl.o!. 
It is part of our practice here from time to time and has also givan me the 
opportunity to talk to Bill about us. I suppose I should have done it (ie. 
talk about you and me) earlier but the atmosphere towards me -- ie. a PB 
meeting (I shall describe it perhaps in the next letter), a local meeting and 

J& 

a t.u. meetin~ (will also describe th~). all dealing with me -- made me 
reluctant to speak about my personal problellls. This is no excuse. of course 
and 1 shall try to rectify it in the future. Anyway I took brief notes after 
tilat "meeting" with Bill -- ie. dealing with the discussion about us -- because 
I was shocked about what Bill had said about you. Here they are with addition 
of the first person and en~emark which I forgot to add. 

(1) When I said that you and I wanted to live together, I stated th~t you 
asked in a letter that I come to Berlin, possibly in Dec. fo~ a holiday. I 

(page 8 of remarked that ~he way things were now, it was pretty much impossible because 
lis draft) of my trade unlon work. 

, ' 

" 

(2) Bill stated that he would write a letter to B.K. asking them whether 
it', ~ would be O.K. to let you go in April. We also talked about the possib-ility 
of you staying longer than 3 weeks in April so as to ~et t(l know the situation 
better. 

(3) Bill remarked that "Christina has had affairs with at least four 
comrades in the tendency" (approx. quote but pretty much exact if not completely 
so). I said that I was aware of that and that I knew of th~ee (ie. W, R, & me). 
Moreover, 1 said that you hid told me about them Bill also stated that '~ina 
has. fallen head over heels "v-~r a nwnber of comrades in the tendency" and that 
he wanted to see if our relationship still helJ out in a few months time. 
Furthermore he stated that the international organisation has no objections 
for comrades to live together if they want to strongly enough for a perioJ of 
time. He also asked me whether I knew that you have had a relationship with 
Richard. I said taat 1 did and answered, "what about it". I was taken ab.ck 
and did'nt know what he was getting at in making these remarks about you. 
They are trivial, stupid and have a flavour of petit-bourgeois respectability 
about them. I 

The thing that worries me about these remarks is that they are what I 
said above they are, but mOlfe the reason why they were said. Either Bill 
believed them or he was trying to prove what he said (not explicitly) he 
proved on Friday night. (It shou14 ~.comeclear if you will read what happened 
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on friday). 

You see, until then I have had full confidence and trust in Bill; 1 
therefo~e, was taken aback wh,en he made these remarks. What 1 should have 
Jone was to scream and Il'ake him admit that he was engaging in petit bourgeois 
~ossip. At that time I had no inkling whatever of what the other possible 
lU\)tiVcl in Bill I s part Ula)' have been and which elner~~d on Friday night. 

(~) Ii" saiJ th:\t ho saw it as impossihle flJr Cli. t\l ~lll'k in ..\ust. ,m,! 
t\l,r ::lC to work in IhH·l~n. litl. that \'ou are ntH·,le.1 in l\lH·lin1. I alslJ s;ti,i. 
trom what I can recall that \~edn., tbAt you couI,llnt live ill :\ll~t. b~".:.lllSU ~'f 

your mother. 

(5) England -- "perhaps this time next year, but only two leading comrades 
will be going for quite some time and it would be unlikely that I \iould. 

(6) I told Bill that we wanted to live closely to~ether -- ie. close 
physically. 

(1) Bill insisted that I show him my letters to which I sai~: that I 
would have the typed up parts ready by the weekend -- the political ones in 
other wor~s. I said that I would have had theln reacty sooner if I had been 
allowed to write theiR longhand. Bill said that h8 was prepared to read you 
handwriting but not a rewritten scrawl. then we ~greed ~hat I would type out 
tile political parts and sometimes if political parts were handwritten I would 
give them to him. Bill ct .... med that he was worried about what you said in your 
postcard (the open olle of July 10) and that consequently it was imports.~t for 
him to see correspondence. 

In the postcard you say "there is nothing to console me besides your very 
real presence in Berlin or my real presen-ce in-'Sydney." and that you are 
very lonely without me). At the time he said that this was the only way he 
could see ill helping us. 

On 1bursday the incident of reading my mail, which I describe in my 
letter of 21.1 occurred. Bill's remarks (some of the, the one's that I can 
remember that night were that: (1) ill principle there was nothing wrong with 
what he did; (2) that in a larger party you and I could possibly form a 
clique; (3) said that I should "bitch to you bow badly they have been treating 
me" to which I replied that I was in fact intending to write to you about 
what happened and of giving Bill a carbon. 

-lO-
On Friday another discussion occurred; Bill suggested it that Thursday 

night. 

-9-

(4) He said that he saw it a:s impossible for eh. to work in Aust. and for 
me to work in Berlin (ie. that you were needed there). I also said, I think. 
that Wedn. that you could'nt live in Aust~ because of your mother and I definitely 
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said it on Friday. 

(6( England -- perhaps this time next year, but only 2 leading comrades will 
be going for quite some time and it would be unlikely that r would. 

(6) I told 8ill that we wanted to live closely together -- ie. close physically. 

(7) Bill insisted that J show him my letter to which I said that I would have 
them ready by the weekend. (See my letter of :1.7) 

On Thursday the incident of reading my ma il, which I Je5ct'ibcd in Iny 
lettl'r of 21. 7 occllrl'"J. BiU's remarks l~om~ Ilf t.hem, tlw unt"s that. I can 
l.t.'IR~Dlbcl·J wert.' that: (1) in principle thl'rc was I\othill!~ wrulll: with what Ill' did 
('::) that ill a lar~er party you alld 1 could possibly (1l1"111 a d i'lllt" lJ) 
:;ai~l that I should relate what happened to you til, "hich I r~plied that 
would and that I would iive him a c~rbQn. 

On Friday another discussion occurred -- Bill suggested it that Thursday 
night. !ii 11 asked me whether "Chris tina" want to live with me. I replied, 
yes. He asked where and I said that most probably ill E;ngland. I expl-tined 
that because of your mother you could'nt really live very far from Europe. 
Horeover, I did not quite see why he. inunediately wanted to know where we 
would live, I told him that and said that at the moment it was not important 
to know axa&XXlAaxia&a&iaa the exact location We could surely discuss it 
(ie. you and I, r thought). I told him that we talked about England. lie kept 
needling me on the point for quite some time. 
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Bl!rlin, .J'-lly l~th, 71 

~.Iy ~luill'es t Janus z , 

First of all I want to tell you that YOII should not feel !-:uil ty. I t is 
not .1. -luestion of guilt. If you rais~ the qUt.'stioll or guilt, I .1m at l~!ast 
as l;llh;;1 i>uilt, as you ;lrc but WE' are n,)t ~l1ilty, ff YOll 1\a1lt, thl' ~·i.rcuillstances 
.n',,' ~1I • ty, 

I hope. that you are answering Illy several 'Iucstions whi.:h [ l'<llseJ ill illy 

lon~er l~tter. 

When I go to the States I shall talk to Jim ahout us. ile is 
one whu could do and is willing to do something for us. (This i.i 
no pol. statement, therefore you are not obli~eJ to type it out) 
to k.now Jila on the conference her.e anJ I have gr~at cOllfiJence in 

Ihope that W8 soon get the chance to see each other again. 
wonderful if you coulJ telephone me every two weeks .•.. 

the only 
hy tile way 
I have ;;r:·t 
him. 

It would be 

Please tell the respons. comrade of the S".4o.\I1.. 1Y~t t:ll~y shoulJ oilly 
write to our Postlagerkarte. '~ithout any u~l\e. 

: ,~ :.~ ... ::.; , .. 

• I., 
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~. Berlin, July 

24.00 p.m. 

My dear JOhn, 

--.-~ 

17th, 74 

I also have the premonition that the comrades will not allow you to CODle 
to Berlin at Christmas. Aa I right? Perhaps it is not eveu possible to get 
a holiday from the factory. I hope that I shall receive a letter clarifying 
all th ... ) 'lues tious S~OIl ••••• Which real perspe~t i v(,~ do we have to sell ench 
other again'! Is ther" lUly? In spite of lay pn .. monition I sh~ll 01'<'11 ll\.~s 
a\:cowlt and save .is much Il1\lne~' ilS 1 can. By the way it is 1I~)t no,."ess:1rr tll 

send me money -- better save it for coming here. W. will ,lve me lDon~y if I 
need it. 

[July 18th, 74] 

My dear John, 

Yesterday we talked a little about my criticism on the draft for organising an 
International Trotskyist Tendency. She [Mary Ann] is sympathetic towards my 
view of point 4 of it~'although she said that she haa to think ~e:about it. 

Did you have time to read Illy article in W&R1 I am also interested in knowing 
how you like the work in the factory? 

I shall continue with the political part of my letter on a separate page. 
[which follows below] 

Did you already read the article about Portu~al in the last WV? I shall 
prepare a letter to WV criticising the fact that a main problem of the 
Portuguese society is not dealt with, not even mentioned. Portugal is at e 
least half agrarian and a majority of the population consists of poor peasants 
and agrarian workers. Revolutionists therefore tave to raise demands which 
can mobilise tha.se poor peasants and agricultural workers lor the socialist 

revolution. 8y raising transitional deaands like f. ex. demands raised by 
Trotsky in "A. Progru of Action for Prance" in paragraph 8 as well as 14 and 
IS, it will be possible to establish an alliance between the rev. working 
class and the rev. peasantry, leading the rev. peasantry+into the struggle 
against the bonapartist regime in Portugal. 
+ under the leadership of the proletariat) 

Without such an alliance with the bulk of the poor peasants and the 
agricultural workers the Portuguese proletariat will not be successful in 
smashing the bourgeois state. 

Did you by the way receive a few copies of the 2nd edition of the 
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Austrian Bulletin? I .uppose that you did not. You should ask them to send 
you some, even though it miaht only be for your archives. The 2nd edit'on 
deals with: Concerning the question of the bureaucracies, Chinese Menshevism, 
(a translation from Spartacist 15-16) Trotsky: Letter to the Chinese 
Comrades and Portuguese Perspectives. The last article has been written by 
this conspiracy group in Vienna, with which they have permanent discussions. 
Am I right that you have heard tof this group during your stay in Vienna? 
If not to your information they are a group working completely in the "under
ground" (the OBL has only discussions with two of their members). The agree 
to a major part of the trotskyist program, they disalree to the t3ctic of 
the fighting propaganda group, to the tactic of regroupaent and supported 
Mitter'nd in the second rOWld. After a discussion with comrades of the OBL 
they wanted to reconsider their standpoint on the French elections, i.e. their 
view Oil the Popular. Fl:'ont. . 

We are planning of editin& a special of the KK with the declaration for 
the organizing of the International Trotskyist Tendency including a translati~ 
of the ~ommWlique of the International Secretariat out of WV. It shall be 
published in coa.on with the OBL. Our next regular number of KK shall deal 
with the T.U. work in the USA. We have assigned for the purpose of writing 
the articles (two articles -- 1 about the work and intervention of MAC --
2nd about international campaians initiated and led by the rev. caucuses in 
the T.U.) a commission to whiCh belong Eric, Heidi and I. These two articles 
shall be finished at leaat as a draft before Aug. 15th, ie. before the 
departure of Eric, Heidi and me (possibly) to the States. Heidi has become 
the production manager of the KI. I am very glad for her transfer to 
Berlin. It will save us a lot of time in the production of the KK. Hope
fully from nowadays on the produc'ion of KK will not paralyse the whole 
BK. I think that SA' wil~ be of areat help for us ~ot only as 'far as 
production proble.s are. con~erned. 
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July 20 th, 74 
13.00 p.m. ri A n ~ ,.,. ...... . .. 

?~C'V . 
My dearest,Johnl 

Yesterday I have received your letter of July IOt.h and 13th. , • 

. . . 
Just a few minutes ago I had 3llother discussion with dona anJ Ivolf~:Ul~. 
\,'~ talkeJ about th~ possibility uf Jelaying my I:xaRlination f()t· half a )''-':1t'. 

whi~h L'i~ht be lle~essary, after I have got the baby. it all J~cs not look 
v~ry favow'able for IDa anei the baby. It would also imply tn~lt 1 coulJ not 
come to Australia but you ha~ to come to Herlin. 

".y luve, don't be so sad and desperate although I understand you so 
wolle We both are living under difficult conditions at the moment but once 
we1:,) shall be united again. You complain that I ~id not write regularly. 
Oid you not get receive my letters, one is from Monday and one from Thursday 
of this week? I have indeed regularly written and don't know what the hell 
tae post does with my letters. I have written to you. Did you not get my 
letter from the Summer Camp from Austria? What I shall do from now on is r 
shall put down the date when I send the letters to you, then we have a con
trol which letters you get ~ld which not. 

I think you should insist of going to Hngland, then we had at least a 
chance of seeing each other more often. My love, you ml'st "now that I am think
ing of you day and night, I am suffering with you. I think that you are 
doing too much work which will destroy you in the long run, if the leading 
comrades don't understand that too much work is dbstructive for the organisation 
they are lacking the right understanding of how to lead a bolshevik organisation. 
Your work seems to be very tiresome and hard. I am sure however that you will 
get used to it. Also I think it will somehow be possible for you to change 
to another sector of the factory. By the way the overactivism of the SLANZ 
reminds me of the overactivism of the OBL. My doar John, I shall try to come 
in April for 4 weeks but it only makes sense if you are on holiday both from 
the f~ctory as well as from the org. Otherwise it would be a fiasco. If we 
want havo time to go away from Sydney may be to the coast, you also must be 
freed from the o~ganisation during the weeks I am there. 

Yesterday I was in society of a Russi~l Jewish woman from the Russ. Ukraine speak
ing broken German. We talked quite a lot about the living conditions in the ~U., 
how bad they are, how little money the workers earn. I agreed to all tllat and 
explained to her that the S.U. is not Communist state but ruled by the Stalinist 
bureaucracy. She agreed to that but when I mentioned Lenin she said that under 
Lenin the living conditions were not better. She was very sympathetic towards 
Solchenitzin. Well, she is very disoriented as perhaps most of these people 
are. When I mentioned Trotsky and Marx all she said was that they were Jews. 
If she only knew how much M and T. rejected this way of being a Jew. Anyway 
she was..., sympathetic with me. I liked her even though she had reactionary 
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views only due to the policies of the Stalinist bureaucracy. Yesterday evenina 
her busband, her little son of 3 years, another relative from Russia, who 
spoke Yiddish wben he addressed me -- mised up with Russian words -- a young 
man .150 a relative who emigrated to the USA and works there in a factory as 
a worker. He was very symp~thetic and quiet. I would have liked to talk 
more with him but the ••••• [scene?] was more or less dominated by Ida -- that 
is her name. 

I gave her my address, so that she can telephone me in case of help 
although I shall not be able to help her finding a fl.1t because t dont know 
anybody influential -- 3S you can well imagine. My de3rest Janusz, I shall 
write again tomorrow and tell you about the nlost recent inform8titlll. 

Yours Krysia. 
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Berlin, July 21st, 74 

My dearest Janusz, 

Until now I did not receive your express letter, which is really strange. 
It is possible that the BWldes ____ [Wlintelligible] (the German FBI) 
has stoppeJ the letters in order to copy them. I hope nevertheless that I 
shall receive your letter ycry soon. 

I am well, only som~times 1me bellyaches. I think 1 willnot be able to 
go to the summer camp. First of all I want to relax after the operation and 
my stay in the hospital and second I want to save money for my trip to Syuney. 

-.-------------------~- --- --- -- ," 
" . ., . 
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My dearest Janusz, 

Berlin, Aug. 8,74 

_ r. '''j (' '1 4 't ~1 '4",_" • ....,. 
; __ .,J 

this morning I have received your two letters of Aug.4 and S. I thank you 
very much for them. As I t.old you on the phone I did not yet have the 
abortion and explained also why •••• 

Do not worry because you cannot send me any money. It is not necessary. You 
should try to save as much money as you can frora now 011 heC'8use when you COIU' 

here, it might be diii'icult for you to get work. u150 1 think rou should first 
learn Gc:rman very intensivc;ly. You can inscribe at the llnht'rsitr. which does 
not cost any money or only very little. They have study groups for foreigners 
who WEmt to learn German. You should also make inquiries at the Sydney 
Universities, if you can let a scholarship for studying in Germany. I do not 
know how these things work but it cou~ be that you only can get a scholarship 
from there. Did you get a scholarship when you studied at a Sydney University? 
What do you wt\J(t to study here, math a~d physics? 

To make arrangements for your transfer means to invest ti.a which you must get 
from the organisation. I do not know how must money you have to pay for the 
org., but I think that you should be able to save money :for a certain time 
here. You should make clear to the coarades that it is extremely difficult to 
get work here from the beginning therefore you must be able to save money for 
a certain time here. I am interested to know how much (percentage?) you have 
to pay for the org., also I want to know how much you eaD' in i;he factory. 

Until now we did not get "e information about your transfer and thu whole 
utter from the 1ST, but I think you have first to write this appeal and thero 
must be a d~cision. These things are now most important I 

There is practically nothing which I could tell you about our activities in the 
BK because ,here have been none. Just imagine I We had a real break from all 
activities. I suppose this could not happen to youl 

wOlfgan~s well. As usual he has study difficulties. We hope to go for a 
holiday sOTlLetimes in fall or Winter at least for 10 days because Wolfgang and 
me too need some free days. Ihave lost weight and at times I feel really bad. 
Did I tell you that he has separated from Ilona? I think I didn't. I shall 
explain to you why when you have come to Berlin, because I do not want that 
other people again get to know things they should not knowl 

It does not look like me comins once to Australia to get to know it, your 
family, your- sister and your friends. I am a little bit sorry about that. 
Also I like travelling. Well, let's wait and see. 

~ I did not hear anything again froa this Russian woman Ida, although I had given 
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h_r my telephone number. But I think she might be very busy now, finding a 
• flat, finding work etc. It is a real shame what the Stalinist bureaucracy has 

made out of these people. They are coming from working class background. 
This one has to consider all the tiae. They arc completely desillusioned about 
the so-calle4 Russian type socialism: 

Please ask the corresponding comrades if they diu not receive my Open Letter 
of Protest and a copy of lIy letter to the ISTI I \~onuer if they Jid not! 

Your 'rina 

'.!\ h 
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24/7 174 

~ear John, 

1 reaJ your letter that came a couple of days befor~ I left (t~ T) I 
cant collect my thoughts about any of this though; just want to let ym; know 
that I'm keeping up with you, thinking about you, and hoping your work in all 
its facets, has regularized itself. Quite a lot ha.p,ened all at once. 1 
hope you have been able to ~ork things out by ta~king to cde •• and not had to 
keep it all inside. The experience of recruitment and growth inside the org 
it seems to me must always be a staggering thin~. For /,ours

e1f
, from a 

1>urely individual point .of view, 1 hope you have found ,.,rays to .:ha11ne1 
your thoughts and feelings -- fai1111& that can only obstruct your self-confidence, 
or make you bit.ter. 1 don't think you will do either one of thoS\l things 
though. You seem to me to have a lot more than th;jt. 

Much affection, 
and communist greetings 1 1 

Mary Ann 
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EXTRACT: LETTER FROM JOHN E TO SUSI 

Sydney 
21 July 1974 

On Thursday night after having finished my clippings I went home. The time 
was a little after 20.00 hours and to my surprise, as I entered my room I 
found Bill hiding my letters (i.e. yours) underneath his jacket. What fol
lowed subsequently was a tragic-comic situation. Bill tried to distract 
me so that he could get the letters back into my briefcase ~ld then went 
later to the other house to get other comrades to do the same. This they 
attempted to do, but I couldn't stand this playacting any longer, so I cal
led Bill into my room an6 asked him whether he had read your letters. He 
replied that he did. Then our conversation ranged over why he did that 
and so on. I shall elaborate. 

About two weeks ago I was asked by cde. Adaire to type out your 
letters. She maintained, i.e. said that I should type out "everything in 
them except the lines where she is s~nding love". I disagreed with this 
but failed to argue out the question with her. Still, I resolved to type 
out relevant political material as soon as I had time to do so. The only 
time I had to this was on the weekends, and both of them were taken up 
with organisational work, and replying to cdes Sharpe & Helene and more
over on the first weekend I had only two of your letters which you sent 
before I arrived(I read them in Berlin). Because I am a slow two finger 
typist at this stage, I told the organiser at the beginning of this week 
that I would have them finished by the end of the weekend -- ie. today. 
During our conversation I reproached Bill for not asking me -- ie •. if' 
he thought that the letters were or contained urgent political matter --
to read out the relevant political comments or asking me show them to him. 
One thing that I forgot to mention above: I told our organiser that I could 
possibly have the letters ready earlier if I was able to write them out 
instead of typing them. Also, during my conversation with Bill on Wednes
day I told him that I would have the letters ready by the end of the week
end. 

Furthermore, I do not agree with cdes Bill & Adaire in regard to the 
question of where the line should be drawn between political and personal 
matters in personal correspondence. Bill argued that everything personal 
which effects the functioning of a cde. is political. Thus far I agree, 
but I also maintain that personal correspondence of intimate nature has 
the right ·t,o privacy. So, what I say is that it is up to tha cde. concern
ed to tell the leadership what his/he~ personal problems in such matters 
are, if they arise, and if the cde. chooses to do so. During that conver
sation on Thursday night I told Bill that this may be a reflection of the 
differing views that we have on the question of the party. To me a Lenin
ist party is a voluntary. association of individuals acting as a col
lective in carrying out the party's programme and under the discipline of 
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its leading bodies -- ie. I agree with Lenin's main contribution to the 
question of the party which he proposed as an amendment to the party's 
draft statutes at the 2nd Congress of the Russian Social-DemJcratic Party 
in 1903, " A member of the Social-Democr~tic Party is any person who accepts 
its programme, supports the party with material means an~ personally par
ticipates in one of its organizations". This was counterposed to the draft 
written by Martov, and whiCh expressed the views and practice of the II 
International. In Martov's draft the words, '~ersonally participates in 
one of its organizations" were substituted by '~ersonally & regularly co
operates under the guidance of one of its organisations". The difference 
between the two was that Lenin envisioned a tightly-knit centralized party 
whilst, as you know r~tov and the Mensheviks proposed a loosely knit party 
which allowed fellow-travellers and other indisciplined elements to be un
der the guidance of the organisation. 

The point that I am making in all this is Lenin's conception does 
not rule out the right to privacy in personal matters, such as correspond
ence. What do you think? I would like to know your position[Susi]. 

21 July 

24. 30 [hours] 

My dearest, 

Didn't have the possibility of finishing this letter as I wanted to 
before the local meeting. 

The question above was discussed and the lines that were drawn were 
the same. I was the only one who maintained my position -- ie. everyone 
took the position that Bill had the right to read my correspondence and 
that correspondence received by a member of a party can be read by re
sponsible individuals in the party. I shall describe a number of other things 
that were raised during that discussion in my letter tomorrow or the next 
day. There is not much time now (its 24.35) and I must get up at S.30. 

Briefly, I have given the correspondence between you and me to Bill 
because he insisted that I do and because it is a question of discipline. 
I think, however, that he honestly wants to help you and me out in our 
relationship in regard to us living together. When I talked to him on 
Wednesday • Friday he said that you could come here in April and that he 
wanted to see if our relatiunship would still hold out in a few months 
time -- he remarked that you had relations with at least four other com
rades in the tendency. I said that I was aware of that. Obviously he does 
not understand you and your problems and our relationship. This perhaps [is1 
understandable, but I think that Bill on his part should have been more 
cautious before making such a statement. 
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MY love. 

I shall have to describe everything that has been happening here. I do not 
quite know how to react or fight the various accusations that have been thrown 
against me in the last few days. I have been called a maneouverer in reference 
to what happened in Austria and now apparently whatever I do is linked to man
oeuvering, a liar also in reference to the Austrian trip. Furthermore on the 
question of correspondence I have been named a Menshevik by Cde Adaire. 

It'S getting really late. I shall write more extensively tomorrow or 
Tuesday, replying to your letter of 9 & 10 July •••••••••. 

P.S.S. Enclosed find a ietter of John Sharpe & my reply 
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PB ATTACHMENT 

NOTE ON THE DISCUSSION IN THE POLITICAL BUREAU 
ON THE QUESTION OF COMRADE JOHN E's MEMBERSHIP 

At the meetings of the FB on 20 and 22 July some heat was 
generated on the question of whether John E should be accorded the 
status of member. Throughout the discussion my position was that in 
the last months he has worked so closely with us that to deny him 
membership would be an inappropriate way of dealing with his bad 
functioning, including admitted indiscipline and apparent dishonesty. 

There are a Jarge number of recorded indications that he 
has not been treated as a member in the past period -- for example 
his listing in Local minutes as an "other" rather than a member -
but many such indications are in fact special security measures, and 
despite these indications the comrade has been expected to act with 
the level of discipline and committment of a member, he filled posi
tions on the Sydney Local executive and as a minutes secretary of the 
Sydney Local, and I believe that the rank-and-file of the organisa
tion generally believed he was "practically" a member of the organi
sation. In fact, perhaps, he was neither a member nor a non-member, 
but it would be a bureaucratic way of dealing with the situation if 
this unclarity (an atrocity which is the fault of the organisation) 
were to be resolved to his disadvantage simply because the organi
sation believes him to have acted in an undisciplined and disloyal 
way towards it. He must be accorded the rights of membership, and 
then if sufficient cause is properly found they can be taken away . 

At the 20 July meeting my view was that the comrade should 
apply for and be admitted to membership, but the two other full mem
bers of the PB felt unable to condone admitting to the organisation 
someone they believed had lied to it, and I subsequently realised 
that the more satisfactory formulation avoided the problem of ap
plication and admission by simply declaring that despite the unclarity 
he was in fact a member. It was with this conception that I moved 
the motion which is now operative. (After some consideration of de
claring hia.a full member, it occurred to me that he had been under
going a conscious testing process very similar to candidature.) 

BILL LOGAN 

24 July 1974 

1 
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PB AITACHMEr.'T 

Although I was against John E's admittance to the 
organisation at the PB meetings of 20 and 22 July 
and voted against Bill L's motion of 22 July recog
nising comrade John E as a candidate member I now 
see that the motion which was passed is correct. 
My attitude was based on the belief that John E is 
not fit for membership of the Spartacist League. I 
failed to sufficiently see the importance of determin
ing this question of his fitness for membership in a 
way appropriate to the situation, seperating the ques
tions of his existing status and the necessary measures 
to deal with his organisational and political failures. 

Adaire Hannah 

24 July 1974 
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POLITICAL BUREAU MINUTES (NO 9) ......•.....•.•••.•.•... 26-27 Jtl1y 1974 

Present: 

Meeting convened: 

Agenda: 

PB: 
alt CC: 
uther: 

Bill, Ad~ire, Joel 
John S, Dave R, Dave S 
Keith (Sydney Local Organiser) 

11.00 pm 

Personnel 

At 9.45 pm tonight comrade John E handed Bill a copy of a 
letter of 21 July to comrade Susi of the Berlin Committee attacking the 
leadership of the SLANZ. He also sent Sharpe's letter of 23 June and 
his own reply of 6 July (which is still in the process of being 
stencilled and has yet to be sent to New York). Comrade John told Bill 
of a telephone conversation he had with comrade Susi last night in which 
she reportedly said she had already received the material, that it had 
been the subject of a discussion in the Berlin Committee, and that the 
Berlin Committee was writing a document in defence of John E. 

In view of the possibility' that international co-thinkers 
may react hastily to situations of which they have been supplied with 
incomplete information we have a responsibility to use our power to 
regulate discussion, whilst in no way limiting the right of any comrade 
to express his views throughout the tendency. 

While it is usually improper to restrict the right to private" 
political correspondence among comrades, when this is being used in a 
factionally motivated way to win support for a disputed political pos
ition the party's right to regulate internal discussion prevails. We 
do not wish to place any restriction on private correspondence of a 
personal nature. 

We note that on the face of it the Berlin Committee may have 
gone outside international democratic-centralist procedures by dis
cussing the material supplied by comrade John E without first passing 
it on to the secretariat of the Interim Highest Body in order that the 
information in their possession could be centralised and for another 
view of the matter before discussion of it themselves. 

We must inform the Berlin Committee of the situation with 
John E as we see it. While this matter will necessarily lead to some 
delay on the production of the press, we cannot liquidate our work into 
pursuit of this issue. 

The comrades in Germany should be told through the centre 
that John E went outside the proper norms for distributing information 
and raising his differences, and that they are not now in full posses
sion of the facts. 



c. 
POLITICAL BUREAU MINUTES (NO 9) cont'd 

Discussion: John S, Adaire, Joel, Dave R, Bill, 
Dave S, Keith (12 rounds) 

Meeting recessed: 1.00 ~m 

Meeting reconvened: 11.00 am (all present ~xcept Reynolds 
who is on assignment) 

Motion: Comrade John E clearly broke the proper norms of Bolshevik 
functioning by circulating documents internationally with
out the knowledge of the PB of the SLANZ, including the 
letter of John Sharpe (23 June 1974) and his own reply (6 
July), together with a letter to comrade Susi dated 21 July 
stating his ovn version of matters in dispute and attacking 
the views of the SLANZ. TIlis effectively denied the Berlin 
comrades access to another view on the question raised. His 
letter was not supplied to the leadership until 9.45 pm on 
26 July when he informed the chairman of the SLANZ of his 
international activities. 

We refrain from taking disciplinary action against the com
rade in the interests of a political discussion unclouded by 
organisational measures. The discussi0n precipitated by com
rade John E shall be regulated by the PB of the SLANZ and by 
the secretariat of the Interim Highest Body internationally. 

In view of the irregular and dangerous methods chosen by com
rade John E to further his position the PB prohibits disc~s
sion directly between comrade John E and members of the tend
ency in any other country, except in the case of internal 
factional discussion. In the mean time all discussion shall 
be in the form of documents. to be circulated by the PB/SLANZ 
and the secretariat of the Interim Highest Body. 

passed unanimously 

Meeting recessed: ILlS am 

Meeting reconvened: 7.30 pm 

Motion: That the control commission be composed of Dave R, Tony and 
Keith. 

passed unanimously 

Meeting closed: 9.15 pm 

1 
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STATEMENT APPENDED 

Dave R who was absent when the vota on the motions was taken de
clares his concurrence with them. 



Sydney 
August 12, 1974 

Helene B 

Dear Comrade, 

You should be receiving a copy of a reply hy John E to your letter 
of 23 June 1974 to the SLANZ and cde Sharpe's letter of 30 t>lay 1974 to 
the S~~:, both concerning problems in cde E's functioning overseas. Cue. 
E was asked to write this reply in order to clarify the events which leJ 
to the two letters. Because of the discrcpanc les bc:>twccn his letter :l1hl 
yom's, :lJ\ll tw~:al1sl' thel'£' have oet"n othcl' a[ll'~:al"illl\s llr .Iisholll'sty by ~·lh'. 
t: tll thl.' tcndl'llcy, :1 ~ol\trol ~olluni5sion ha:-; [1I't'lI l'stabti~;)wd h~' tht' I'H llf 
the SLANZ charged with reporting: 

"on the questions r~ised by the letters of comrades Sharpe (30 May 1974) 
and Brosius (23 June 1974) and his [comrade John E's] verbal and written 
responses to their letters, with particular regard to the matter of the 
comrade's honesty to the tendency." (Motion passed at SLANZ PB, 22 July 
1974, PB Minutes No.8.) 

There is of course bound to be some uncertainty arising from vague 
recollections or possible misunderstandings, Therefore in order for the con
trol commission to make a judgment it must also establish the degree of un
certainty. It would be desirable if you could indicate the areas and extent 
of ambiguity in your response and supply possible sources of verification (in
cluding excerpts for any documentation now unavailable to the SLANZ, eg, 
diaries, notebooks, correspondence). We are requesting a response anu clari
fication from cde Sharpe as well, regarding the parts of the disputeu issues 
relevant to him, and some other matters. 

We direct your attention in particular to the following points and 
evidence: 

1. Vienna 

John E letter to Mary Ann, 6,11 May 1974: 

[6 May] This Thursday I am leaving for Vienna; from the(I will be 
going back to Paris." 

"[11 May] Instead of going to Vienna as I had intended to do, I went 
to Brussels. I rang Helene in Paris and the CM were needed urgently." 

John E letter to Adaire, from Vienna, 13 May 1974: 

"Just one more point: white in Paris I talked to Helene about going 
to Wien .... She thought that it would be worthwhile -- even if only I 
talked to comrades about the SLUS and SLANZ and their functioning." 
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John E reply to Helene and Sharpe, 6 July 1974: 

"In Frankfurt and Paris cdes in passing remarks, encouraged me to 
visit Vienna. I had asked Helene on Sat. May 11 after the OCI 
meeting at home, whether it would be advisable for me to go to 
Vienna. I said that cde Jim R and other leading comrades in the CO 
have said that it would not be advisable for me to go at this time. 
Perhaps I did not stress it sufficiently and this was, of course, my 
faul t .... " "Thl' fact is that I was not aware of the relationship of 
authority het,\'cen cJellclene B, John S anJ Jim I~, and thi.s again is 
my fault because I should have found out. (1 kn"h' that ~J~ lid Clh' 

h';1::; the PB l'l'P in Europe and that is h'hr r told hl't" ahollt tlH' a,lvil.7t' 
\If tilt' It':hlil\~ ,,·~It'$. of Sl.lIS.)" 

Dave Reynolds notes from SLANZ PS, 26 June 1974: 

"[JE report] ... Vienna -- JR and Sharpe both advised against [going 
there]. In Paris, Helene asked me whether going to Vienna. Helene 
said it didn't matter .... Ion round] ... Vienna -- irresponsible in 
sense that I didn't realise the gravity of the instructions given to 
me .... Should not have gone to Austria no matter what Helen said ... 
[I] Did not argue. [I] Said what·JR and Sharpe said and asked Helen 
if it: was ok ito go to ViennaJ .•.. " 

John Sheridan notes from SLANZ PB, 26 June 1974: 

"Jim/John said 'not advisable to go "' 

Helene B letter to SLANZ, 23 June 1974: 

" he approached me on the question and asked my opinion on the sub-
ject without mentioning Sharpe's instructions. I told him, having just 
come back from there, I thought it would be all right for him to go, as 
long as he kept his mouth shut. As far as I know he did that." 

JE letter to Logan, from London, 26 May 1974: 

"[In Vienna] I argued [at OBL internal meeting on the question of the 
"Leitung"], together with Weezie, that since no member of the OBL had 
been aware at the time of the election that the body he or she were 
electing has the powers which it tried to assume for itself later on, 
it should be up to the future national conference to elect a CC." 
"I discussed the question with Helen here in London and she agreed we 
took the right line." 

2. JE' s stay in Berlin from 7 June to 22 June and his delayed departure 

According to your letter (23 June), 

" arriving in Berlin two weeks later [after 7 June], I discovered 
that John had not yet left for Australia! The first question I asked 
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hlm when I saw him was 'Does your central committee know you're here?' 
He assured me that it was all approved by responsible persons in S~Z. 
Furthermore he explained to me that this prolonged stay [beyond June 10] 
in Berlin was necessitated by difficulties with his ticket." 

JE reply, 6 July 1974: 

"By her question I had understood that she had been asking me whether 
I had informed the SLANZ leadership of my whereabouts and the reasons 
for my late arrival." [Thus this is what JE presumably thought he was 
saying when he responded affirmatively.] 

But in respect of "the reasons for [his] late arrival", his affirmative 
answer would be simply incorrect~· A review of JE correspondence sent to NY 
and Sydney at that time -- including those items which we did not receive 
due to a postal strike un~il after his return to Sydney -- fails to reveal 
any mention of reasons for going to Berlin at all, not to mention the 2 or 
3 days spent in Paris after leaving London. The only effort to inform the 
SLANZ or his visit to Berlin appears to be copies of letters sent from Berlin 
on June 8 to Nicolau and Sharpe. Telegrams followed mentioning only ticket 
delays. Prior to that JE had not informed Bill of any plans to stay in Paris 
or Berlin, saying simply that extra work required a longer stay in London. 
Likewise, no notification of the SLANZ was attempted to our knowledge of the 
extra two-day delay from June 19. (We note you found him in Berlin apparently 
on Friday, 21 June). The following excerpts from letters summarise the "in
formation gap": 

JE to Logan from London, 31 May 1974: 

"My stay in England will have to be extended for two or three days .... 
One more thing I should mention about my departure from Europe: I will 
have to leave from Paris, and not London ... You should expect me in 
Sydney on the tenth -- perhaps a few days after. I will send you a 
telegram informing you of my flight number, time, etc." 

Compare JE to Susi from London, 27 May 1974: 

"I have found out that I will have to leave for Australia either from 
Paris or from another continental city .... This has worked out fine, 
since I wanted to spend a few days in Paris before leaving .... I will 
be in England till the 30th and could be in Berlin by the 2nd or 3rd .... " 

and JE to Susi, 29-31 May 1974: 

"[29 May] ••. The way things look now I should accomplish my assign
ment by Sunday or Monday [2-3 June]. So please send your letter to the 
Paris address. It seems that I should be able to corne to Berlin for 
about two days -- I rang BOAC and they said it makes no difference to 
them whether I leave from Paris or Berlin .... " 
"[31 May] After the Chartist conference and the addresses that I had 
received from NY about our contacts .•.. It will mean that I will 
have to prolong my stay in London for about ~ day £!. two [emphasis added]." 
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Given the discrepancies, and the fact that even according to cde E's strict 
definition of his understanding of your question, his reply to it would be 
in.accurate, it would be useful to know: Ca) what cde E actually s;,id when 
he--spoke to you in Berlin; (b) what led you to l:onclude he had "authorisa
tio~'; (c) whether he attributed the delay solely to the ticket difficulties, 
as your letter seems to say. 

3. Other matters --

When did JE arrive in Paris from London (before going to Berlin on 
June 7)? 

According to a letter from Susi '0 JH, ~b Jlm~ 1974: 

"I suppose you will soon get literature in Polish from LIRQI, the Varga 
group. We have agreed upon an exchange of lit. between our orgs. I 
have said in my letter to them that you would send them Australian 
Spartacist in exchange." 

Further, in a letter of 15 July 1974 from JE to Susi: 

" ... So far I haven't received anything from LIRQI, but am expecting 
it any day to arrive." 

The SLANZ knew nothing of the matter until Susi's letters to JE were sup
plied to cde Logan on 18 July. Knowing that relations of our tendency with 
the Varga group were at one point open to question, Cde Logan asked John 
about it. According to Logan, John claimed the exchange, and his personal 
receipt of the Polish language Varga material, were authorised by you in 
Europe. Do you know anything about this? We are requesting information 
from cde Sharpe on any arrangements that were made. 

cc. SLANZ CO 
IIIB Secretariat 
Control Commission files 
Logan C/O New York 

With Communist Greetings, 
.~ .-~ 

.f/ .}f'~-' /;....... .~ ... (, ... ~,. 
/ 

Reynolds, char.rman, 
control commission 
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John Sharpe 
New York 

Dear Comrade, 

Sydney 
August 12,1974 

I am writing on behalf of the control cOllunission established by the PB 
of the SLANZ on 22 July, 1974: 

" ... comrade Ebel's status is that of candidatl' 11ll'11lbcr. to ht' l"l'vil'Ivl'll 
on the receipt of a report from a control cOJlunission, on the lllll'stions 
raised by the letters· of comrades Sharpe l30 May 197·1) and Bros ius 
(23 June 1974) and his verbal and written responses to their letters 
with particular regard to the matter of the comrade's honesty to the 
tendency." 

We have written a letter to comrade Brosius, and have certain questions 
which will involve contacting the Berlin Committee. However, we felt it 
best to allow the IHB Secretariat to forward the letter to Brosius and pass 
on requests to the BK, ~ with the very' useful excerpts from cde Ebel's 
letters to Susi we have already received. Therefore, we have enclosed the 
letter to Helene, plus one copy of each letter for the IHBS. 

You should be receiving a copy of cde Ebel's reply to the Brosius/Sharpe 
letters. We refer you to our letter to Helene for any comment on your part. 
We would also like you to respond on the following points. 

1. Do you know of any evidence that might contradict the apparent deception 
of the SLANZ leadership by cde Ebel regarding the details of his return from 
Europe indicated by the material summarised in the letter to Brosius? 

2. On the trip to Vienna -- Although cde Hannah also maintains she instruct
ed Ebel explicitly not to go to Vienna, he still evidently maintains that he 
was merely "advised" not to go. Please specify where, when, and with what 
words you gave the instructions concerning Vienna to cde Ebel, and what are 
the limits of any possible ambiguity in them. Are there any grounds for the 
assertion in JE's reply, "The fact is that I was not aware of the relation
ship of authority between cde Helene B, John S and Jim R .... "? 

3. Are you aware of any arrangements having been made with the Varga group, 
involving an exchange with Australasian Spartacist? (See our letter to 
Brosius) We received a bundle of French-language LIRQI lit in June, with a 
request for an exClhange but have not acted on it. Were you aware of JE's 
arrangement to receive the Polish Varga material? Did the International 
Department make an attempt to inform the SLANZ of any arrangements? Did the 
BK make any such attempt? The fact that the SLANZ has not received such in
formation seems to conflict with the evidence of cde Susi's letter to JE and 
JE's assertion that his arrangement was authorised by cde Brosius; but due to 
the disruption of mail in Sydney around that time, it is possible that the 
SLANZ failed to receive some mail. 

'" ... ", .. 
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4. The problems with the shipment of Cuadernos ~Iarxistas (CMs) entrusted 
to John is not central to the control commission's purpose, to the extent 
that there was a real misunderstanding, regardless of whether tl~t misunder
standing reflected carelessness on John's part. However, certain things re
main unclear. At a 26 June meeting of our PB, cd~ Ebel maintained that it 
is especially wrong to send the large shipment, claiming the CMs had been 
"lying around" the CO for some time. a week or weeks. At the meeting this 
was denied by Adaire but reasserted by cde Ebel. Adaire. who was in Canada 
at the time. reports that his departure had been planned to coincide with 
the completion of the CMs production. It is her impression that the CMs 
weol" ~ available only a few Jays at most before \.:Je Ebel' s Jeparture. While 
cJe Ebel JiJ not mention this point in his reply to your letter, he Jid ~ay 

"I IH'otl' a I\lUnhl'r of let tel'S to ~Jc John Sh;\I'pt' a~k i ng hi 111 to Ill' l1Iure 
cautious in the future in sending so much literature ahl)ard :1 pl:lIll' 
and suggested a number of alternatives." 

We are aware of only one such letter. of 15 May 1974 from Vienna which said: 

"Briefly. I talked to Jan and Joan and decided you deserve an ex
planation of what happened to [the CMs]. 

"I would like to add that in future we should not send so much literature 
in boxes to any country in Europe. They immediately draw attention of 
customs. There are a number of alternatives available. I have discussed 
them with Kelley and offered some suggestions. This is an important 
question and if we want to send big quantities of literature in the 
future we should take this matter up and make the necessary prior prep
arations." 

We would like to know how many letters were sent with criticism and auvicc. 
and would like copies of any other such letters with your response. We aLso 
need to know: How the CMs were in fact sent -- as baggage or frcight; what 
instructions had been given on this point. and how explil:itly; to what ex
tent cde Ebel was misled by airport officials (cde Cory should be askcd to 
give an account of what happened at the airport); and details on the avail
ability of the CMs before JE's departure, whether other means of transpor~ 
were feasible, etc. 

S. We cannot reconstruct from the correspondence at our disposal the 
location of cde Ebel from Friday. 17 May -- when according to his letter to 
Adaire of 13 May 1974 he was to leave Vienna for Paris -- and Friday 24 May 
when he actually arrived in Paris (according to JE to Susi. 27 May 1974. from 
London). Can you give us any information on this point? 

6. The Poland Question -- At the 26 June SLANZ PB meeting, JE did not mention 
his fatigue or other "extenuating circumstances". when answering comrades' 
questions about your letter. Nor aid he mention at that time the request for 
a delay in the International department meeting. He spoke along these lines --

Dave Reynolds notes on 26 June PB --

"[JE on round] ... [on Poland] -- Tried to put forward positions for going--
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said would be difficult for them to know me poli.t ically, plus rmy J ex
perience [with .. this problem]. But lIJ was convinced before I the W 
meeting], but didn't tell it to Adaire. Suppose I should have. But the 
question was going to be discussed {anyway]." 

Adaire's notes on PB: 

"[JE] -- When talked to Adaire [before ID meeting] put up argument for 
going but rcall)' believed otherwise. Uidn't tell Adail'e. Perhaps wrong." 

Was the meeting going to discuss the point regaruls% of wlll'thl'r l'U\.' Lbd 
agreed beforehand that he should not go? Do you have any furtlll'r obsel'vat lOllS 

of the incident? A not~ hy Adaire is appl'nul'd wi th Iwr rl.'co ll\.'ct ions of the 
IIll'\.'ting :Uld cin:lImst:ulcl.'S. Sll~i's "Olwn Ll'ttl'r to till' SL.\;'C" says: 

"He [JE] made a self-criticism where he was right and Sharp<..~ "as wrong, 
namely the question of Poland." 

We would like to know, in view of his responses at the 26 June PB and in his 
6 July Reply, if and when he expressed to Susi or anyone else in Europe the 
view that he had changed his opinion or thought the ID was incorrect? 

7. JE Reply (6 July): 

"I do not recall cde John Sharpe telling me to sell at the OCl meeting on 
May 3. Had I been instructed to do so, 1 would have straightaway noted 
it down in my diary, as I did the OCI election meeting of April 20 and 
the Frankfurt conference of April 24-26. [etc]" 

8. On the addresses -- according to JE's letter to Adaire (13 May 1974) 
"Received your letter dated 5 May on Saturday, May 11, when I arrived in Paris." 
In his reply he says: 

"It was also known that I would most probably go to Berlin, and then 
definitely again to Paris before my departure for England." 

Since this itinerary was abandoned by JE by going, and after going to Vienna, 
what itinerary was established or made known to you and when; and (outside 
of the Vienna question) how much was the itinerary to be left open? 

9. Comrade Ebel attaches importance to the amount of contacting which he had 
to do in England. Was he sent any contacts other than those listed in Adaire's 
letter to him of 5 May? Did the SLUS or any representative of it authorise or 
request that he spend extra time in England to pursue contacts or anything else? 

10. Cde Ebel's relationship with cde Susi is important in that 
(a) it appears to be a principal source of his indisciplined behaviour in 

Europe; 
(b) it remained unknown or obscure to the SLANZ leadership for sometime 

(specifically until 16 July); and 
(c) it has led to demands on the organisation of a rather severe character. 
It is a subject of investigation for the control commission to establish the 
degree of cde Ebel's reticence about the relationship; the weight that should 
be given to it in judging the comrade's actions; and because their communi-

~I 

I 
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cations have been a source of the "information gap" referred to in our 
letter to Helene. There have also been charges that cdc Ebel in these 
conununications tried to line up in an unprincipled way comrades in the 13K 
against the leadership of the SLANZ, largely by providing a one-sided picture 
of the organisation. Here the control commission is not concerned with the 
political charge of unprincipled struggle, but with the questi~n ~f decepti~n 
that is, whether cde Ebel neglected to tell the SLru~Z leadersh1p 1mportant 1n
formation that he discussed freely with cde Susi, or actually provided mis
leading or false information to the organisation (or to the Tendency in 
Germany) . 

The first possible instance is the apparent llcsirl' of CJl'S [be 1 and 
Susi to live together. /laJ either ever informed either tlw IH~ or the 11m 
Sl'cretariat prior to cdc Sllsi's "Opl'n Lcttl'r". I.)f tlH'ir lil'sirl' to li.vl.' tl)
~l'thl'r';' Thl' Sl.AN: b(~C'Ulil' ~L\~nrc of thb Ill'uhll'lIIuIII), Oil Tlil'slia),. Ih .July. 
the Jay befoi~e cdc Ebel proposed to cde Logan his transCcr to Britain, Yl't 
we note the following in the letter of 9-10 July from cde Susi to John: 

"I think we made a mistake by not writing a letter to the CC of SL/ANZ 
telling them that we want to stay together for a while and so on. 
Don't you think that they must have understood that. Did you already 
tell the comrades of the ,SL/ANZ that we want to live together?" 

Cde Susi's "Open Letter" of 29 July 1974 says, 

"In one letter Franz told me of his impression that the discussions were 
not mainly held in order to clear up things but in order to humiliate 
him. " 

He did not express this oplnlon to anyone in Sydney until directly asked 
about this passage by cde Logan. Since then, the control conunission has met 
with cdeEbel to ascertain whether he had T@y complaints or grievances that 
he felt fell within the control commission's jurisdiction and that he wished 
it to investigate. Among the things we asked him about was this passage. 
Agreeing that he did in fact use those words in a letter to Susi, and after a 
detailed discussion about the meaning of "humiliation" and its application in 
democratic-centralist organisations, cde Ebel agreed that there was no in
cident which he felt required investigation by the control conunission in re
gard to this charge -- except a remark by comrade Helen R during a trade-union 
fraction meeting here which JE insisted was vindictive (the control commission 
will prepare a report on that incident). Moreover, one of the few examples 
that he was able to give at that meeting of the control commission were some 
harsh remarks by cde Adaire. However, he at length agreed that Adaire often 
directs -equally harsh remarks at other comrades, and thus he had no cause to 
believe himself singled out for abuse from her. Another example he gave was 
an accusation made by comrade Logan to him in a private di~cussion that he was 
manoeuvring. He also agreed that cde Logan's opinions were not matters for 
investigation by the control commission, ie, that they were within the frame
work of bolshevik procedare. 

Although in this way his remarks about humiliation to Susi have been 
clarified, his use of the 26 June PB meeting (particularly Adaire's comments 
at that meeting) as an example of "hwniliation" appears to conflict with an 
earlier statement he made in a letter to Susi (1 July 1974): 
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"By the waYI I was severely criticised by the PB over my late arrival 
and a number of other matters. But things have worked out for the 
better and after a long discussion with Bill we have begun to under
stand ourselves, particularly my reactions to v~rious things at 
various· times ... You are in no way responsible for my being late; so 
please don't blame yours~lf and just forget the question." 

(This is apparently in reply to Susi to JE, 24 June: 

"I hope that you do not get in trouble with the comrades of the SLA~Z. 
If you have let me know then I shall wri.tl' a dOl'IUlIl'nt l'ntitil'll: 'tn 
Ikf('ns~ of our Lov,,'. 1)0 you think I \'1as il'l'l'sl'onsibLc for hoh\in~ YOII 
back from lll'part ing'; 1 hOPl~ not. ") 

Another problem arises from the fact that the "humi.l iat ion" p;lssagl' fl'~'111 
his letter to Susi was not ~ncluded among the excerpts from letters of JE to 
Susi supplied by the BK. JE made no carbon of this letter and submitted no 
excerpts from it to the SLANZ at any time. Moreover, when formally requested 
to supply carbons of all political excerpts from his letters to Susi to cdc 
Lagan as SLANZ Chairman on 7 AUgustl he handed over a single sheet with parts 
of two or three sentences from his letter of 15 July and no more. The control 
commission requests from the BK a copy ,of the letter in which JE made his re
marks about humiliation. 

In her "Open Letter", S4t.si writes: 

"I openly ask him to refuse to hand over my letters in the future. In
stead, I shall type out the political parts of my letters to Franz." 

Two letters of Susi to JE of 15 and 17 July were shown to cde Logan by JE. 
Cde Logan recorded the following pass~ge: 

"[July 15] When I go to the States I shall talk to Jim about us. He 
is the only one who could do and is willing to do something for us. 
(This is by the way no political statement, therefore you are not 
obliged to type it out)." 

It is important both for the SLANZ leadership in its consideration. of a 
personnel problem, and for the control commission in weighing its evidence 
that information of the kind cde Susi rejects as "apolitical" be supplied to 
the SLANZ. Substantial doubt exists, given the above and cde Ebel's failure 
to relay any real information about his correspondence, whether the judgement 
of either JE or Susi of what iBformation to supply the tendency is sound. 
Moreover, the question arises whether the excerpts received from t~e BK were 
assembled with sufficient completeness, and whether the selection of letters 
supplied by cde Susi to the transcriber was complete. Can this be conveyed to 
the BK, along with our more specific requests? 

In addition to letters, there nave been numerous phone calls between the 
two comrades. Thus it is possible that some other apparent holes in the JE 
excerpts we were provided are accounted for either by missing letters or by 
the content of these phone calls. For example, the excerpts do not include 
any source for the references in the following material: 
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Susi to JE, 9-10 July: 

"By the way, Mary-Ann told me about her difficulty to get along with 
John Sharpe. Did she tell you? I think the best way to fight 

is to fight in a very calm but politically 
sharp way. Never ~l-o-s-e-y-o-u-r--n-erve. Remain cool! Try to be always 
rational, never start personal attacks. This makes a bad impression. 
"You know that I think of you as a very good comrade and I think that 
the comrades of the SL know that too. If Adaire has certain reservations 
to\vards you you should convince her from the contrary by your day-to-
day work. lam sure that you will be succegsful in doing so, also show-
ing that you can function in a disciplined ,v:lY." l~1issing 'vol'ds illegible.) 

I ' , I ~ I' " , 

In particular, th~r~ is no l'~fl'l'~nce in thl' l'X,'l"'pts froll1 .rr.'s ll'ttl'l's..,hy 
AJairc or other cOllunents about Ada.ire. Nor LS t IWl'l' any l·d\'l"l'lll.:l' to ,~hat
ever it is that is to be fought. We would like to rl'lllll'S t 1'1'01\\ \~,k :-:illS i. 
summaries of any material such as this discussed with cde Ebcl over the 
phone. 

11. There are a few other discrepancies. Cde Susi, after initiating a 
discussion on the translation question, apparently remained in doubt about 
cde Ebel's status while in Europe. While her argument on the question did 
not hinge on cde Ebel's status, it is evident that unclarity on this point 
was discussed. On 11 May Susi wrote to JE, 

"Not only Eric but also the other cdes of the Komitee held the position 
that you were here not as the rep of the SLANZ but as a cde who happen
ed to stay here more or less by chance." 

Your letter to the BK of 22 May stated explicitly: "Franz .•. was in 
Berlin essentially as a tourist and had no political responsibllities 
whatsoever." Yet in her letter t.o JE of 9-10 July, she recounts a dis
cussion with you apparently at the European summer camp in which this, 
along with a number of other points was raised again: 

"I had a discussion with John Sharpe basically about the translation 
question, in the course of which he said that you do sometimes things 
which you are told not to do -- f. ex. the SL leadership had told you 
not to go to Vienna which you did and that you did not tell Helene 
about the decision of the PB in NY, above all you should not have sent 
the literature to Paris by airfreight. 
"I am not sure that you told me all this. Another thing is that John 
said, when I asked him if you had been the official representative of 
the SL/ANZ, no -- you were on a private trip. There must have been a 
clear decision in the SL/ANZ about the character of your trip, hasn't 
there been? ... I think it is a mistake that you went to Vienna against 
the explicit decision of the PB. 
"By the way, Mary-Ann told me about her difficulty to get along with 
John Sharpe .... " 

It is puzzling that Susi should still have been confused concerning JE's 
status. The BK was evidently already informed of his status in May when 
the translation distussion came up. It appears possible that JE was not 
entirely honest with cde Susi on this score, although cde Ebel assured us at 
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the 26 June PB that he did not consider himself an international representative 
of the te~den~y while in Euro~e tor anr other time). (The SLANZ's decislon was 
conveyed In Blil's letter of IntroductIon dated 4 January 1974 which had been 
read by JE before he left Australia~ We, would like your account of the con
versation with Susi, and would like to know the source of cde Susi's con
fusion, as well as any other comments you might have on these questions. 

I would like to apologise for putting you to so much work; but it is 
urgent that the questions concerning cde Ebcl's reliability and functioning 
are resolved as quickly as possible and with th~ greatest possibl~ and most 
scruplous attention to detail al1~l fa~t. The cont rol ~OllUllissiol1, Ol~ llU lly 
establ ish('d to investigate qUt.'stions l'~lat ing tll h'h:I\' i 0111' ll\'Cl·!"l';LS. has bl'l'll 
furtht'r l~l1pO\¥~'l't'd hy tIlt' PH las is only pl'Opl'r) tll invl'st i~.Lrl' an~' l't IH't" 

pr0hlcms or allegations rciating to cJc Ebd lPB, lll.\ugH!'t 197-1). S{'v.:ral 
other matters arising after his return to ANZ arc h~ ing stuJ il'.\; an.l \\l' 

have, as I mentioned, explored cde Ebel's possible grievances. The control 
commission will undoubtedly be filing one or more interim reports to the 
PB-SLANZ, which will be sent immediately to the IHBS. 

For the control commission, 

cc: CO SLANZ 
Logan ¢ NY 
IHB Secretariat 
Control Commission files 

With communist greetings, 

Reynolds 

-- I ' 

" '~ A" "f~ /. / ... 
! '/' ~' 
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DIRECTIVE 

John Els responsibilities for th~ organisation include evcryt~1ing 
necessary to his trade-ujion work as long as he relo:.a.ins in tht! ~letal 
fra.ction, one hours1 s work on tile press cli!>;:i..gs (verj' ,lay. :olldilV to 
TIlursday and at least one hour on Saturday. one hour's typin~ practice 
every day (to be performed Wlder supervllsion at tl.e LO':,"il Hall) ~xcept: 
Friday, and attenJance at all Local .. ,cetin.;s .w'.l ,:,d,;·:ati0'~:l1; (~nternal 
anu puhlic). Lie must he available luI' onl .• ul.L~·.atiorL' L :'.\0.;\:', ('\,1 C);\turdayo 
lo.un iliil wlt.il 6.0U pm (t:h\lu~h ili~ ~;;l1.d~·lia) _)".;l',> t"~.;p()ll:.illd.i.t.LI_'S will 
be alloweu ior .. .i'lhill tJ,.l~ tiil.~::;tl;Ul). 

111 orJer that he has r~asonabl~ time t\1 \~Ul't. ~l;\ ,Ii:. l)\>p.Hl ~~on:ll 
docWIlents ~J watcu:ial for tbe AJ.'(l. and i11l:.ernat.ioa<l1 c,lI.tr,)l ":.0'1111\1 l'!lioT\!I 
investigating his case, he is relieved or Ills jub ~lS ill),l5\:' c:)mLll~$lt' hut 
must do a reasonable share of dOlll~stic duties in :1is>~~iling d.:ld I'leek
end free time. de is relieved of his ,luties in finding 1)i.0tog:ra1'il.s for 
ollr press. He shall not be assigned any contacting or IJH'lll.~ Int<'!rven
tions, though on specified request may he allowed by the Local exe.:utive 
to do some such work. tie shall not be required to do "BV specifi~ or
~-anisational tasKS after work on Friday, after 6. (JO pm (>n '.::'1i:urday or 
before S.i.lO pm on '>unday (except that h~ mnst ~o hj~ :';U!iI .. Ll)' t}'~ling prac
tice before S.OOpm). 

h'hile all senior comrades are oxpected to sllpervis~ tne c0lnraJe in 
terms of this directive where practicanle, Any seniol' CO'nradt: "I'iy vary 
it in accord with his responsibilities to leaJ the organisation. However. 
where possible any variation from the terlllS uf this directiv ... ! :;hlli l he 
recorded in writing and filed in the co. 

cc: John E 
vSecrctariat 1ST 

SydnGy Local Organiser 
1:i.ditor 
T\J Director 
Metal fraction head 

:~ill Logan 

Chairman 
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Today the control comaa1ssion met with cde Sbel to ask hie a series of 
infonational questiona. In the course of the meetina&. whicn was taiJe
recorded. he iave mi.leading, evasive. vague. or outright deceptive answers 
to aev.rat que.tions. 

'fhe iloat clear cut was his statement, ret;ardinc; his ruturll to Sy.tlO'P 
fro. Euro~e. that ne ~ecideJ only after arriving in P~ris frou Lon~on to 
.pena time in Paris anJ to .so to Berlin. He had been re'.·llidttJ tl,at h~ st:lted 
neither f.let in his letter to cdc Lo.an of 31 'fay. AsktOu i C he was S.lro 

about his answer, jiG repUed. "pretty sure". This ~t:lt~m6nt conflicts w.ith 
hi. atatements in letters to Sus! of MMY 27 and ~ta)· 2~-Jl. whidl in lilly .. l;e 
an cl.&1'ly at v6I.l'iance with his letter to Cdd LO~W1 on 51 May. (Sou t;,o 
control co..tssion lettor to cd. Bro.iu.). Thus 
(1) cd. Ebel could only havo conacio&lSly aisinformed cde W¥all when hCl wroto 

his 31 Hay letter; and 
(2) cd. Ebel has attempt to avoid blame by deliberately misluadin. the COIl

trol coaiasioD. That hi. atatement to the cOl1trol cOl8lissioll Wd~ a 
conscious deception is the only reasonable interpretation. since: 
Ca) if he were unsure. the reply would still have been a conscioils decertion. 

especially in light of his frequent claims, in answer "to oth"r questions 
which pre.ented difficulti.s, that he could not recall ~r-~unsure • 
.. kina hi. cenaiAty on this point stand out; 

(b) the evidence of the letters to Suai shows him p13.nning his trip to BerUn 
at least nine days prior to when he now claims he first planned it. anI.! 
it is unreasonable to believe that he coulJ oKsily mu\) such a dofinite 
mistake simply froa faulty ..-ory; 

(c) cde Sbel haa accurately cited or referred to some aspects of correspondence 
from that tiu poriod, indicatina he is capable of retaining infol'lution 
that 10Jlji 

(d) cde libel insists that he r ... r. SOlI. thinas .... ~'tter. than c\!es lSrosius. 
Sharpe and kUwnah, all responsible cd .. whos.,.ardiear.e'.ht. ~d all 
in case. where h. i •• ubject to criticis_; and 

C.) point on. above cieaonatrate. that he is qllite capablo of such petty 
doception. 

Asked what ho had discussed in his let~ors to cde Susi. he ne~lecteJ to 
-.otion the section of one of his letters with his remarks a~out humiliation 
UDtil relllinded of it by ~e Reynolds. It is improbable in the extreme that 
tbis was a noraal laps. of .. .ory, sine. that particular passage ha\! been 
di.cussed with hia by tho control ~ssion for about an hour yesterday 
afternoon. Pr"viously. he had be. aaked by comrade Logan to show hill co~ies 
of political section. fro. hi. letters to Susi. and he nanded cde Logan a 
single sheet with parts of only three $.ntonces. 

Confronted with the fact that he said in a letter to Mary Ann dateJ 
May 0 that he intended to 10 from aerlin to Vienna without {)using through 
Paris, , ••• control commission l.tter to Helene), he wlswered at one ~oint 
that he had orillnal1y planned to &0 straight from Berlin to Paris. and 
cl&iaed that he bad discusseel his visit to Vienna witll Helene during the 
Pz.akfurt Chilo ~.r .. ce OR April 24-26 -- a claia nover aade before 

... 
~> 
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either verbally or in his written response to Bros~'Js' and Sharpe's letteT~ 
criticising him in this matter. 

This iJ only an initial selection of exampl~s, demonstratiag at a 
minimum the unreliability of cde cbel's testimony. 

.. _-, 

At the end of the meeting" the control commission, as it had previously 
decided, formally relluested from cde cbs1 docwl1l3nts and corresponoence; 
specifically relevant notebooks, his Jiary, aWl copi~s of hisletttlrs to cde 
Susi ::lnd other comrades, and letters he haJ receivod from cue Susi. CU\J 

~bel'5 initLll response was to ask why the JOClUllents Wt'rc hein~ re'lue~too. 
Th~ t:cn<.>r:ll purposes and the specific tUOllS of inv~'sti~ati~.lIl, as ,,"011 .lS thl.9 
powers of the control couuuission w~re explllllll',l sevct':ll t iml'S. II~' ~.li,l fi.st 
that he had no objections, and then objected thllt Susi has ask~ him not to 
hand over any of her letters. Helater said that he would nave to consult 
with Susi first. Finally he said that if it is a question of discipline 
(it nad been explained at least three time that it was), :II certainly don', 
want to be expelled for such a thing -- so I'll hand them over." The meetin.;; 
then adjourned to collect the material. But before the cOlnrades had risen 
to leave the room, cde Ebel reopened the question. A ten minute discussion 
ensued, re-covering the previous ground. At length the control cOlwuission 
passed in cde Bbel's presence the following motion: 

"If cde John does not hand over the material formally requested from 
him by the control commission within the next ten minutes that the 
control commission recommend that disciplinary action oe taken against 
cdc Ebel to the Political Bureau." 

The lDeeting ~ was than adjourned again. 

At the end' of the ten minute period, the three members of the control 
commission went to cde ~bel's room and asked ili~ it he had decldeJ to hand 
over the material. After attempting to argue the question for another five 
minutes or more, cde fibel finally refused to hand over anything but some 
copies of his old correspondence to Logan and Sharpe. At this time he ex
plicitly refused to submit his diary ar notebooks because it woulJ interrupt 
his work onhis pOlitical document. Cde Reynolds indicated thatthe material 
could be returned certainly in two or three days and that cde Lo8an and the 
PB could be expected to grant him extra time if he felt he needed it because 
of this delay. Cde Ebel maintained he could not accept 4 a delay of as 
little as one day. He then requested time to find the copies of letters to 
Logan and Sharpe. The control commission informed him that it would act on 
its motion, and told him to have whatever he was going to submit ready by 
~.OO pm tonight. Comrades Reynolds, Olerhead, and Naughten were all present 
and took part in these discussions. 

At about 6.30 pm, cde Logan, having been informed of the events, as 
SLAriZ Chairman called cde Sbel to inform him that ifhe did not hand over all 
the correspondence and other documents to the control commission by 9.00 pm 
that he would institute the strongest charges against him and support the 
strongest disciplinary action, and read him a section of the decisions of 
the 1ST as regards the jurisdiction of national sections in cases of dis-
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cipUa.. AC 8.53 pa eel. Bbel phODeel cd. Loa8ll to uk that -.or. fr •• ti_ 
Co writ. his do~c OD his a1aority position b. ,uaranteed b.fore he 
subllltted the uC.rial. Cd. Lol. told hla that h. !lUSt comply w1 th the 
control ~ssion's decisiOft irr.spective of hls ability to write his docu
.nt, and refuaeel Co live .uch a parante.. At 9.00 pa eel. R.ynolds went 

D 

to cd. Ebel's rooa, where c:cl. lib.l wu _,a"oct ln ... "lin, his correspondence 
aa if to suba1t it to Reynolcla .. chatraan of the control coalssion, but re
quested an additional thirty IIlswtes to usemble the.. Cdo Reynold. agreed, 
and return_ to hi. 1'00II at g.30 pat At that tilM c~e tibe1 daled that he 
was ,ivin, t~ letters fro. Susi to the organisation, and a,ain queationed 
the power of the control c-.J.s.lon to daandth... Cd. Reynolds suggesteJ 
that he writ. a cIocUlMNlt. Cd. Ib.l thea a,reed to give fiv.itM.4) to cd. 
Roynolcb, lnc1uclin. none of his lett.Z>to Lo,an and Sharpe, but a sinal. 
rou,h mft of a 2g May letter to eel. Susi, two notebooks, a •• lIOran~ua booAo 
anel his diary. C4le leybola 1Alol'IIN hia that the.e itas did not satisfy 
the requlr ..... t. of the contl'Ol co.J.saion and took the .terial he offered, 
with a list (cc: JIi) aianed by both JB and Reynolds of tho five it.... These 
events w.re wltn ••• ed by cd. Vicky. 

Th. contl'Ol ~s.ion rea~ eele ab.l'. wilful defianc. to b. in
tolerable in a bolshevik or,anl.atiao. In addition to the fact that cde 
!bel has cho.. to l'e,U'd the di.clplin. of cd. Susi as _re important 
thaD the disciplin. of the SLANZ aDd bolah.vik procedure 1n gen.ral, such 
actions if UDchallen,eci will d •• troy the ability of any control coamission 
to fulfil it. c1utie.. All ........ of the control colais.ion an prepared 
to .. ec~n4 tb. stron,est disciplinary action commensurate with open 
defianc. lDCl8patibl. witb ..-ber.hip in a bolsh.vik organisation. The con
trol c~.siGD fe.l. that just a ceuur. would be too liabt and that expuls10n 
should d.flAit.ly be could_ed. 

David Reynolds 
for the control ~s.lon 
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ATTACHMENTS 10 CONTROL COMMISSIO~ 12 AUGUST 1~74 llili::ta.-I Kl..tJuk'f J 

A. ~te. subllitted by cde Lo,an: 

12 Auaust 6.lO pill (approx) , 
. . .. ~ 

I rang tbe1 anJ told him that the control COlDllission had Ilshd hill to band 
owr cenaln Joeuaents. and that he had refu5e\.1. 1 rc: ... J the :J.ppro:)rinu 
'ection at ttle rules and sdd that if the control c,'mr,,15~ It'li t 5 resolutioll 
"1"0 not eOMpUed wtth by <) p~ tont~ht I wOIlI" h'w .. to ~'<"('l't ';OV,tTl' (ii~

cipllnary act Ion Ilgll1nst hl11\. 

12 August S.Sl r-

!bel ran •• aying that he was prepared to hand over tho JocUfoionts, III th('\\l~1I 
he didn't know about the personal letter., but that he would tnerofore b~ 
delayed in writing his document, and he required extra tille ~o write tids 
dOCUllent. 

I .aid that he IIUIt cOlIPly with the control eOIDl1ssionh tlocisic,..a irresyec' 
tive of ni. ability to write his document. I refuseJ to ~u8:raJ\tee hilt l>eil&!5. 
panted extra t1_ fr.e of ora:anbatlonal dutioa in orJ"l' to,) fl'ec hit. to 
write a document. 

M I toll! leading com'a4os laaedlatoly iLtterwarJs. 1 woulJ sur',lort hi:!l t.ell\t~ 
iiv.n extra ti_ to write hi. doauaent, but not aU a ~OI\J_1..!!.0!~ of hil COlli
ply1ni wita the control co.-l.sion requirements. 

I. iixcerpts trOll the tape of the 12 AIgU.t meetln .. I,)~' tho contra! COR1ltliSlt 1011 

with cd. lbel: 

J~ .- (consulting diary] I arrived 1n Paris on JWle J al ~.JC. 

DR ... When cUd you d..cid. to visit Paris and Berlin aftor lcavin. kritain, 
that is to .pend a few days in Parb and thei& .0 on tv perlin? YI.'H 

did not lIention your plan. in resp~ct to oit'wI in ] .• :r letter :1> !;.illl 
of 31 I"Y. 

JB _. 'fhat I didn't explll~n my plansf 

Da _. You d1d not .. tion .- you lIentloneJ that you 1Iio",lu lJe le'lVin~'. fro. 
Parb_ 

J2 .- on yeah 

DR .... aud did not .. nt1ern you would be spendin,J any ttJO 11\ ?llri3 a.l,' J iJ 
not montion you were ~oinl to Berlin so 'tile iu~st1oll i:i when ,lid you 
decide to do thatt 

JI .... Uh, let's soe [paul!] I decided when I was in Paris 1 tbink. I 
or1_1 ... 11y CPau41 bee ••••• of at relation w1th Tina 01' Susi .. - I de
cided to l •• v. P~l. .. .... .. 1 could. I tbtak I apent only two 
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.,. 1a 'ul. aft_ urlY1a1 th .... 

DR -- you left os JUR. 7. 

Jis -- Tut'. nalat. u. -- ,eall. 1 .. ft 011 J\lDe the .eventh. I .anted to .u, .ltll hal _tl1 the t_th or a fev day. later after. I think 1 
_ntl_eel It 11, the letter to lUI ellcln' t If 

DR -- YOIl .. tloaM the t_tIl, you elldn I t MDtioa the r .... ons why. An 10" 
41dD't _tlon 10U wen aoi.a& to Berlin. 

JI -- Yeah, .. 11 I ., DOt haYe decicleel at that .ta.e. If 1 had I vould ha .. 
wrltt ... it. 

Ok -- Are you a\ll'e -- WI --. 
Ji -- Becau •• I wrot. the let,er ~ London. 

ua -- Ript -- \a, ~··.un that you ell" not elecld. UDtil after you iot to 
Parl.' 

J8 -- Veah I'. prett, Iun. 

DA -- All ri,ht. ua -- (aeJtt questl_) 

DR - - iD YOUI' letter to May ADa of .lath of May whleb you aent ua a carbon 
of,you .. , that you ba4 18t"'ecl to ,0 .tralabt fro. Serlin to Vienna 
and th .. to aN •• ela, .... tut you only vent to BNlsels, Paris and 
then Vl ... becauae of the prob .... wlth the CHs. &At _, you ~i~ 
DOt aak cde Hel.n whether lt Wal all ri&ht to ,0 to Vienna until you 
hapPQeci to be pallna throup Paria, on May 11. 011, IIOreover in 
your l.tter to Adaire of 13 May, fro. Vienna, you said that Heleu 
laU that lt 1IIOUl4i be ~1. for yo,", to 10 and tllat Itelene 
suaa.lted that you .peat to iKe Vienoe •• co.rade. about the function
iDa of the SlNIl ad the aWl. ua -. ftOV thl. cUflerl fJ'Oll your 
d.scrlptl_ of ... , Hel_ told you, i. th. PI ... tinl of l6 of Jun., 
Mel alao fra. .t JOU saicl 1D your reply of 6 July. fItoreover the 
lact that you eapnlleel YOIII" lat.clOD of ,oiD. I'niaht fro. BerUn 
to Vi ...... ua.at. ,bat 10'1 411" aot lnt .. d to uk cde 8ro.iua \D\tU 
you eM_ up pial to 'uu. JIow, can you (a) esplain the cUscrepan· 
cl •• ucl (b) clarify what you saiel to co.mrade Mary Ann. 

JI! -- W.l1 fir.t, eta. ~U .. tiOD with Helene. Helen did I think .. ntion w~'len 
she talk_ to _ oa • Il~ of occaalolll ~u' Vienna tbat 1t would 
be worthwhile to talk about d..acratlc centrali ... functloninl of, 
j\lSt the .. ri .... chat Ilv. a_ ill SWS aDd SLAH~. lIII •• he did 
untion it at .~ perlocl of t1lM. She~, le'a se. -- what val tAe 
OUeI' thiDa' 
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DR -- Well first gf all why did you not JIeIltion those thina. in the PB 
.. eting of 26 June or in your letter of 6 July responding to cds 
Bro.ius? 

JE -- Well I thought I did montion it in the PB meeting didn't 17 

OR -- No, I've checkeJ my notes and the nptes of cdes Sheridan and Adaire 
um -- and you did not. 

JE -- I don't know why. 

DR -- Why didn't you .. ntion it in your letter of () July, responding to 
cdo Brosius' lettert 

Jfi -- 1 think I did aske,a point that I was aenerally encourag~d and that 
I was generally given the feeling that it wOlolld bd worthwhile for .. e 
to go. 

OR -- Yes, you said by some CORrades in Paris ~ld Vienna without being 
specific. 

JB -- (pause) WeU I also _ant cde rielene. And that is the case L f J 

DR -- wause) Um, ok. 'I11e other que.tion pertains., whether you originally 
1ntended -- [interruption] -- the que.tion was whether you initially 
intended to ask perad.sion from cde ,ielenetto iO to Vienna, since you 
indicated to Mary Ann in a letter of 6 May that you initially intended 
to go .traiaht frca Berlin to Vienna. 

JH -- Yeah I did because -- as far .. I knowl I range Helene, troll Hed'in to 
Pari., on the que.tion of literature, now can you um, [pause. look. 
through diary] Yeah -- I rani lielene frOID Berlin to Paris, right -
sayiDg that I would be In Parl. on Friday or Saturday, May the tenth 
or May 11th, because of theliterature, right, I wanted to go to 
Brussels to pick up the literature as soon as possible. 1 changed -
just a alnute {pause]. I thiak I wanted to iO to Paris straight frca 
Berlin or.llinafiy \III and th_ I wanted 'to ask WI as far as I know Uft1. 
HeleDe whether I could ao to Vienna. 

DR -- In your letter to Mary Ann you laid that 

JB -- What il the date of the letter' 

DR -- May 6 -- WI, you were to 10 fro. Ber11n to Vienna and then to Brus.els 
but because of the literature prabl •• that you'd have to go to Bruslels 
and Paril and thea to Vienna. 

J8 -- WI ••• I slid what, that uh I would haw to ao to Brussels' 

Well ua -- I daa't know wby I did that, I think I aay have had a dl.
cussa10n or 10 with HeleRe 1D Prankfurt about the queltion of Vienna -
ua -- when we wen at the Chile conference •••• 
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~W'VYv1~~) 
STATEMENT BY THE SLANZ SPECIAL CONTROL COMMISSION TO THE IllS SECRE
TARIAT ON COMRADE EBEL'S AUGUST LEITER TO THE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT 

You should have re'ceived a letter of protest from cde Ebel re
gard ing act ion of the special control cOllunission of the' SIAN: in
v~stigating his case. 

Cde Ebel's letter amoWlts to a misrepresentation, both by com
mission and by omission, of the ~vents. 

Cue Ebcl: "I \~as given IS minutes notict' i.e. at LL·lS CUI.' 
Keith, one of the members of the ConU'ol COllu'.lbsi:'!l inforl1lt'u 1lIl' that 
a session was to be held today at 15.00 hours." In fact, c~k Keith 
notified him at 2.15 ,or 2.30 pm that he was to attend at 3 pm, but he 
did not actually join the meeting (due to unavoidable delay) until 
3.30 pm. Possibly his clock or watch was wrong. He was rung at 1.30 
pm but appartntly did not hear the phone ringing (his room is on the 
other si~e of the house from the phone). 

Cde Ebel: "When I asked why I had not been informed previously, 
I was given the answer that this 'was not necessary." Cde Keith re
ports that cde Ebel's only objection on this score was the effect that 
the Timing of the meeting would have on the writing of his document. 
Cde Keith says he pointed out to cde Ebel his sometimes inefficient 
use of the previous three days of free time he had been granted (Monday 
12 August was the fourth). One the other hand, the answer that earLier 
notification was not necessary would have been correct. The t j lilt' for 
the meeting was definitely set only on Sunday night. It had been in
tended to inform him of it on SWlday night but this was neglected 
through an oversight. However, it would have made no difference. No 
preparation was required of him for the meeting and he did not request 
any preparation time. On Monday afternoon he was working on his politi
cal document, as he would have been at that time in any case. When 
asked at the beginning of the meeting if he had objections to its being 
held then, he raised another objection, but did not mention the amoWlt 
of notice given. From the tape of the meeting: 

DR If it is absolutely necessary 

JE Why aren't we holding this on the weekend? 

DR Um -- do you have an objection to holding it today? 

JE Well, I'm writing my document and 

DR I'm supposed to be writing several articles for the next issue 
of the press, particularly next weekend which is the weekend be
fore press production and on that weekend you~will also have to 
do some looking for photographs, which I have'~ got around to 
working out yet. " 
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JE This is in two weeks? 

DR This coming weekend. The paper's going to press two weeks from 
'yesterday -- or two weeks f.rom today, actually. 

JE Oh -- two weeks from today? Yeah--

LlR So, that' g the problem. Uh, o~.a.)' .... 

Cde Ebel: "(a) I was refused a reason/explanation , .. hr thes\.' 
letters would be held." From the tape re~urding: 

DR -- (om1'ad\.', it is nJtlll' rt.'gponsihili.t)· of the control l'oll\1l\is:;ioll 
to reveal the reasons why we want till' matl'rial ill thusl' It'ttl'l's. 
I think a number of questions have COlIIl' lip when' IIh i.t shouLJ be -I(,IY" 

to you what kintls of reasons there arc. That YOll have this after
noon referred to copies of correspondence which you lIIay have which 
bear on the questions we've been asking you etcetera. But in any 
case the control commission has decided on the basis of what we've 
discussed and gone through so far to make this formal request. 
Now this formal request is under the power of the control commission 
as stated in the rules of this organisation 

JE -- Yeah but um -- I have no objections, I mean but -- the thing is 
though that -- well first of all Bill did have a look at those 
letters -- which relate to what I said right now -- that is about 
my desire to live with Susi -- and hers. So he sort of had a good 
look at them. The other thing is that those lcttl.~rs contail! per
sonal matter. 

DR -- As I pointed out yesterday all this material will be confidential 
to the control commission and the PB of the SLANZ 

JE -- I mean it's something which is not simply mine, I mean it's also 
Susi's. 

DR -- Well it is more or less simply made [?], the control commission 
has been empowered to investigate these things, and uh, and uh 
we found it necessary in the course of our investigation to -
to make definite -- to have definite, concrete material on the 
stuff. And it certainly does not make sense for us to rely on 
the memory of cde Logan about what he may have seen in those 
letters. 

JE Well other PB members have also seen them. 

DR Well that's really beside the point. The control commission 
feels it necessary to see the documentary evidence. 

JE -- Well -- as I say, its not simply my decision, you know? 
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DR -- Um -- It's not your decision at all - its the organisation's de
cision. 

, 
JE Yeah but it's also Christ'ta's decision. 

OR Um -- not unless its factional, internal factional material be
tween yourself and cde Susi which it cannot possibly be since 
there is no declared faction. Cdc $usi is also part of tIlt.:' in
ternational Tendency --. 

JE Sure but I mean she uh 
lIIattt'r, and [ also --

she ohj~cts m~ showing personal 

DR Comrade it's a question of disc.ipline. The ~olltr01 1..',)lI\lIllssi01l is 
empowered to request this material. Com - - All comrades arl~ re
quired to submit to the control commission any material that they 
may consider necessary. 

JE -- Well I can read out the parts you're interested in -- if that's 
what you want. 

DR -- That's not what we requested. 

DR -- Do you intend to refuse to give them to us? It's our decision 
whether we need to see them or not. 

JE -- Well -- as I say, um -- [pause] its not simply my decision, be
cause these aren't simply my letters. 

DR -- I'm going to repeat my question. Do you intend to refuse to hand 
the material over to us? 

JE -- I'm not refusing anything, the point is that I would have to first 
consult -- um as I say, it's not simply my decision --

DR -- Cde Susi is not a member of the 
international tendency. And uh 
organisation are quite explicit 
commission. 

SLANZ but she is a member of the 
in any case the rules of our 

-- on the powers of the control 

JE -- Well am I under the discipline to hand these over? 

Dr- -- That's what I said before. And its clearly stated in the rules --

J~ ... why don't you want me to [inaudible] -- Presumably you are 
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interested in those parts of th.e letters which relatc to us 
living together, right? 

DR -- ,That's not the only thing we're interested in, and it's up to 
us to investigate. 

JE -- Well I don't see -- a reason why -- well as I -- well I'm 
prepa.red to have it perhaps -- done at a place where I am, hut 
I don't want the l('tters taken ;l\~ay frot1\ mc. 

Ill{ -- I r Y\)lI '~i sh YOll ('an makl' a list, alld ,~hl'n tlwy al"l' l'l,tul'lIl'd tl) 

you, as they can be shortly, uh, rOll call dwd. till' mall'rial 
that's returned to you against the list to make surl' that lh)thill~ 
is missing. UIp -- you're going to have to trust the comrades of 
the control commission not to be irresponsible enough to lose the 
material and I can give you a reasonable guarantee of that. I 
will personally guard th.e material -- and it will not go outside 
the control commission's files, just like the rest of the ma
terial in the control commission's files. 

JE -- Can I be given a reason why these are requested? And for how 
long will you have them? 

DR -- They are requested for the purposes or the control ~oll\missiOli';~ 
investigations into your functioning in Europe, and fUIIl: t i,OIl i I\~: 
since your return, uh and your relationship with Susi as it re
gards these questions, some of which are the points raised in 
cde Brosius' and cde Sharpe's letters, some of which arc other 
questions which have come up since. Now -- urn, I'm not going 
to give you any more of a reason than that. I don't -- it's, 
it's -- that's sufficient reason. The control commission h.as 
an obligation to carry out a thorough investigation into all 
kinds of allegations that are brought to its attention. And any
thing that comes to its attention in the course of the investi
gation. 

JE -- Well I'm not sure the control commission has the right to uh take 
personal letters --

DR I suggest in that case 

JE and [inaudible] simply with. personal relationships. 

DR I suggest in that case in th.e case that you ~ave a political 
objection to handing over the letters, that after handing over 
the material, you protest to th.e PB of the SLANZ, or to the 
International Secretariat. [pause] But in any case if they are 
not handed over the control commission will recommend discipli
nary action to the Political Bureau. 
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JE -- Well what I want to know is whether the control commission has 
the jurisdiction to demand letters of intimate nature. 

DR It's for the control commission to decide --

JE But surC'ly you can --

llR We'L'l' not unlh-r :lny ohliRation tu l':\pl:lin tv yvu'r ~;lti!'Lll"ti(ll\ 

why \\'l' \~.l\\t tl\l' matt-'rial. 

JE Why not? You can surely tell me why you \"ant the material. 

DR I told you why. 

JE You did? 

DR In order so that we can -- investigate certain things which the 
stuff bears on. And its our judgment that it bears on it. And 
its our responsibility to do according to our judgment. 

Cde Ebel: "Cd) I have given my personal notebooks and my diary 
because I have been requested and told that I was under discipline to 
do so." In fact, at 5.15 pm cde Ebel refused to hand over these things 
at all, saying he needed them to write his document, and submitted them 
only later after speaking to the Chairman (sec Lnterim Report). To cde 
Ebel's point (e) -- the control commission did not receive the list of 
his letters from Susi until 9.30 pm Monday night. 

We note that in his letter cde Ebel clearly acknowledges his hreach 
of discipline, but attempts to set against the rules of the SI.ANZ a 
motion adopted by the PB of the SLUS (reprinted in 1ST circular letter 
no 1, 2 August 1974). But that motion is not counterposed to the rules 
of the SLANZ; and in particular, cde Sharpe's letter of 29 March con
veying that motion to the OBL cites, without criticism, part of the 
motion which had been passed by the SLANZ PB, which begins: 

NWe note that section leaderships have the right of access to non
factional correspondence of members where it is important to the 
functioning of the organisation." (SLANZ PB, 16 December 1973) 

The Provisional Organisational Guidelines of the SLANZ state: 

"Article IX: Discipline ... 4. It shall be obligatory on every 
member of the SLANZ to furnish the Central Committee in the course 
of such investigation, the~ntrol Commission, or their authorised 
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representative with any information they may require, other 
than material exchanged entirely privately between members, i.e., 
between individuals within a tendency or faction." 

This differs from the corresponding rule of the SLUS (MS no 9, pt 2): 

lilt shall be obligatory on every member of the SL to furnish the 
Control COirunission or its authoriseJ reprcsl'lltativcs \"ith any 
informat ion they may require, other tItan matl'r ial l>x~hang('J en
tirely privately between SL IIll'mbcrs, ie., lll't,vel'll illl1iviJuals 01' 

,,,ithin a t('nden~y or fa~tion." ll'mphasis adlk~l) 

The J i.ffl'rl.'nCcs - .... incluJing the omiss i on of till' 1(01',1. "l'l''' - - I'l'Slil t c,\ 
from a conscious and deliberate political Jecision of the SLAN':' Cl~ "IIl'll 
it drafted the rules, which were presented and adopted at the Second 
Organisational Plenum of the SLANZ in September 1973. Cde Ebel attended 
that P.lenurn, and voted for these rules. 

We also note, in 1ST Circular Letter no 1.: 

"We also discussed the question of discipline and transfers inter
nationally. Discipline generally resides in the local sections; 
that is, only the section has the right to try (expel, censure etc.) 
a member. The international usually enters discipline proceedings 
only at the level of an appeal." 

While any ambiguity arising from the differing formal rules of the two 
sections should be resolved by a decision of the 1ST, cdc Ebcl broke 
discipline by refusing to submit to the control commission material which 
was not part of his personal correspondence; and his refusal to submit 
any personal correspondence was in fact also a breach of the discipline 
of the SLANZ and of the principles of democratic centralism, regardless 
of whether the comrade had decided the r~les of the organisation were 
wrong. CCde Ebel was censured by the PB for his initial refusal to 
comply with the control commission's requests, even though he had by 
that time agreed to comply and has since submitted material requested. 
However, this reversal on his part came only after his letter to the 
International Secretariat had been written, as you will note. The PB 
minutes with the motion of censure will be sent under separate cover.) 

f!C. Tnt- S~C r.z) 
1];/1 J... 

J yi7 IV.2. eon In/Co '"1 

J~~A'~ Co o. ;:/~S 
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Berlin, 29 July, 1974 

IB, New York 

Dear Comrades, 

010874 
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Things don't look exactly cheerful here, with respect to the Franz problem. 
Susi is extremely depressed, both because of the question in itself, and her 
other problem of which you are aware. 

All of the members of the BK were disturbed to hear of the expropriation of 
Franz's"maia--this is obviously a very serious step, for which there must 
be considerable justification. However, as the situation has escalated to 
a factional one, and in view of the Control Commission which has been in 
existence in the ANZ, we should clearly wait to take any position on the 
question until all information is available to us. In light of this, I 
have announced that I will present the following resolution at our next 
regular meeting: 

"In view of the seriousness of the situation in the SLjANZ regarding Cde F"ranz, 
as demonstrated by the formation of a 'Control Commission and by Franz's reported 
declaration of faction, and in view of the lack of information on the situation 
available to the BK membership; the BK affirm the necessity to await full 
documentation before any position is taken by the BK on the question and any 
subordinate issues." 

The motion has not been voted upon, since we have not been able to have a 
formal meeting. (Due to two leaves of abs'nce--Sybille and Fred, and Susi's 
illness.) The motion was worked-out by Heidi and me, and is supported also 
'by Fred, whom, although on leave, was specifically invited to meetings while 
he works on his dissertation, and is therefore informed of the situation. 
Sybille is on leave in Hamburg, and although I have informed her that we have 

, a problem of a personnel sort, has not been informed of what is specifically 
going on. If it is absolutely necessary, we may "of course cancell her leave. 

As far as I know, both Susi and Albert feel that it is possible to take a 
position on the question of correspondence without awaiting other information. 
In ~Susi's case, this is so extreme that she threatenned yesterday to ask 
for a suspension or leave for herself, since the BK refuses to act promptly 
on the issue. Albert's position is not so extreme, but it is difficult to 
project its ramifications. 

It i. significant, hawever, that Susi has expressed disapproval, or inconpre
hension, of Franz's declaration of faction (both, actually). However, she 
i. extremely emotionally involved, and has tended to draw conclusions about 
the leadership of the SLjANZ which could become a factional issue, as well 
a. about the "lifestyle" in Sidney--i.e., barracks, overwork, destructive 
"asceticism" etc. 

Obviously, we need information on what is going on as soon as possible--and 
also clarpification on the sort of situation which makes the expropriation of 
personal correspondence justifiable. Heidi has typed out ee the political 
portions of Franz's letters--with Susi's agreement--and they should be in the 
Mail today to NY and ANZ. 

Best comradely greetings, 

~l.. 
Eric 
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Susi Pilar 
Berliner Komitee 

Berlin, July 29th, 1974 

CVw ~ 
~ 

OPEN LETT .~R OF PROTEST TO THE SL/ AN Z 

I refer to Franz' letter of July 17and 21 as well as to Sharpe's 
letter of Hay ;0,1974 and the answer letter of Franz of July 6,1974. 
1. 

I sharply protest against the fact that 5ill and other cc~ades of 
the SL/;.NZ have read my private correspondence without i'ranz' and 
my knowledge. This event is completely unacceptable and has nothing 
to do with :Solshevism. I1j opinion is until now shared by i~lbert, 

and Fred. I shall tight for mY position in the "Berliner Kotdtee". 

2. 
I remind you of a let_ter of Sharpe to the uBL and to the "Berliner 
Komitee" of l-!arch 29,1974 (copy of which you should have in your 
filesl). In this letter you find on page 2 a motion. adopted by 

the Politbureau ot the SL/DS reading as follows: 

"The international group notes that violation of the right 
of comrlades in a co:r.mon in'ternatioI.l.al tendency to communic
ate privately is a breach of ir.ternational disci,line; that 
for comrades not part of a common faction internationally 
to undartake a secret corresponcience behind the bs.cks of the 
local or ~ection leadership is a violation of procedure which, 
if persisted in, is suggestive of cliQuism, rather than inex
perience. '.Jomrades who do show such correspondence to their 
local committee are under no further obligation to their loc
al or section. If the local committee disagrees in fact or 
interpretation witb such correspondence, it bas the full right 
to circulate within the international movement contrary opin
iOlls and assertions." 

This motion was adopted by the "Berliner Komitee" unanimously. I 
defend tnis motioDI Nhat Logan and other comrades did, is counter
posed to this motion. The fact that you have read my whola corresp
onc.~-:lca, incl. tt.-a Illost i:'l.tic::..te parts of my lettars is a violation 
of socialist morality_ .... s you can tH~.a lrom iranz' le~ters, he !.ad 
already or was going to type out the political part of my levters. 
Therefore there was not reason whatsoever to read my correspo~dence 

to lranz behind the back not only of him but also of me. 
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3. ~ 

(, I protest against the tactual capitulation of' ~'ranz to the leader
ship of' the SL/ zU;Z by handing over v'oluntarily? my letters. I know 
however that he shares my position in principle. I openly ask him 

---

to refuse to hand over my letters in the future. Instead I shall 
type out th~ political ~arts ot my letters to Franz. I openly attack 
the l.e adership o~ the .3lJ/~~i~Z of having put pressure on .Ii\ranz which 
tinally led to his capitulation without that he had changed his 
position. 

4. 
Some remarks to my (411) relationships quoted by Bill. 
He speaks about ~ supposedly 4 relationship 1 had or have in the 
international te:laency. '2hat is 0. ::lare impudence 111 I could co.ll 
him a lio.r, but I renounce to do so. I si~ply state that before 
one says things lika th~t one should have ask me it these things 
are true. In fact, they are not I It is however unimportant how 
Qany relationsbi?s I had with comrades in the international tenden
cy. The number of relationships I had does not predic~te anything 
about the c~~acter and nature of my relationship to Franz. idu 
should howevdr from nowadays on be well enough informed ~ about 
my relationship to ?ranz thanks to your unexcusable curiosity. 
Also in this question I am supported by the comrades of the "Ber_ 
liner Komitee". I think that the attitude4taken by Bill and others 
in this question is petty-bourgeois, moralistic and reveals a tend
ency towards asceticism. Also the fact that comrades in the SL/hNZ 
do not seem to have a private life, is - I believe - a siga for this 

, asceticism. 

5. 
Now to the question ot the transfer Of comrades out of personal 
reasons: I do not want to mix this question up with the political 
question of colonization ot ~nglaD.d. 'J.:hese two questions have to 
be dealt with separately. ·rhe mostcapable comrades must be trans-
ferred to ~ngland - a question whichhas to be decided by the Int. 
3ec. and by the ~L/Al-iZ. 
~ric has told me some days ago that the maximum time until now 
comrades were separated amounted to six months. The organiza-:jion 
has no right to separate people tor much longer and destroy here
w;~h r.h~;~ 'i~A_ k ~~~d 9yamn19 is Jan. who had appealed to the 

. 
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leadership or the SL/U3 to be allowed to return to the Gtates, 
where her friend lives. Eric also mentioned t~at they did not 
kaow each other for a longer period of time than I know Franz 
and vice versa. 1he sia oonths ot bei~g separated will h~ve 
passed in ~ecember. There can be oBly the question of me going 
to Australia or Franz coming to Berlin. 

Here the reasons for which I am not able to go to Australia and 
the reasons for which I am not willing to go there: 

1. At the time being I attend a school for workers and employees 
where one C~~ pass one's baccalaureat (Abitur). I shall finish 
school in December 1975. 
2. I have the prospect of studying at the uni versi·ty. I know that 
only after 4 semesters one could successfully receive a stipend 
tor a university in a foreign country. 
3. ~~ duties towards my mother are thus that I cannot and am not 
willing to go to the end ot the world. She is completely alone 
and has noons besides me. 
Ny father was an..quss~an o.fricer in the n l!ed ~rmy". You should be 

" 

aware of the fact that Stalin had forbidden any legal relation-
ship between Russians and Germans after the Russian '<I.rmy had occup
ied Germany. ~hen such tings became known, the correspondent 
person was immediately transferred to a different place or region. 
The same hap~ened to my father. 
4. I am not willing to go to Australia and to work UDder such cond
itions. I am not willing to live in a sterile commune with people 
nosing in my correspondence. 

Conclusions: 
Here is the danger that iranz is destroyed politically by the SL/ 
~Z. ~he comrades of the dL/AliZ are calling him a manouverer ud 
a liar. Where is the material basis for such aKcusationsl I do not . 
discover them either in the letter of Sharpe. In one letter lranz 
told me of his impressio~ that the discussions were not mainly led 
i. order to clear up things but in ordarto huniliate hi~. I of 
course cannot judge this but what I can say is that the result is 
a deep demoralizatioa and despair on the side of Jranz. I extremely 
dislike the tone ot his answer to ~harpe. fiG is terribly submissive 
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He made a selt-criticism where he is right and Sharpe is wrong, 
namely in the question of Poland. I think the main thing is ~hat 
he did not break discipline and did not go to :E-oland. '~he fact 
that he dill would have liked to go is a matter which is out of 
interest for the organization. l;obody who has a oerta.in understand
ing what it means to be torced out c.fone t s homeland into ano~her 
complete alien culture will ask of him that he agreed to this with 
pleasure. ~nly comradeswithout any feelings and sensibility can 
call this manouveringl11 
I accuse the DL/ANZ, ,mainly the leadership of this organization, 
of destroying the political life of a valuable comrade who 
is deeply rooted in the tradition of the international working 
class movement and who has dedicated his whole life to the libera
tion of the oppres~ed toiling masses. 
From what I and other comrades of the BA (Albert, Sric, Fred) have 
seen here in 3crlin and Frankfurt of how he works, I must say 
that he eagerly and enthusiastically participated in our politi
cal acti vi ties. I suppose this is due to his n aobi tion. ,Jhat 
a very lIositive l,1uality vlhen the results are thus' 

. 
Towards the reconstruction of the Fourth Internationall 

With Bolshevist greeti~s 

Suai Pilar 

cc: 
Int. ·3ec. - .. 
Franz 
our files 

P.S. I sCAd this letter only to SL/At;Z and the Int.Sec.:rhe Int. 
Sec. mJY decide whether it should be more widely distributed 
inside our tendency. 
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Susi Pilar 
Berliner Lomitee 

To the Internat~onal SecretariatI 

Dear comrades, 

• 
(f;!w~~ 

Berlin, iml August 1st,~ 

here an extract from the letter of Franz to me of July 18th,74: 

~ was intending to ~end my long letter (ca. 14 pages) that I 
have procised o.:ld to riI"'_g up; ho\.,rever, I am unable to do so -
I shall send several pa;es of it which do not contain political 
material - because I have been infor~ed by ~ill that the ?3 of 
SL_UiZ pc..ssad a mot:'on and th3.t t'(~e Int. 3ec. has verified i-c, 
that all ?olitical r.:.::;.tt.;r oust ~::..ss t:-::.rough the I:,_\;er.~ec. 
Letters ~.,!riCll contaL: ~iuli tic.::...l uaterial must pas3 through the 
Inter.S·:;c .3.:i.d are re.;arded c.s docur:lG::-:ts. c~t present, I am not 
aware of cne exact procedure...; but ':Ie shall find out. II 

--

In nearly each letter I receive from Franz things are contained 
like t~"!.is mentioned above, for \'lhich I really have no explanation 
whatsoever l' I \1ant to :;:now, if tr.l.ese facts mentioned above corres
pond to the truth. If so, I ' .. ,ant to kno\'1 why this motion has (been 
adopted by the FE of S~I;Z and verified by the Int .3ec. 

Xx I mentioned in my Open Letter of Protest to the SL..;'i·;Z ~vith 
copy to theInt.Sec. the motion concerning the correspondence 
question adopted by the FE of JLUS •. rhis motion clearly expresses 
the right of the comrades to private as"well as politicc..l corresp
ondence. ~s far as this motion Goes, it m seems to me that you 
have broken discipline, although it is hard to imagine th~t you 
did. 

I am very worried about the events happening .in Australia and 
do not know how to interpret them. 2ven after each phonecall 
with you, the contradictions are becomi:lg even worse. ~here must 
be a lot of misunderstandings because everything seems to be so 
extremely illogical. 

60mradely, 

cc: GLANZ, Franz, files 



ADDI'f'IO:.~·I.L I!Nr~aLu~ 01'1 JO. nil ~. G.~ ')~~ 
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Resolution of the Berlin Committee 
Accepted on 29 July, 1974 
Unanimous: Four votes for (Albert, Eric, Heidi, Susi), one consulting vote 
for(Fred). 

The BK stresses the urgency of receiving full information on the case of 
Cde. Franz (minutes and reports of the development of the situation since 
his return to Australia), because: 1) this case directly effects one of the 
.embers of the BK, 2) the case, and reported decisions respecting correspon
dence between members of our tendency, are of significance to our tendency 
and its international fun~tioning as a whole. 

The BK notes that it would be premature on its part to take any political 
position on the question and its subordinate aspects before such information 
is available to its membership. But it stresses the necessity of receiving 
such information with all due haste. 

In particular, the BK urgently requests clarification on the reported expro
priation of the personal correspondence of Cde. Susi to Cde. Franz (see his 
letter to Susi of 17n21 July), on the declaration of faction attrituted to 
Cde. Franz by Cde. Sharpe and denied by the former in a telephone call of 
29 July initiated by'Cde. Susi, and on the reported ban on political correspon
dence between Cdes. Franz and Su.si on the part of the SL/ANZ (communicated 
to Susi by Franz during the above-mentioned telephone call). 

The BK notes that political or otherwise relevant portions of correspondence 
to Cde. Susi from Cde. Franz have been transcribed by a neutral and responsible 
Cde. (Cde. Heidi), and forewarded to the 1ST/NY and the SL/ANZ.* 

·(Note Franz's letter to Susi of 7 July: nAlso,· in the future we will have 
to write the political stuff on separate pages and if you can send me two 
copies of that page; I've been told that I must type out the political matter 
in your last three letters and I am a very slow two finger typist.") 

1ST 
ANZ 
BIK Files 



Sy~ney, ~ugust 12 , 1974. 

A PPF.A. T. TO THF. INT~RNJ\ TIONA T, ~ Er.RF.'rA In A'l' • 

Dear Comrades, 

I appeal to the International ~ecret8riat to grant 

me permi.s~ion to transfer to the Ber1in r,ommittee for the following 

reaRons: 

I. I am finding extremely difficult to live without ~uzi. We both 

want to be reunited as soon as my tran8f~r i8 aporoved. 

2. Suzi cannot transfer (a) because of her mother , (bI because 

of her school. 

Looking forward to a spe4!dy reply on this mR.tter. 

With Communist greetings 

cc: ~LANZ 
B.K. 
file. 

C 
\, I( -..."1-. 

Franz. 
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l"t"anz 
~LAN''', 

~ynney, August 12 , 1974. 

To The International ~Ecretar1at • 

near Comr8.de~, 

Today,the 6ontro1 Commi,O!~ion mAt nt I5.0f) hoU't'~\. 

I want to notify the iternational ~ecretariAt that: 

( i.)I was given 15 minute~ notice - ie. Rt 14.45 

cde. Keith,one of the member~ of the Control r.ommi~sion informed 

me that a ~ession would be held' today, at,I5.00 hourR. When I asked 

why I had not been informed previouRly) I WRS ~iven the anRwer thRt 

this was not necessary. 

(ii) I was asked to hand over to the 6ontro1 r,ommi~sion 

for an unspecified period of time nne. ~UZi'5 lptter~ to me. In 

this conte~i.t. want to note that : (a) c(le. Hi 11 T:. nnd the P. B. 

~ have seen these letters, (b) I said that I wns prepared to read out 

the relevant part s which the Control COl'1mis~ io:m wanted. (c) I we,s 

reruse~ a reAson/ explanation why these letters woul0 be held. 

(d) I have given my personal notebooks ann my diary because I have 

been requested,and told that I was under discipline to do so. 

(e) I have given a date-list of ~uzi's letters that 1 have. 

In refrence to point (11) Iwant to draw to your 

attention that:(I.)it 1s not only up to me,but also up to comrade 

~uzi to allow the intimate parts of her corresponr.ence to be 

scrut1nised. (2) I believe that the action by the ~ontro1 

c --- f;).. 
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rommi~sion .contrBvene~ the P.B.S.r..U.~·. motion which states: 

" 'l'he international group note~ that violati('n of the right 

of comra~es in a common international tenoency to cor~~mlicate priv

ntf'lly _i~ a breach of international ni~cipline •••••• " (my em,!ha.sis.) 

r.'urthermr.r8, J wR.nt to ooint out that 1 :~Rve be~n 

informen. by comran.e Bil1L. that 1 was bre" ldnn; rH!'1c inline, 'lnd h!l.n 

bef'n given until 2I.C'() hour~ to hand over the corre~:1nndence. I h~e 

not given it. In addition, cde. Bill L • ~tatf'ld that I " \"a~ no 

person but ha~ to"'~&M.aI~ obey 'ithe e.e." ane'! that I couln be 

expellee'! for such a breach. He also informee'! me that sur.n a mea~ut'e 

is under the juriRdiction of a national 0rganl~atlon. 

I request a clarification of this matter by the Inter

nat 10nal body. 

With Communif\t p;reetlne;~ 

rr;r--a.. . 
PrRnz. 

cc: ~LAN7.. 
I leave up to you to ~enn. a c.c. to the R.K. 
file. 

~'ontrol 

" 



Ti't"Rnz 
~ Li\ i'l':' 

~y~ney, au~u~t 12, 1974. 

to the Berlin r::omn!it'tee for the following reasons: 

I. I !!lm finding extremely difficult tn 1 ive without C",uz i. "re both 

want to be reunited 8~ soon as' my trenflfer is 8!Jnroved by the 

International ~ecret!!lriat. 

2. Suzi cannot transfer 

her scbol. 

(8) because ()~ her rr.other (b) becau~e ()f 

With r,ommunist ~reetinr;~ 

1 t -

l<'rRn~. 

en; In tern~ t l..onal- Sec-. -

B.K. 

file. 
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Interim Highest Body 
Spartacist International tendency 
c/o Box 1377 G.P.O. 
New York, N.Y. 10001 
U.S.A. 

Dear comrades, 

Sydney, Australia 

14 August, 1974 

. ~. 
,~" 

\) -'.1(4 

Herewith are the tapes of Sydney Local Meeting 13 August 1974 regard
ing John Ebel. You will note that side 2 is only partly used due to 
the tape sticking. 

comradely, 

Joel Salinger 

',. .-
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Berlin Oom1tteel Political Report 
24 July, 1974 

Oopie. tOI ..!!!J Vienna •. Paris, Israel, Sydney, BK-Filo8 

Oomrades. In its six~h month of political existence, the BK has 
consolidated itself ~cme~hat politically and organizaticnally,and 
haa been quantitatively strenthened as fa~ as personnel i6 concer
ned. (Through the transfer of Cde. Heidi and the recruitment of 
Cde. Sybille.) It re~~ins however an isolated island of Bolshe
vism in a milieu dominated by the ~Iaoist (tp the left of the OJ?) , 
and by the GIM and Spartacusbund among the ostensible Trotskyists. 

Al thC\lgh the BK is co:nposed of experienced elements (avera~. period 
in 'the ostensibly trotskyist movement ist about five years), ~d 
represents a large repository of leadership ~otential, its work is . 
not as yet sufficientl~ structured (divis1on of labor is still 
lacking) resulting in a d~ubl~ng ~nd tr1pling of I~~cticns for 
individual oomrades. (th~t is, the BK is a nbtional c~nter, an 
ed.itorial office for tht: KK, 8 tranalatin!!i center, 8 local, linu 
mvst incre&s1ngly strive to support the 03L and aid in the develop
ment of its cadre.) 

One important political 8ucoe~8 has been the recruitment of Cde. 
Sybille, a former memb.r of the "Leitung" of the KJO Lnd a five
year veteran, after several m~nth8 of intensive political discus
sion. The cOlurade had been funotioning in a disoip.l.ined fashion 
under our directivn tor at least six weeks prior to h~r acce~tance 
into membership (atttlDlpt1ngto programmatically differentiate the 
-KompaM" grouping, a split-off from the IKL-KJO, altfiou~h due to 
th" bQre&ucra'~io nature of this - ~tudy circle", we didn't get too 
far. Sybille was promptly expelled as soon hS her political criti
oisms become known, ond the organlzati~n thereafter refused to talk 
to her.) 

Another important development hos been discu8~'ions with a young 
Healyite (ex-Healyite) leader, which after two months of discue
sion arrived at clear political agreement on all p01nts. Howev~r, 
the oClll'&.de is not remain~.D"; in tlle cOl.<ntry. fie hope, ho'l, ever, th&.t 
this comrade (8 six-year vtteran) will work with our triends in his 
projected destination. He seems to be an exptlrienced, yo11tically 
developed bnd dedicated oomrade, and he does not a~pear to suiier 
trom the deb11.i·tating demora11zhtion oru,.racteristic of comrades run 
through the Healyite mill. lie has stated hi. intention of working 
within our international tendency. 

Generally, our perspective tor the immediate future is one ot linear, 
rath~r tnan -logarithmic- growth. Although the p~ro8pect ot a left 
.plit trom one ot the IGrger ostensibly trotsky1st groupings cannot 
be excluded, our abi·li ty to intervene in such a dvvt:lopment is serious] 
11mited--espec1ally on 8 nationHl basis (more on tLis point under 
OROa.) At the mom~nt, we have only one rel~t1vely serious s~pothiz~r, 
0., a young and inexperience~ but app~rently serious conrade (who 
has reE,ulJ:lrly reau "Vas Vtel.1.· as our ~el'~an 11 t., etc.) We must con
tinue tv strive t.) ~"jin experi~nced c<.:..d.re from tr.e iI1creasir.gly srlinteJ 
ostenSibly trotski1at "HOs, ~.b.ile mak:tr..g the formtlt1on 0:1' a study grouJ 
of yuunger comraaes a central priority--we could use t some "new blood' 
and a little frenetic overactiv4s~ from German ROY-equivalents. 

ley to the oonsol1dation and growth of the BK is the Kommunistische 
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Iorrespondenz. ~be decision to produce the KK Bas taken haphazardly 
and without Bufficient conaciousness of the ernormous commitment 
which such a oublication involves., However, the KK has developed 
tremendously talthough too organically, without sufficient planning) 
in both its political and especially i*s technical aspeots. The 
transfGr of Cde. Heidi is an especially important boost 8S far as 
profeesionali~ing our production capacity is concerned, and preven
ting .repetition of earlier experitnces--when the production of the 
KK often para1yzed the work of the BX for extended perieds of time 
(up to ten days). . 

!he KX must incre~8ingly take on a more balanced oharacter. Initial 
issues were devoted almost exclusively to the Spartacusbund. Although, 
because of our (correct) orientation to the SpB and because of the 
factional intervention of Cde. Fred, this oharacter was inevitable in 
the Short-run, the EK ist not an external faction of th~ Spartacusbund, 
but the core of an independent revolutionary-trotkyist group, and the 
IX must reflect th~s si~ples faot. Although the article on the French 
eleotions and the 1ssue on the iomen_uestion were steps in this 
direction, they were merely steps. The KK must become an organ 
dealing on a high theoretical-propagandist level with the most 
important po11tica1 occurrences on the German and international 
soene--with a hard interventionist line not merely towards the 
Spartacusbund and ~he other ostensible trotskyist~ but increusingly 
towards the Maois~ and posaible left-wing orystallizations in the 
DKP and SPD. 

IX Ho. 5 should hopefully ap~ear within two weeks (maximum), with 
the -International Declaration", the report on the s~mer camp, 
and the report on the IT-expulsion--all from WV 49. We project an 
issue on -ReToluti~nary Trace-Union work in the US" as either No. 6 
or 7, and an ~tttpt~/¢~ issue on the USec., if the conflict between 
the GIM majority and the GIM-KompaB comes to a head. ~e further 
projeot a series of articles on the historical development of 
trotskyism and pab10ism in Germany, although preparations for an 
issue on a possible GIU-split take precedence in the short-term. 

!he affiliation of ~he EX to the -Core for the early crystalliza
tion"eto. requires a change in the masthead in keeping with this 
fact. Since the d •• ignation of the AX and EX will have to include 
the entire complex ~ormulation on our Mtendenoy-, it will probably 
be transferred fro. the masthe~d to a box on page two. 

ORO'sl 
the left wing of German pabloism is the Spartacusbund, whioh remains 
a long-term or~enta~ion. The political speotrum of the SpB ranges 
from syndicalism or eoonomism bearing little resemblance to even 
"ostensible- Trot.~emf to very left oentrism, closer politically 
to us than to ~he SpB majority, but organizationally integrated and 
politically de~ermined to avoid identifioation with the "sectarianism" 
of the BK and SL. ~ce the Berlin-SpB is slanted leftward, while 
the Berlin-GIM i. christawful, it remains oatmain arena for ORO 
work in Berlin. 

Generally, the SpB 1s probably stagnating, with.the euphoria cf their 
fusion slowly we~riLg-oif. hO"',eV€r, they obviously hope for ea. I ';r~ 
or all of tLle GL~-.;\.O:::::p!iS3, ':.';:::::" i t i~ c.::. i; .... ~\.i.l te:J O\.4t,O.I tile u~ec (or 
iecides to leave), end the organization stills shows catious opti
mism about its prospects. Its et~ctural instability doesnlt seem 
to be becoming "antagonistic", that is, there doesnlt seem to be a 
olear politicb1 polGrization--although oertain elements have the 
prospect of -re~orming- the org~nization to the left. These comrades 
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(oomrade? Jetf) presentee a oounter-resolution to the org. resoluti0n 
on taotics at the last SpB NO (the third this yearl) But the counter
reaolution or amendments (I'm not sure whioh) were rejeoted. One 
should note that the resolution on tactios was supposed to be accepted 
at the first conferenoe six months ago, but was delayed for months 
because of inefticienc:,·. Then the first more-or-lt;ss final draft 
was rejected ~t the £:c0nd SpB NO this spring. (We have not seen those 
dooum~nts.) The next NO (scheduled for Fall. I believel) is supposed 
to deal ~ith internati nal questions. The largest group plans to 
build their own international tendenoy (sici sickl), there is p 

small group which wants an entry into the GIM, a yet smaller group 
which is orienting, or wants to orient, towQrds the OCRFl, and one 
oomrade who wants to oollaborate with us (Gotthold, Berlin). 

It is difficulto'o orient to the GIM in Berlin, because the organiza
tion is a model spontaneist, mens~hevik unseriousness. The local is 
large but most of the members don't come to meetings, so it doesn't 
matter muoh. The GIM in Berlin can attract up to 300 petty-bourgeois 
8wine to a Teach-In (if sOIDebody famous is to appear, and especially 
it there's music), but there setms to be no Kompass-faction, and not 
even any International minorityites (to our knowledge). The G1l1 is 
publishing, by the way, a German LTT dooument in their next theoreti
oal journal. Since the artiole di~ferentiates itself from the IMT 
only in demanding that the GIM orient more towards the women's, 
movement (and maybe the high-sohoolers) its easy to see why the 
majority allows "freedom of criticism". I havenlt run into any 
GIl( cadre reoently, so I don't know how they've reaoted to the If 
expulsions (or for that matter, if they'ye he~rd about them yet.) 

On the other hand, the IIM-Kompass i8 a very important prospect for 
interTenti'n. Unfortunately, most ot them are in Frankfurt and envi-

.rona, so we don't run into them here muoh. Our intervention is there
by reduced to ~ literary one, with occasional raids while passiLg 
through town. The prospeot ot a part of the GIM-Kompass fusi.:.g with 

·the Sp~rtacusbund to torm a larger centrist swamp is an unappetizir~, 
but Tery posaible, development. 

lAX, SAEI Both the small Lambertist and the somewhat larger Healyite 
group are not a central toous for our political intervention at the 
momtnt. Both ha.e small numbers ot integrated, very rotten,·cadre, 
with a soft, yo~ng and inexperienced periphery. The IAK is a 
particularly rightist torm ot Lambertism, representing the logical 
extension ot policies which oan not be seen in their pure torm in 
the Oel (a8 evidenced by their genuinely pabloist deep-entriem in 
the SiD.) Due to our disoussions with H. (the ex-Healyite leader), 
.e aay interseot the SAB 80mewhat more th~n their size would warrant. 
Also, an expansion to Frankfurt in the medium-range would mean entering 
onto their home ground. 

Maoistsl We have had little to do with the larger Maoist~ organiza
tion.--the KPD, KPD!ML, KBW and KBN until now. We have also not 
sufticiently developed a political analysis ot them (for instance, 
oan any ot them be oonsidered oentrist?) These are large, hard 
or6anizations, ana espeCially the KFD (and perhaps the KEN?) have 
very hard, Eubjectively revolutionary ca0re. But we oan do little 
to dent the;n w1t.1"1 our ,fresent forces. however, we must pr03eot un 
1ncreasir~g literary orientation to them. 

SAG, Soz. BUro, eto. The lett sooial demooratic, eoonomist milieu 
may beoome of some importance to U8 with gr~h, or through factional 
t~ differentiation within these .organizations. They are not, however, 
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i .. ediately central arenas, both because ot their geographical strong
holds (again, Frankfurt)--and because of their disdain fDr program. 
'e will certainly have to deal with them ono~ we begin TyU. work, 
but until then we will probably not int~rseot ttem often. (The lett 
&AGer with whom IIelene talked at the L.O. ~'ete may open some perspeo
tives, but we bAYe not heard with him sinoe before the summer oamp.) 

SEW-DXP-SPDI rhe traditional bourgeois work~rs parties are not as 
.uoh an immedikte area in whioh we oan hope to intervene. But we 
must be sensitive to leftw~rd moving ourrents in or on the periphery 
o~ these organizations. 

Growth of the organization and territorial expansion (or, the "Drang 
nach Westen"). Berlin ie not the sort of place that one wants to be 
isolated in, unless one has the perspective of remaining a sect--even 
the Spartacusbund, the original one, discovered that, and paid for it 
in blood. With recruitment we ~ expand outside of Berlin. Lue to 
H.'. absenc~, we may remain in isolation somewhat longer than we had 
hoped (although there are possibilities through contacts of his.) 
But we must project a second local (or organizing committee) within 
the year ~ any event. In this perspective, we must orient to ci~ties 
pos.ess~g both industrial proletariat and a radicalized, largely 
atudent, left movement. Two oities oome~ to mind. Frankfurt and 
Hamburg. The former ist a GI~, SAG ~d KfD oenter, with a large, 
relativelJ radical university (and is the nerve-center of German 
oapitalism.) The latter is the nativn's second largest city, and 
the oenter of the KEN (perhaps the most interesting and contradictory 
o~ the Maoist groupe.) The Ruhr area is of central interest to the 
workerista, but for us must be a more long-range perspective. unly 
a break in SpB cadre in that area (for instance, ~s8en or Geleenkirchen) 
ahould move us to consider an organizinc oommittee in this area in the 
near future, sinoe it ~oes not present the p08sibilities for ORv work 
and short-term recruitment whwh the larger urban centers (with 
universities) ofter. 

We mU8t note that we ha~ a,couple of oontacts in L., a medium-sized 
~~_J b industrial town in the ~ area. The young comrade8 have een orga-

nized for some time, but are not highly developed theoretioally. 
Their personal situations are also very unstable, since they are about 
to get drafted.· Since L. i. not even a long-term perspective, we would 
•• ek to get them ~ of that area, if we won them--although it would 
'.pend on tne 8ta~. of our development whether we would want them to 
Come to Berlin or another·O.C. 

Reoently we haYe been dOWH to les8 than halt-strength, sincw Sybille 
h68 been on leave (in Hamburg), ~'red is on lebve to w'.rk on his 
4~Bsertaticn (untii the begining of August), and ~ubi bas been sick • 
• e are primarily occupied 'fIith KK Uo.5, which occupies all of Alber1s 
free time (tor tr&nelat1ng), and all of Heidi's (for the technical 
work). We have tried to maintain a public f&ce through weekly lit. 
tables at the ~.U. (TecUnical Un1vers1ty), but moat ot the left h&a 
left town for the summer vacation. Gybiile, from reports, seems to 
be aggressively contactin~ former KJO members in Hamburg, a local 
(IJO) which sh~ formerly worked in, and has been hunti~ up bookstores 
for the Kl. I plan to go to Hamburg at the beginning of August, ana 
will try to talk to these people tvo, as well a8 perhsps a Kvn hvncoo 
wi th whom I talked once. Gli;neralj"y, i .. owev-:r, there is 11 ttlt: ~o.i.ng 
OD here. I have written to the oOIJ:rhdee ill L., and I plan to wri te 
to H.' 8 COT£tacte in l'. ,--we shall Bee wllat cOlli.es of that. 

Comradely greetings, 
-~ 
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Parie. i1 ¥ay 1974 

Just a brief letter to tell you what happened in th~ last few 
dF'·Ys. Ri~ht now I am sitting in a oafft-'e and l11y train is leavine 
in two hours (10 p.m.) for Vienna. 

Would you believe that afterall I did oatoh the wrong train; My 
lit\1!I lE>Ewing t\'/enty minutf~s later •••• 

At 11.30 I arrived in Brussels. Straightaway I caught a train 
t~ the eirport. I won't relate what haprened because it is qU~t0 
uninteresting; except to SAy that betore I wreste4 Cuadernos Marxistas 
from the Belgian custolls I had to bribe one official, an~ spent frc~ 
12 a.m. till 5:00 p.m. at the airport - this whole tice b€ing taken 

\ 

) 

up with seeing a number of officials anti tinally bribing one; otherwise 
I would not hav~, seen Cli:. I hesitate to 38.y but I came close to the 
conclusion that Belgium ia a country with most petty minded officials 
that I have ever seen. In faot, the lower their authority the mor~ 
important they teel. Thia oonclusion stemaed from a number of inoidents 
~ lias involved in other than t.llis above CIlS\.!. 

Meanwhile, when I did get the 105 Ibs. of ell tbt'y prpstmted some
what of a transportation probloa. I did g(~t them on the train, with 
the help of portera and a taxi, and luokil, had no pI'oblem with the 
custom officials at the French border (they took samples of eM's but 
left Ite Rlone). 

The train arrived in Paria at 10 p.m. To ay annoyance after taking 
a taxi to Jan and Joan·s place, I did not find them at home. Subse
quently, I found out that they did know that I was ooming last night. 
To add to all that Helene waan·t at her hotel either. Finally I left 
the CM with the caretaker of the building and took a room out at a hotel. 

'Ibis mornin~ I fOWld them at home. In tho aftt!rnoon ~u went to an 
ocr meeting (eltlction IIItg.) Indeed they got. pr~tty violent., although 
l.n a very disorganiaed and sloppy way -- ie. they did not use their 
goon squad.. At the beginning an OCI aember began abusing Jan and Joan 
oalling thea atreetwalkers1 and soon after other high ranking OClers 
told them to get out and so on. I should say that the OCI meeting was 
held in a bookshop to whioh one enters through a oourtyard. They then 
retched the landlady who alao insisted that "e get O'-lt. 'Iben Stephane 
Just arrived, began arguing and abusing Helain~, and 2nded up on a 
note, "I Stephanc Just order YOI1 to get out" I At tl,at point a number 
of OClera began to get violent and we deoided to leave. 

How have you been1 I will be in Vienna till Friday morning. It 
seems possible that I will be able to oome to Berlin for two days 
during the .eekend •••• 

London, ~a1 27 1974 

You are probably 8urprised that I am already in London. I arrived 
here early or rather late Saturd., morning (10&45 a.2.) 

After arriving in Paris. as 8ohedul~d on Friday afternoon and atter 
booking a hotel rooa I went to see Jan &: Joan. Joan had already 
departed for London - ahe was lnto~.d earlier in the week that the 
R.C.L. (the Chartista) were holding a national oonference over the 
week-end - and had invited us. So, after being in Paris for about 
seven hours I departed for London. 
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Attar arriving in London on Saturday morning I was unable to get 
in oontact with the Chartists', Helaine or Joan. Unfortunately for me, 
they had not telegraamed Paris to let J~n know wh6r~ t~e c~nforen~e 
... as beiD& held; so after trying all the 'Chartist' t<;letlhOile nos. I 
went through all the oth~r telph. nos. that I had. Again no one kne* 
where it waa. My last chanoe was the 1.S. bookshop. I went there h'lt 
reo'~ived the saae answ~rl they did z not know. Finally, at ·10130 p.l1I. 
I was able to ~et hold of Janet Pickering, one of their membArs. 

A. I tound out later, Saturday was dnvo~ej to the diacusnlon of a 
revolutionary party. We were invited as ohserv0.rs and had no rights 
~o taka part in the disoussion. The next lay ~he d~scus8ivn torics werel 
Ireland, Seorotary'e Report, Labor Party, work in thl.: Oedi ... , and the 
WOlllan ~uestion. 

There appear to be .three "tendenoies" in the HCLI not factions or 
tendenoies as understood by us, but rather eliques around three person_ 
alities - Conolly, Atkinson, & Knight. ~ll these people have confused 
and bad positions on the above and other koy questions, although 
Connolly is the best of thelll. If we had :l. b'ro:.lp here there would be E. 

possibility of recruiting hi. and soce of his co-thinkers. I will b~ 
seeing him in the next few days and will try to ham:Der {.im. :,e shall 
s~e what happens. In addition, wez were able to see ~he innar funotioning 
nf the RCL and a gli.pse of their intornal lifp. Both reflect aver, 
amateurish sloppy petit-bourgeois tendency. 'fhey have no idea what
:Joever cf democratio centralism or general Bolshevik functioning. True 
to their nature they display all the wor'st features of contrism. 

Apart froll Nioolas we were unable to l'emain for "the final sdssi~n, 
when the election took plaoe and a discussion of their leadt~r9hip. Helaine, 
:{elly &. Joan had to oatch their boat baok to France and I h1\d to havr> a 
discussion with Helainti on 'The Chartis"tst. Nioolne ~ns instruoted to 
take notes and count the vot~s and I will find out tomorrow wha.-t the 
outoome hBd been - he had to lefwe tor ::1U8!'ltU and I will bt' gOing out 
thnre tomorrow to see hill. (I forgot to ndd thn t Helaino had btlf!D gi vl~n 
i 15 lIline. speaking time on the 2nd day· and ga.ve Nt excp.llpnt sp(>~ch) 

••• As soon as the train left the platform I wont to my OOlllptlrtlll·!nt 
and sat there for about half an hour, relllinisoing abollt ~u and me, 
looking a.t your piotures and despairing tha.t -,\i,: won't see 9s,oh other 
for at least one &lid a half years. '!he time span s(:et:lcd to me at the 
time to be limitless •••• 

I have tound out that I will have to lenve for Australia either 
from Pari. or trom another continental city. Apparently, I can't frOIll 
London beoause I lnnded in Paris when I arr·ived from New York - in their 
langV.age 1 •• of the airlines it means that I oan't "backtI'aok". This 
has worked out fine, sinoe I wanted to spane. a few days in Paris before 
leaving. I haven't forgotten your Goyas ••• Moreover I will make 
inquiries tolllorrow about the po.sibility ot leaving from Berlin for 
Sydney - today England is on holidays, Boxing Day or Bomethine like thE~t, 
ev~rythinti is closed UIlxi ••• 

It wo;.ld be wondertul if we could 
tor a tew d&js before the long break. 
30th snd could be in Berlin b, the 2nd 

se,:! eaoh other neain, if only 
I will be in England till the 
or 3rd. • •• 
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London, Wed., May 29, 1914 

••• r would forward you ray address if I would stay lon.'':t'r, but 
the way things look now I should ac(;crnrlish mYlssignm~n't by SundfLY 
or Monriay'. So, pleafle send your l-.:tter to thf1 Pa.ris f,dar'O>ss. 

It ~ee.s that 1 should be able to come to Ferlin fer ~bout two 
days - I ranI" BOAC and they said i t ml'k~s no differ'~nce to thHc; whether 
I le~ve from Paris or Berlin •••• 

A tew comments about London. it·s huge! ~ouldvou belirv~ that it 
takf:S on the averagH about 45 mins. to an hour to g:t fr-o:n som~O!'t)'9 
place to ~nother; there ere also lotu ::.nd lot:; of b00ksho'~ inolu" ~ne 
many with out of prin* bocks. 'l'odny, I visi tl~Q seviral: thE! fa.rr..ous 
Collets (a C.!'. bookshop, carries 1111 Marxist lit., howevf,r) aEi Nell 
as two others. I was trying to obtain the two volume bio6raphy of 
Rosa L. by Nettl but none stocked it. However, I ma.nagod to buy 
several pamphlets and pooks among them a book edi teri by 'l'a.mFlra J)eutscher, 
'riot by Politics Alone - the Other ~nin'. It looks excellent; I will 
be gptting a copy tor you. Briefly, it d~ols with the various aspects 

of Lenin's JIlany sided p~rsonality - ie. hif'l [f'rsorH1.1 life. Its contf'nts 
is divided into six parts which include let.ters and de!:cr.l.ptive character 
sketohes by his contemporaries •••• 

At eleven o'clock this morning I had a talk with Tamara Deutscher. 
I arranged a meeting with her last Monday. She was not familiar with 
our international tendency, although she had seen s€verELl is~ues of 
',Yorkers Vanguard. Our discussion ran.~pd ovel' nurrent and historioal 
questions. Her positions and oure coincidr on many rointe, except of 
course the viability of foraing the FI in 1938. Moreover, I tRlked 
to her about our work and asked her what h~r future plans in rE'l',ti~n 
to this were. As you know she is a very exp~rienop.d, eI~dite nnd 
eloquent Marxist. During Isaac D. lifetime she seems to hllve limi tF:J 
herselt in doing large part of the research, discussing and critioising 
EUld lea.ving her naae out of his works. Put look at the beginning of 
I.D.'s Stalin and you will get a glimpse of their relationshir (there 
is a dedIcation to her before the introduction). Amone other thinp's 
we discusRed her publishing plans. At :prns.'nt she h,'lS no long rAnge 
plans of 8.ny major works, but is planning .1.nthologieo; 1S inti"lnding 
to write a shert artioles aDd so on. She has writtpn l'xcnllent revio"'s 
of books I assess.ent of Solzheni tsyn for I;>xampl,,>; which as far 3D I 
know, apart frOID us or perhaps before us nnalysed the reactionary ten
dencies implied in Solz. works (ie. his embr~cing of ~reAk orthodoxy). 
Moreover, ahe is determined to carry out hAl' work and when I asked her 
whether she had plans to complete I.D.·s inoompleted 'L8n1n' she 
EUlswered resentfully that she did not w~nt to b~ seon simply aa I.D.ts 
rilt •• faithful widow. I will be meeting h',r again on Sunday - she will 
show .e their arohives and I will try to find out more about their 
exp·~riences in the Polish C.P. 

Yesterday, I visited Nicolau S. at SUD~~X University. He is a young 
comrade who has been in contaot with us for naveral ye~r8. 

Friday, Uay 31, 1914 (part of s~e l~tter) 

I did not have time to finish this letter. Frankly, I havf~ been on 
my feet day and night. After the Chartist confp.renct~ and thf!- addres~es 
that I had reoeived trom N.Y. about our contaots, I hav.:! been going 
around London trom one oontact to another. It will mean ti at I will 
have to prolong my stay in London for a dayor two. 

Otherwise everything ia going well. The oontaot work is pro
ceeding steadily, Nicolau is very bri,ght and en thusiastio • 

••• 
Hope everything is going well in Berlin. How is Wolfgang and 

Ilona?, and the work of the ote • 

... ... 



Ll!:TTERS F HOM F HAN ~ TO :.;U:~ i .j 

Sunday (on plane froa Frankfurt to Bombay) 

••• ~rita me how thp. disoussions with Ilona are proceeding. You and 
~lbert, but especially Albert, should encourage her to read our publi
cations and arrange discussions on positions where difierenoes exist, 
between her and us • 
••• Write to me before the summer camp and tell me what has happened in 
Berlin sinoe my departure • 
••• 1 will write another letter and post it from Singapore. 

P.S. You and I must start a separate bank account so that loan oome 
to Berlin or you oan oome to Australia in July or August next 
year. It will perqaps be easier that way, beoause the money 
won't be spent on anything else. 
• •• 

Sunday (on plane fro. Bombay to Singapore) 

We are approach~ng Singapore and will be landing soon. 
I feel very tired, although I slept two mor,,~ hours 1 think ('?) But 

then r am looking forward to seeing everybody back again. Probably 
they won't let me go for at least fivd hours. I shall try to get more 
sleep, so that I oan satisfy their ouriosity. 

It'. morning here; the sun is rising and the sky looks very pretty 
from the window of the plan. I was thinking of you all back in Berlin; 
right now you must be getting ready to go to bed. 'lfhat was the meeting 
like? Bid you get some sleep before it? And what was your journey 
b~k home like? 

• •• 
I suppose you have a very busy week coming up. With all your 

schoolwork and preparation for the summer crunp yOl~ will most probably 
be burning the mid-night oil. • •• 
P.S. Send ae the forwarding address for the camp. 

Sydney, 25 June 1914 (part ot above letter) 

Just a few words froll Sydney. I got up this morning - haven··t 
slept well beoause it haa been so oold and at present I am sleep$ng 
in an unheated bare roo •• - and went to tho ,Hebe point ro~d where our 
headquarters are situated. 

I i was to have a disoussion with Bill about my trip, but he had 
to go buy a car, so we shall have one tonight • 

. At present I aa at the post-office. Already I have been put to 
work - I .. in charge of filing three main newspapers for future 
referenoe, to be used by Austral. Spartaoist. 

• ••• 

P.S. Cheok for me what haa happened to IIY telegrams. There is a post 
otfioe strike here, but I juat asked the attendant and she said 
that they should have been here. If it's too muoh work don't 
bother, they will probably be here in a few days. 

( 'T':"fi!.>'J":. - .. U ( ~ 
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MelbourDe, ~UDe 30 

r aa sitting in a plane on my way to Sydney. In all I have spent' 
three vp.r.y'busy days here. Please forg1vA mp. for not writing a long long 
l::!ttp.r, but it's just hard, to imagine tht:' nwnb, r of peo,!",le - comrade", 
my parents. my sister and aome aoqu8nt&aoe~ - that cam~ or I went to oee. 
UI •••• 

~Tow I shall desoribe whR.t haa been happming to me sincl; my !U'ri va.l. 
As you kno~ 1 arrived in Sydney on Monday night at 6.30 p.m. (~uBt. time) 
loone knew that I arrived because of the mail strike here. When I R.rriYed 
at our offioes everybody looked as if they had just gone through a 
b~ttle. The paper had just gone to the rrintlO"rs and ~vl'l'ybody w~s 
working for about 24 hours, without n brenk to p~t it on time to the 
printer. This kind of shooked ae, br.oauAe I did not re311y rc~lize how 
much energy is spent on the press. As it turns out, we are usually 
immobile for about a week before the paper deadline. 

At present, we are living in another s •• t of bRrraoks ,:hich were 
aoquired during my absenoe. It's a bii-;' honse wh~oh is occuripd by 
everybody in the looal here, exor-pt for thp three C('lmrr~dcfl who livl' in 
the house where the offices are. 'l'hP hOUlH~ i t !'t"'l If ina dump - cold Rnd 

old, but it's clean and freshly painted; I.:nd br'nrnble. It 'lias cht-,..'" _ 
only 5 0 dollars a week - so it aeans 0. big saving for everybody. Put, 
hcpefully we will be able to rnove out when our fino.llces gr't a 11 ttle 
better. 

t.1onday, 1 July 1974, Sydney 23.40 (slADe let"tc!r as above) 

i"ou are proba.bl, wondering what hy happened. You see I had a.M
t.ged to wr1 te for & few minutes only on the plune. It l\ an a veI'y shaky 
trip. After arriving in Sydney at 23.30 I had to be briofed about the 
t.u. situation. As I wanted to tell JlOU &cove, but uui'ortanatGly 
didn't get to, I've been implanted in a big metr~ plant here. ~ost of 
us .ork trlere and of course that loS where ollr t.l.l. work is bcillb tt.:st.cd. 
The wor·k starts at 7 in the &orning and i!o' s quite a clistance awa.y; 80 
that .. e Illlve to get up at 5130 to got tbcrc on tiJ:1e. Tonieht, ai.l'aight 
&ftp.r work we hdd a long discus.ion aboL:t thtt plnn1. si tUi.l. tion. j'"o wj.li 
be having these. all week long, basioally j.n order to titruighten (.'ut the 
t;;.i.tua.tion. In the last week and previously a lot of misl.tl.kEHI h~~d bt:un 
committed, but apparently laat Friday's was the worst. r shall go l.nto 
the det~18 in that 'long long letter.' that 1 promis~d. But, 1 think 
it \till have to wait t11l the w.ek-end. Please t'orgive lIIe, but truly 
I won't even have one hour to spare. ~ill Friday 1 sba.ll try to wri~e 
Sl10rt letters 01' postoards~ 

••• 
Hight now you must have arrived at the summer c~p. DesQr1be and 

writo your impressions at it, it ~u don't have time in Austria, then 
do it in Berlin. I would very muoh like to I'ead theJ:1. As you know 
Bill "ill not be Calling. He will go to ~hc U.5. instead, fOl' the COL" 

fercnce. 
laiy next letter (the long one) will inform yuu of everythlng. tiY the 

way, I lIa8 severel, criticised by the 1'.B. over my late arr'ivA.l ana & 

number at other matters. But things have ~orked out for the better and 
atter a long discussion with Bill we have beL'1ln to undet'sta.r..d oUl'Bclves, 
particularly my reactions to various things a~" t_ueD. rOL'e of it in the 
n~xt lettt'l', however. Oh, jU8t one more tlling on this question. You 
are 1n no way responsible for my being late; 80 please don't blame 
yourself and just forget this queotion. 

I must finish here beoause it's past 12 alre~dy, and I will hav~ to 
get up in five hours •••• and will oross out the j6C days ••• till our 
reunion. 
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,ostcard, July 4, 1974, 18.00 

••• For the last three days I haVe not -.v·=m had IU1 !lour to Dl,yselt. 
7~,;'~:, having extraordinary me",t1ngs of th~ t.u. ~:raction - i.e. straight 
after -ork at about seven (19), after we have written re~orts of the 
plF.411t situation. This is to la8t for 0,)119 \'f~ek only, se tha.t we oan 
·""sQhrtain what 18 I1ctuall~ hFl.ppening on the f!lotory fll)or and so that 
we can straighten out our mistues. I sh,~ll :::':EI~ribQ it in rty next 
lotter. 

• •• 

~Undajf July 7, 1974, Sunday, 10.45 

••• For the whole week I had been getting four to five hours sln~p. 
As ynu know (I send ,.u a po.tcard, do you got it?) we hava been havino 
~xtrAOrdin~ry trade union fraotion meoting frnc ~unday till Thursd~7. 
On Friday night, I al80 hAd to type' out fl t.ul ~~l.)pOl't :\.ll.l .lot S pI:l o'olock 
I was f=ellng so tired and exhausted· thllt ! .~n t to bt.)j md \90ka up 
the n~xt morning at 9 in the morning. Yestt.!l'du.y, I h:!d to atten:l a house 
cO:::l:r.i ttoa lIleElting fro. 10.12; then I had to "ork on n'3w::;p.iper clip!,ln'!1's 
from 12-5, then I had a II~"! ting with Bill an-i then I had 't,\) .. ork on a 
reply to two letter8, the first from Joh,'l Sharpe and the o-;har froll 
Ilrosius. I Wl18 to explain in that "long l<"l'.g lettr_-r" \'I'h!4t h:l.Dp'Jlned st 
las t '!look8 P.B. meeting here, .hioh c~n,::':'jrns John Shlu'po' s le tter, and 
il'3laine's I 811W lllst night. 

Today, I 60t up atter 8leaping for 3 1/2 hours and 'llunt cIaNI \I:' 

the lri tohen in this hnu8e I ie. tho 2 fridgE:A, cup()rda, floors !\nd th~ 

". 

. ' 

stov('. Then ~ora work on the olippings. chen f muot .. :,~ OV~" r tho Ul-,.,rt .~ ... 
0f my reply to John Sharpe &. UrOl!'liU8 ll.."ld th':n a Ion"', 1 I11::' t,ln~ nt. 17 h,;lI..ars 
·~hll~ll \nIl rrobnbly last till 2L1 hours. 

• •• 
YOll !!Ihould get the two l~ttel'a one ofShnrpe, the othor of Brnn,us 

'!.n:i my reply. This will clArify tThAt haa h.'llYI:: .. 'n~d. A130, in th ~ f'.!tur~'l 
ne "'ill have to write the political stuff on sap'lrat~ ,!,aJ.~A and if :r0~1 
ann 3~nd lie two copiea ot that paze; r' ve been -+;\)1d thnt :r ll'1ust tYTl~ out 
thp. political matter in your llltit thl:,t!e letters and 1 ru:l a v·:ry s!ow 
two fi"l.!Ior typist. So it would be IIlllch easier for me if :fO'J. oould {~O 
that. no you waut me to do the salle for you? 

• •• 

p.n.s. I forgot to tell you what my duties and appointQ~nta in the 
orcaiaatioD are at present. I tI!il ;'eaponsiblo for clipping ~ 
tiling the daily pre8A (' ~uat. newspapern) for at le3st one 
hour eaoh da7; alao, I am the looals treasurer; and al~o I am the 
house oomai.aar at Quarry st. All tllese j.)bs involve a lot or 
tille and eftort, althou3h 80me of tb~m perhap8 do not appfar 
to. Besidea I will be asked to write art1cla~ for th~ press. 

P.~.S.S. A tew questions tor you. What havs you b-:en dOing? What was 
the swaaer oaap like~r how is your work goin~ ••• and how 
ia the work of the Berlin cte. goin«? Tell ~e evp.rythin~ 
RS you have done 80 well in your previous letters. 
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I 
postcard, ,9 July 1974, 16 hours 

• •• 
La.t nignt • I wa. intending to write ! letter. Again I was held 

up by the pre.s olipping. whioh tne editor had told me had to be 
finishe4 last night. (the one'. from last week). Tonight I hBve a 
t.u. fraction m~eting whioh should last from 19 till 2; or 24 • 

••• 

Sydney, July 15, 1974 22.00 p.m. 

• •• 
One of a1 greatest wishe. is tor you to develop into an outstanding 

revolutionary and Anything that upaeta you upaets lie also •••• 
I do see a perspeotive f~i our mutual future I I shall apply tor 

'work" in England. Thia Will/probably at this tille next year- aixu •••• 
If 'work" in England i. not possible I shall come to Berlin. On 

.ea. night I .am haYing a disoussion with Bill and shall discus. this 
questio~ at length with him. 

• •• 
lPos the addre •• of Pierre Havill. that I gave W. the right one? 

How is your sohool work gOiD~; Have you finished the papar on the 
:;erman Revolution 8Ild have you begun your holidays already? What have 
you boen rp.ading latelY"; you ask me in the letter of 26 June (I .llihinlt) 
for matel'ial on Poliah Communis.. The intel~viow with I. Deutschd.t" in 
'Marxism in Our Tille~ i. quite good, there is also in eXistence, in 
English, a book by Dsiewanow.ki entitled • 'fhe Communist Party of Pola,nd'. 
He is a bourgeoia aoademio - a liberal - but the book has n~vertheles8 
~ lot of uaetul intoraation. There 1s another book of value, but 
unfortun~tely it is in Polish. R. ~e.burg·s biography by Nettl is 
also worthwhile; what was the outcome of the disoussion in B.K. and 
hOil did oomrades feel about the 'Drat't fOl' the • International Trotakyist 
Tendenol'?' what was the 8u_er camp like - i'orlllt.l discussions plus 
infor.al etc.; was hitohhiking pleasant or did you get v3ry tired? 

• it. So tar I haven't reoeived anything from 1.1l{~I, but am expecting 
it anyda1 to arrive • 

••• 
The work in the looal has been oonsuming all of my time. I wo~ld 

have ~ritten 1I0re t~equently. and more extansiv3ly if I have had jU8t 
a little spare time. But this has not been the case until now; ••• 

postcard, Sydney, 18. July 1974 

After having made the phone oall to you last night, I rushed bome 
and begcln the seoond part of IIY letter. Unfortunately I IUli:I' had only 
15 minutes to spare and thereby I could not finish it •••• Last night 
I had a talk with Bill about you 8Bd me. He thinks that it would be 
possible for you to OOlle in April, but that it would be impossible 
for lie to OOlle to Geraany in December, beoause of my implantation. 
He also aaked whether you wanted to live in Sydney and my roply WI~ 
that you detinitely did not. FUrthermore he thinks thnt you should 
possibly co.e here tor .ore than three weeks in April, to get to know 
the situation in Aua. and I agree with that, and a180 want to say that 
if you poaaibly oould do that it would be wonderful to have say 
5 or 6 weeka with you together. Co~onizing England is at present 
indetinite. Perhap8 thia tiae next year - but only by 2 comrades 
initially. I shall write more about it in .y letter •••• 
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Franz to SUzi _ 8 _ A 

Sydney, July 17. 1974 18.00 

r HaYe juat got baok fro. the· poat oftioe. I rang you at about 
17.2 0 our time,- ie. Berlin i. nine hours behind Sydney. 

Please don t be angry with me for not writing more fr~quently 
a~d aore extensively. My two weekends which I have spent in Sydney 
S1noe 8y arrival have been oompletely taken up with organisational 
work and meetings (I shall desoribe these below), and the weekends 
are really the only tiRe that I have to write long letters to you 
You see on every weekday I have a a meeting and in addition from • 
18.jO (16.,0') - 19.;0 1 have to out up lUld file newspaper olippings. 
Below I shall outline a typioal day • today. just to giv~ ~ a feoling 
what a normal week day is like tor me. 
I • 1'oday I ~ot up at 5~25; then the t.u. fraction hr..d a ahol.'t brief
.lonG before go~ng to .. or~ - ie While ;;e were drinking milk for "breakfast; 
left house at 5.50; arr1ved at statien 6.10; train a.rrive.i ,:"t work· Sot 
6,40; work started at 1.00, work finished at 15.30; train arl'ived nt 
'home' station at 16.15; went to ring you at t.he mhi!l pO:.it orriou 

&. had. to drop a nuaber of 'Aust. Sp"rt ... off to 0. boC\kshop. Then, 
I will haTe to start cutting Up ,the press - it take. about 30 ~inutes 
to go over to the Glebe pt. Rd. House ~ then at 19.30 I must type up 
a report tor the t.u. traction and then a talk with Bill. In faci;
today there ia no aeeting. Last night we hed a t.u. me~ting which 
fSnished at 2'.30. So that apart trom the laCk of tiae that I have 
had during the week to write I am also incapable of a.aposinb a letter 
'Worthy of you, except on the week·ends. 

Sunday. 21 July 74. 12.00 (part ot aaae letter aa above) -

First ot all 1 &Qst expJ&1a wny the dol~ of fo~r dU~8. r w~ 
int~nding to finish this letter by Thursday night, - I thou/;hl. iibJ. t l 
WC'llld have free tille froll 21.00 on ThursdAY - but 8n incid,nl.(o) 00 .. 
currp.d which prevented. lie froll doing this. Below 1 shall CX1)1~.1n ,;h!lt 
happened. 

BUt before doing that I should aay that on Friday after I ~ang 
you, 1 weldered around the oity till 19.00 hours (I rang ~ou at ·;S·.UO 
or perhap8 a little .arlier) just thinking what has been happening 
here and about us; then I went to· a SWt-SIA intervention to sell ~r 
publioations. Afterwards I went·baok to tho Glebe Ft. couse h~d a 
tl'.lk with Bill there about what hall happened on 'rhurscia.y c.nu ~,19o about 
you and ael and after that ·back ho •• , to the 'new' bouse (C;uarry st) with 
Joel. Yesterday, I had to searoh for photos for our prozt, till 18.~)0 
hours and after that Ire-read ,.az all your letters and was intending 
to write, b~t found .,8elf distracted by comrades and a fC8ling that 
I would be fresher in the morning, and so I ended IIp drinking b;3~l' 
till 23.00. This morning, after waking up at 9.00 I 1/ent through ';;V 
before sitting down to write to you. Also, I am enolosing tho postcard 
whioh I began writing on Friday just betore I rang you 80 that you oan 
s~~ the frue of Ilindthat I was in. At present I do not kno'/l" wha.t 
step8 I should aotually take; I feel very uneasy and depras3ed about 
what had happened &Bel what haa been happening since my roturn. One 
more thing I should .entions perhaps, 1 have been subconsciously 
delaying writing over the last tew day8 beoause I wanted to resolve 
all the questions whioh I telt I had to before writing - ie. I could 
have written lut night. I shall be oompletely fr:l.nk in t:!11ine you 
what I think - and I think that I have done this in th~ p~st •••• 
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Sunday, 21 July 1974 (oont.) 

On 'hur.day night' atter having f1nished my olippings I went hoae. The 
time wu ,a 'little atter 20.00 hours and to my surprise, as 1 entered 
my roo. I found Bill hiding .y letters (ie. yours) underneeth his 
jaoket. What followed subsequently was a tragia oomio situation. Bill 
tried to distraot .e so that he oould get the letters baak into my 
briefcase and then went later to the other house to gP.t other oomrades 
to do the 8a.e. Thi8 they attempt~d to do but I couldn't stand th~s 
pl~aet1ng any longer, so I called Bill into my roos and a~ked him 
whether he had read your letters. He replied. that he did. ThMn our 
oonversation ranged over why ht: did that and 80 on. ! sb:>ll r:lnborr.te. 

About two week8 ago I was asked by ode. ·\daire to tYTJe ou t, your 
letters. She maintained, ie. said that I should tY"[le vut ",:vllryth::.ng 
in the. except the lines where she is sendini love". I diBusr~ed 
with this but failed to argue out the question with her. Still, 1 
resol ved to type out relevant poli tio"l aaterial as 500n 3.S 1 had ·t.he 
timn to do 80. The only ti.e I had to this was on the week~nd~t ~nd 
both of the .. were taken up with organisational work, an.i rll~.lyt!'\p, to 
odos Sharpe &:. Helelle and moreover 011 the first woe.k~nd 1 hEld vnlJ' t. ..• ,) 
of your letters which you sent before I arriv:Jd (I read t:'O!TI in Bel'lin). 
:RecRouse I sa a slow two finger typist at this sta.ge, I told thf.l oL'grl.."liser 
~ at the beginning of this week that 1 would have them finianod by the 
end of the weekend - ie. today. During our conversation I reprol' .. ot~,;d 
Bill for not uking ae - ie. if he thou~ht that the l€:tters Vl&Ie or 
oontained urgent politiaal matter - to read out the relcvunt polit~cel 
oommenta or asking ae to ahow thea to him. One thing that I forgot 
to aentioll above. I told our organis8r that I oould poeoibly have tho 
letter8 ready earlier if I was a'ble to wri tr.; 'th€l!lout in9te~.d o~ t;/!'llng 
thea. Also, during IIY oonversation with Bill on Wednesa<l. y i told him 
that I. would have the le'tters ready by the end of the weekend. 

Further.ore, I do not agree with cdes Bill & Adairp. in r~enrd to 
the question of where the time ahould be drawn between polittcal and 
personal matter in personal oorrespondence. Bill areued 'th'l.t ;.~very
thing per.onal which effects the functioning of a ode. is politicBl. 
':rhus far I agree, but I also aaintain that personal correspondence of 
intimate _ nature has the right to privaoy. So, what I STl:! is th,\t 
it is up to the cde. concerned to tell the leadership whl\t hiS/her 
l'ez'sonal pI'oblema in such .atters are, if they arise, hnd if the 
cd~. ghooaes to do 80. During that convers~tion OD Thursd~yn1Ght I 
told i Bill that this may be a refleotion of the differine- views th .... t 
we k"XWWXS~.x .... * have on the question of the p~rty. ro ree ~ 
Leninist party is a revolution&l7 &a8ociation of individul\ls '!otin!! 
&8 a oolleotive in oarrying out tbe part7's proeramme nnd~ under ~~~ 
discipline of its leading bodies - ie. I agree with Lenin'~ main 
oontribution to the question of the party Which he proposed ,1.3 r.n 
amendment to the party's draft statutes a.t the 2nd Congress of the 
Russian Sooial-Demooratic Party in 1903, "1 meaber of the Sooial
D':mocratic Party is 8J1Yper80n who acoepts its progrNllme, supports 
the party with aaterial .eans and personally partiCipates in one of 
its organizations". This waa oountel'posed to the draft lIrl. tten by 
~artov, and which expressed the viewA and praotioe of the II Interna
tional. In Martov's draft the words "personA.lly particip:>.tes in ono 
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l!'ranz to Suz! - 9 -

Sunday, 21 ,July 1974 (oont.) 

one of ita organizations" were 8uustitutt:,<l by "TlerB()Y'~.lly t~ :"·d~la.rly 
oo-operates under the guiaanoe of one of its organizations". l~e 
differenoe between the h:o was that Lenin envisioned a. tie;ll tl:v-l:ni t 
ocntr&.lized party whilst, a8 you kr.o Yi , :~:"l·tov IUld the ~t0n~tcvi.ks -pro
posed a loosely knit party whioh allowed ftC llow-tl aVf:llers and. other 
.i..r.iisoiplincd ele.ento to b'1 undfJI' the "f;Llir;ance" of tt.(~ crCI1."iza.t1.nn. 

'? the 'point that 1 am makir.;; in ".ll this is th 'L t L<'.n!.r. t 1'1 cor.' . tion 
~ not rule out the ri8'ht to rriv .. ··C"y in nersor.nl mat.t,::>rs, ::-uch ~ .. 
co r~'cspondenct;! for e..;. ;;hat do you th ;.n!c':' -:: would U.t.':> ~~,-, 1:nu',7 :tour 
l'c,sition Suzi. 

:~ 1 July 24.30 

~idn't have the p08sibility of • f1nishine this l~tter as I wcmtp.d to 
b,~fore the looal meeting. 

The 'lues tion above was dioouflsad and tho lines th~t \'fl~rc ~ll.·;\lVn 
were the same. I was tbe only one ">\bo m~intt~ineil 1I1y.pc:Ji·ciun io. 
eVel:yonli took the position th£lt Bill had th.:- ri~ht to l·e ... l mJ COl· .. · ~
pondence and that oorrespondenoe reoeived bJ a 1I1t.'lIlbI:H· of a. par':'.,' Ut.ll 

bo read by responsible individuals -in the part.y. I r:no.ll dt..Jcl'ii> ~ "). 
!l~lJ4bel' of other things that were raiseJ. during that J.i:Jcu:..s:i.un :'n .,J.! 
let't~r tomorrow or the next day. 'lhere is not much t:..u'.:: 11(;-,1 (i~ .. ·;; 
~, •• j') and I must gut up ut 5.,0. 

Driefly, I h:1ve given the oorrespondt-'nop b.~tWAon :/OU rind lIlU to 
"3ill b.30ause he insisted that I dC' ~md b~O,-l\l8~) it is a qUt!Rt:i.on of 
';i~ciplin(;. r. think, howc"!f~r, the.t he bont3stly w~nts to h,.'lp :'ou :1nd 
m'-! out .81x in our rclatir'nshir in ~pg!lrd to \1ft living- tot?:·eth~l·. '1I~l)n 
I tr.lked to him on Wed. &: Fridny 11" !Sajd th . ."t YOll coulc! C,IIM~ h~:"p' .i.n 
I.pril And thnt he wanted to ep() if. nUl" rel~)tionshlr would 3tl.ll 110 td 
out in a few months time - he remarked that you had relRtions ~lth 
at lea~t four other comrades in the tp.ndenoy. I said that I wag 
!';::,arc of tha.t. Obviously he does not Undt~r3tan<l you OJ' your J.'robl<~:"ls 
r.nd our relationship. 'rbis p.::rr.ars is und.,r~tandRble, but I t!lin': 
thp.. t .bill on his pf.rt should have been morH CAutious before mald:-l:" 
~~oh a statem~nt. . 

I shall have to deBcri"e Avery thing that has been ha.9T'~ning 
t~re. I do not quite know ho. tC' reant or fight the variO~B pcc~s~
+,ions that have been thrown Against me over tho last l'~:", .\~ s. I 
LU'" '"' been called a .ano~uverer in rei'renon to whnt happen ~u ~hO\1 t 
Justria j &Del now apparpntly whft~Wf)r 1 do i8 linked to 1113nOCLl v!'ing; 
, 1 ial' 1ft reterenoe to the Austrian trip. t'urth~rl!1urc:, on L}16 'll\:::l tion 
of oorresponclence I have been nfJ.Dled f\. ),(enoh'vik by ode. ;\ur. •. J.l.'<., • 

••• 
:'.8.S. Enolosed find a letter of John Sharpe' 8 and my repl~'. 

P.S.S.S. I will show a oopy of this lrt"t:'r to Bill and a.ll OJ !.'!·~.h~e .. 
Quant oorrespondence as it is a questi0n of d!.sej.", l:mE'. 

]·.S.S.S. The oorrespondenoe thF..t I NIl enclosing - ie. JGl.n SUi.J.l·l't" t~, 
letter and ray reply should anflWC1' quite a rfltW (!Unu .. .iono 
whioh you asked in your 11.. tter 01 9 and 1i J u.l/. in m~' 
following letter, howp.ver, I ~h:;ll elc\bor:-:.tn • 

~ , 
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POLITICAL BUR£\U MINUTES (NO 8) ....................... 22 July 1974 

Present: 

Meeting convened: 

Agenda: 

1. Personnel: 

Discussion: 

Motion (Bill): 

Motion (Adaire): 

Meeting closed: 

PB: Bill, Adaire, Joel 
alt CC: John, Dave R, Dave S 
other: Kei th (Sydney L;jcal Organis~·r). 

9.25 p.m. 

1. Personnel 

Bill, Joel, Dave R, John, Keith, Dave S, Adaire, 
(4 roUnds) 

That the PB recognises that John E, although never 
formally admitted as a member of the Spartacist 
LeAgue, has been accepted as a member for many 
purposes and filled poSitions on the Sydney local 
executive and as 'secretary of the Sydney local. 
The PB resolves the unclarity by declaring that 
comrade Ebel's status is that of candidate mem
ber, to be reviewed on the receipt of a report 
from a control commission, on the questions raised 
by the letters of comrades Sharpe (30 May 1974) 
and Brosius (23 June 1974) and his verbal and writ
ten responses to their letters, with particular re
gard to the matter of the comrades honesty to the 
tendency 

[Put in counterposition to Adaire1s motion] 

For: PB: 
alt CC: 
other: 

Bill, Joel 
John, Dave R, Dave S 
Keith 

passed 

That John E apply for membership of the SLANZ and 
that the application be decided by the PB on the 
basis of findings by a Control Commission appointed 
to investigate his functioning while overs~as and 
on return to Australia. 

For: PB: Adaire 

failed 

12.00 p.m. 


